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Get the extra sales 
Vacuum packing winsl 
,6.RE you packing your salmon in the best possible 
1\ manner? Are you giving them every chance to sell? 
In short, are you giving them the many advantages of 
Canco's Vacuum cans? 
What a difference to salmon, vacuum packing makes I 
It gives a refinement of appearance and flavor-a subtle 
difference you don't always find in fish packed other ways. 
Canco Vacuum cans maintain a uniform goodness that's 
reflected in steadily growing sales, steadily growing 
demand. 
Sebastian-Stuart Fish Co. 
PACKERS OF 
Fresh and Frozen 
HALIBUT-SALMON 
MILD CURED SALMON CANNED SALMON 
SEATTLE, WASHINGTON, U.S. A. 
Columbia River Packers Association, lnco 
KARL I. S!FFERMAN 
Largest Fresh Fish Dealers 
on the Col um hi a River 
ASTORIA, OREGON 
EARL N. OHMER 
Alaskan Glacier Sea Food Company's 
HIGHEST QUALITY 
SHRIMP MEAT and CRAB MEAT 
Can Be Procured From the Following Seattle Fish Dealers 
San Juan Fishing & Packing Co. Edwin Ripley & Sun 
Palace Fish and Oyster Co. American Sea Food Co. 
New England Fish Co. Ripley Fish Co. 
Booth Fisheries Co. Sound Fish Co. 
Sebastian~Stuart Fish Co. Dressei-Collins Fish Co. Haines Oyster Co. Whiz Fish Co. Main Fish Co. 
Packed by the Alaskan Glacier Sea Food Co. 
Petersburg, Alaska P. 0. Box 1001 SEATTLE, WASHINGTON 
rthur Anderson Fish 
Producers and Distributors of Oregon's 
Finest FRESH and FROZEN Salmon 
ALSO. SALMON PACKERS 
HOME OFFICE, ASTORIA, OREGON 
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exfl"a Pl'nfit 
in one week 
That is what one 
fish cannery has 
done by using a 
DeLavalOilPuri-
fier to recover oil 
formerly wasted 
in its fertilizer de-
partment. 
THREE weeks' operation more. than paid for an installation which can earn more than $1000 weekly for many sea-
sons! Here's the brief story: 
Canneries are losing np to 6% of fish oil with water dis-
charged from settling tanks used to recover oil in their fertil-
izer departments. Even if this loss is held to a fraction of 
1% it is still profitable to operate a De Laval Purifier in con-
junction with the tanks and save practically all the oil. 
The new No. 900 De Laval is perfectly adapted to this work. 
It has extremely high capacity; is able to continuously dis-
charge a large amomtt of solids with the watet• removed from 
the oil; and produces cleanest oil with the smallest possible 
loss. 
There is still time to install a De Laval ami earn more mouev 
this year. · 
THE DE LAVAL SEPARATOR COl\'IPANY 
165 Broadway, New York :-: 600 Juckson Blvd., Chicugo 
DE LAVAL PACIFIC COl\fPANY, 61 Bente Street, San Frnncisco 
THE DE LAVAL CO., Ltd., Peterborough and Winnipeg, Cnnndn 
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Underwriters Approved 
Fire 
Has 
at Sea 
no Terror for 
the 
COMMANDER 
THE COMMANDER is handled en-
tirely from the pilot house. It is only 
natural that the owner, l\!Ir. Alexander 
Carr should select a LUX Remote Con-
trol Fire Extinguishing System with 
Pilot House control as fire protection. 
LUX DISTRIBUTORS 
Southern Northern 
California California 
Paul W. Hiller Hougq & Egbert 
Wilmington San Francisco 
LUX AGENTS 
Northwest 
Alex Gow, Inc. 
Seattle 
R. V, Morris . , ... , ......... , , ............ San Dieuo 
Yacht & Motor Sales Corp .. ............. , Wilmington 
Craig Ship Building Co .. ........ , .. , , ..... Long Beach 
William Sylva Co . ....... , ............. San Francisco 
Beebe Co. . ............. , ........ , , , , .... Portland 
Seattle Marine Equipment Co . .. , ......... , .. -... Seattle 
Hoffars Ltd. . , ........... , , .......... , .. V.ancouver 
Walter Kidde & Company, inc. 
140 Cedar Street 
New York 
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Mr. Fisheries Man, 
Dear Sir: 
Yes, we know it is 
getting near Christmas, and 
no presents bought, as usual, 
and we beg to suggest that 
overlooked 
bets of them 
perhaps you have 
one of the best 
all-. -a gift that will be new 
thirteen times next year. 
For $3.50 you can 
send a subscription to 
THE WEST COAST FISHERIES to 
your friend, 
all unlikely 
and it is not at 
that he will see 
in its pages before. 
is out. Simply fill 
enclosed form and 
your name 
the year 
the out 
we will do the rest. 
Yours very truly, 
THE WEST COAST FISHERIES 
P.S. Don't forget to order 
extra copies of our big New 
Years De Luxe edition at 
once. 
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--- - Tear Here and Mail to Us 
The West Coast Fisheries, 
i\lunici}Jal Fish Wharf, 
San Pedro, Calif. 
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Please enter subscription 
Year's De Luxe edit:on) to 
NAME ....... . 
for one year (including New 
ADDRESS .................. . 
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I 
NAME·············································· I 
ADDUSS ... ........ . ........ I 
RESERVE ....... copies of the NEW YEAR'S DE 
LUXE EDITION, for which find enclosed sum of 50 
cents per book. 
I 
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I 
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A NOlJ 
THE WEST C0.4ST FISHERIES 
T HE WEST COAST FISHERIES takes great pleasure in 
announcing that after 
months of consideration 
it has decided upon a 
program of service to the 
entire fisheries world 
which is revolutionary 
in character and com-
/ prehensive in scope as 
!1 to demand your immedi-
ate attention. This ser-
vice will be called "FFV 
the Encyclopedia of the. 
Fish, Fruit and Vegetable 
industries of the west," 
and will begin in the 
New Years De Luxe An-
nual Edition. 
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PUBLISHED fOR THE ELEMENTS THAT 
~THE 
Monterey Fleet of Pilchard Seiners 
Cruises Outside the Bay 
THE HUNDRED-TON, DIESEL-DRIVEN, TURNTABLE 
CRAF1' RUN NORTH TO THE "FRISCO BAR" FOR FISH 
By CEO. ROGER Cilli'l'E 
MONTEREY sardine canning has outgrown Nlon-terey Bay. 'l'hat, gentlemen, is the theme of this 
account-the chief development in the cannery situa-
tion this fall. For, during all these years since Booth 
first began the husines~ nf catching pilchards for pack-
ing purposes, sufficient stock to supply the local factor-
ies has been nhtained within the Hay it~elf. But not 
now. 
As has been told before, Booth commenced the fish-
ing with gill nets. This gear was successful enough, 
but an army of men ·was needed to pick the catch from 
the meshes-more hands to clear the nets than to op-
erate them. VVhcn the impracticability of the initial 
scheme was seen, purse-seines were tried. But the fish-
ing\ all was essayed in daylight hours, and, what is 
more, by hired crews. [ t is not surprising to us now-
with all these years of ''hind-sight" tn itwest tt~ with 
wisdom-that the daylight pursuing was not mightily 
successful. 
Pete l:t'errante, Italian boatman, at this juncture in-
duced Booth to send to his native Sicily for the sort of 
sardine net used -in that country, and it was in this odd 
manner that the first "lampara" seine or "round-haul 
net" was imported into America and California. Inti-
mate familiarity with the apparatus made it a formid-
able llshing tool; .Italian-speaking fishermen caused it 
to produce phenominally. 
So satisfactory was the lampara that it stood alone 
ior a long time. There arose aro\1nd it all sorts of preju-
dices in its favor-1\Ionterey Bay became European-
ized to the extent of re~isting, on a basis of mere pre-
cedent and tradition, the utilization of any gear other 
than the proven one. That part was the stronulwld 
of the 1\Iediterranean method, offering a solid fr~~1t of 
resistant antagonism to the invasion of new ideas from 
the outside. 1\deanwhile, of course, the lampara had 
been employed for night fishing, for it was so used in 
the 1-Jediterranean, where its ·name, "lampara," (lamp) 
signified that it was a "lamp-net" or "lantern-net," to 
be fished with at night. 
As .:Monterey canning expanded, it outgrew the 
straight-jacket that had been wished upon it by preju-
dice. Outstanding successes of purse-seine vessels at 
San Pedro and at San Diego stood as arguments urging 
the re-consideration of this type of outfit, and the Hov-
den company finally took first steps to test out modern 
purse-seine practice. That was in 1927-1928. As a 
result of the demonstration made by the big fishboats, 
K. Hovden obtained a reRnlar fleet of them for the fall 
fishing in 1929, and thC predominance of the turn-
table craft is now conceded bv all, even veteran Italians 
of the superceded plan havi;1g recently united in co-
operative groups with the object of purchasing or con-
structing vessels of ihe bigger, faster, newer type. 
\Vhile the little lampara ng:- held the fi~.:ld the waters 
fished were of necessity limited strictly to those of the 
Bay. To attempt to voyage coastwise any distance 
subjected the men to great hardship, for the small l:lm-
para craft had neither forcastlc nor quarters on deck, 
they had no galley, and few boasted eYcn an enclosed 
wheel house. \Vhile running tn and from the fishing 
all hands were compelled tl'l sit out on deck, m· among 
the sardirles, facing the wind and fog spray through 
the weary hours o[ the run. Naturally not much of 
this sort of thing was dune. If schools were not en-
countered within the at-e nf the bav itself the boats 
put back, empty. -
Stdners Change Situation 
Now that the big pttrseboats have come into the 
scene, things are different. These shipS, Diesel-driven, 
haYing roomy forecastle::; and comfurtable heated quar-
ters below decks for each man of the crew, and eqnipped 
(Cout{mutl on Pa!11: 28) 
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,~~ Sportsmen Organize 
.~!: to Save Fish and Game ~~·, 
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California Conservationists, With Initial 
Membership of 98,265, Will Support 
State Regulatory Power 
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A Clipping from the Los Angeles Examiner, Dec. 6, 1929-
It Tells Its Own Story! 
A CALIFORNL\ S'-l'ATE !isheries association, em-bracing all of the elements making up the $40,000,-
000 sea food industry in the golden state! A dream? 
No, a necessity if the future of the industry is to be 
safeg11an\ed. For many months \VCF has foreseen the 
movement now under 1vay in sportsmen's circles to 
force through a measure giving the California Fish 
and Game Commission plenary power to regulate all 
wild life (which includes commercial fish) of the state, 
and therefore has urged that for commonsense reasons 
of self-protection steps should be taken to weld all 
the yarious interests of the state's fisheries, canners, 
fresh fish p:oclucers and dealers, and fishermen, into 
one coopcratirc association. 
[t seems that this dream has a good chance of be-
coming an actuality, now that the sportsmen definitely 
have thrmrn down the {[atlntlet. .·\nd indeed it i:-: a 
propitious time; a time fur aggressive action instead 
of word~. One of the fa vorablc indications that or-
ganization of this association will be completed is seeu 
in the fact that already it is meeting with the support 
of some of the leaders in the industry; men who can 
sec the danger that lies in ft~rther inertia and lack of 
coon1i nation. 
\Vhen \VCF first suggested a ~tate-wide association 
it sought to he constntcti\'C by naming· the man it 
thougllt .best fitted for the work ~ holding the asso-
ciation together and directing its efforts into the most 
effcctiYe channels. That man is Bryce B. Florence of 
San Francisco. \Ve think that he ~is one of the best 
qualified men for this big job. J\Tr. Florence has agreed 
to do everything in his power to further the movement 
under way to nrRanize the association. Our confidence 
in l\lr. Florence's ability to carry ont his work is al-
ready a matter of record. Tn our editorial nf October. 
1929~ entitled "Looking- Ahead," we .c;aid, in part, re-
:,:;arcling- l\[r. Florence: 
"l\Tr. Florence is highly capable of safe-guai~ding the 
interests of the industrY. He has attended the state 
legislature for the oast f~)Ur sessions, and is \vell verserl 
in' the operation of' goyernrnent as well as in the needs 
of the fishing indn:;:try, whether canners, fishermen, or 
THE WEST COAST FISHERIES 
Protection of 
of Prime 
CALIF. FISH ASSN. 
"ABSOLUTE RULE" 
DDDDDIJDDODOODDD 
(From the Los Angeles IJ.mmillcr, Sunday,. No·vcmber 10, 1929) 
INITIATIVE TO GUARD GAME, FISH FAVORED 
Measure on Ballot Next Election \Vould Give Cont~ 
mission Full Control of Wild Life 
liJ' ROY SHAVER 
\Vith the hacking of 80,000 members uf 46.3 m-
ganizations of spol·tsmen and wild life conserva-
tionists, a movement for a complete new deal in 
state Jish and game regulations got off to a Hying 
start here last week. 
\Vholly dissatisfied with the activities of politi-
cians and lobbyists, and with eYery year showing 
a rapid decline in the state's fish and game, leaders 
have concentrated their power and that of their 
organizations in a proposed initiat~ve measure such 
as has saved and restored in a great degree the 
depleted wild life oi densely-populated Pennsyl-
vania and seYeral other fonvilrd-looking state~. 
SEEK PLENARY POWER 
Sponsored by the California Conservatinnisb., a 
statewide body formed to saYe t)1e remaining fish 
and game, an initiatiYe measure to give the State 
Fish and Game Commission plenar}· power to reg--
ttlate these two great natural resources of the 
state. will he placed on the ballot at the next state 
election. \Vith men who know fish and game cun-
clltions in power, it is conceded that many oi- the 
unpopular and faulty regulations now in force 
may he changed and· beneficial ones substituted 
without the delay of two years between lcgi:->la-
ttue::;, necessary under the prcse~1t conditions. 
At their recent conYentiun in San I<'rancisco 
the Associated Sportsmen of California indorsed 
the ';Plenary Powers Plan," and at a meeting last 
l\lonclay evening, at the Jonathan Club, represen-
tatives of the Isaak \Valton League's Orange Belt 
Council, the Catalina Tuna Club and Southern 
California H.ocl and Reel Club. heard State Senator 
Sanborn Young, ·\V. P. Jeffries, James \V. Jump, 
Dadd L. Vasbinder and others explain' the situa-
tion and proposed remedy. 
Senator Young, an ardent cnnservati(mist, \Yho 
ODODDIJDIJODDIJDDD 
fresh fish producers are involYed. A wide experience 
is hack of lVIr. Florence's recognized ability. He was 
once head of the State F'ish Exchange and is now a 
partner in the Henry Dowden Company, brokerage 
firm. of San Francisco." 
Ir~ this movement the fishing industry is now launch-
ing there is no malice or belligerence· tmva'rcl the Cali-
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State Industries 
Necessity 
NEEDED TO COMBAT 
OF COMMISSIO!V 
CIDCIDDODDODODDDD 
has been representing- the Los Gatos di::;trict in the 
State Senate for many years, is chairman n[ that 
body~s fish and game committee, and battled heayy 
odds over the sardine bill during last session. :-\ 
drawn battle resulted as far as saving the sardines 
from becoming fertilizer was concerned. That he. 
a legislator, should seck to remove fish alld game 
regulations from the Legislature's hands seems 
to indicate he realizes that to expect reliei from 
that source is futile. 
BENEFIT ALL SPORTSMEN 
Speaking mi the subject, 1\Ir. Vasbinder. Presi-
dent of the Orange Belt Council of the Tzaak 
\Valton League, pOinted nut that the change ad-
vocated would not he a measttrc to aid the so-
called "millionaire sportsmen," but would ensure 
the ordinary hunter or angler an equal share uf 
the state's fish and game which, he said, belong 
tu the whole people and not to any one or more 
classes. 
At the recent session here of the State Chamber 
of Commerce, that body's conser\'ation committee, 
of ·which Senator Youn~ and Dean 1-Iooyer. broth-
of .President Hooyer, are two of the twentv-five 
members, unanimously indorsed the "Plenary ·Pow-
ers Plan," but before it could reach the chamber's 
hoard of directors fnr final action, the fish canners' 
agents succeeded in temporarily side-tracking the 
measure. 
The California CnnserYatinnists, a young giant 
among statewide nrganizations, includes on its 
membership list en~ry mcmher of eycry tl·.·.e;aniza-
tion which has indorsed the ''Plcnan· Puwer::> 
Plan" to elate, and 1.vill include all uth.ers which 
follow, and in addition every signer nf the initia-
tive petitions to place the "Plenary Powers Plan" 
nn the ballot. 
There are no initiation fees nor due.-;. and the 
only qualitificatiun for membership is that the ap-
plicant shall he heartily in sympathy with the 
movement to place plenary powers for 1 t~gulating 
the state's fish and game, both sporting and com-
mercial, in the hands of the State Fish and Game 
Commission. 
DDDDDDDDDDDDODD 
foruia Fish and Game Commissnn. The eli, is ion of 
fish and game has many capable men. men \dw arc 
out on thC fishing grounds year in and year out per-
forming their tasks and are friends and advisers of the 
fisheries people. But the industry docs not relish the 
idea of plenary. pmver being granted to the three fish 
(Continui'd 1111 Page 21) 
BRYCE B. FLORENCE 
(JV!r. Floreuce amwunces that San 
Fraucisco, IV! 011terey and Eurelw 
fishermen have declared tlzemsehJes 
100 per ceut in fa·vor of tlze state-wide 
association.) 
By BRYCE B. I'LORENCE 
9 
T H.E PURPOSE of the program outlined in the ar-ticle quoted on these pages is to give the Fish and 
Came Commission full plenary powers. This should 
loom in the minds of all fishermen, cannerymen and 
fresh fish dealers as one of the most threatening- mo\·es 
e..-er made against their industry in this state. -
The fisherman should realize while he may at pres-
ent ha\'e some complaint as to the arrangements of 
seasons, size of <;ate h. etc., that at lea~t he knows under 
what restrictions he is working. If plenary power be 
given to the three men composing the Fish and Game 
Commission, it will be impossible for a fisherman to 
know from one day to another \\·hcther or not he is 
going to continue fishing. 
As an illustratiun. hundreds of fislH.:nnen in the !l!lrth-
ern part of the state spend a ctn1siderable amount of 
money and time preparing each year for the salmon 
'3Pason. At the nresent the duration uf the season for 
outside fishing iS 3y~ months, frcim the first of June 
t·n the middle of September, and preparations can he 
made ·with assurance that thev will be able to fish dur-
ing this period. If plenary p~.l\\'er is granted the com-
;nission this could be chang-ed hv order of the three 
cummissioners, a clused sc~tson -declared for the en-
tire year or the :::cason shortened to a few weeks or 
months if these three men saw fit. T·he :-ame applies 
to the striped bass fishery, abalone fishery, sardine fi.sh-
erv, crab fishery, and could he further stretched to 
'~·o~'er any other fishery which in the mind nf the fish 
and Gan{e Cnnunissim; needed n:gulating. 
Cannervmcn and fresh ti~h dealers are in exact!,. fnc 
same position as the fishermen. Each must make l.lrep-
aration to receive the catch of the fishermen and these 
preparations cost muJH~y. Again using- sZJlmon as an 
lllu~tration, it is necessary fur the fresh Ji.sh dealer tu 
establish rcceivine- stations at fl\-e different points, pro-
Yide food for the,. man at the station, maintain outfits 
and maintain carrier boats and receiving barges. This 
preparation would all he for na~1g-ht should the three 
(Continurd on Page :!1) 
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Research Bureau Organized byWCF 
to Compile Facts of Industry 
BEGIN PUBLICATION OF NEW SERVICE 
NEW YEARS DE LUXE EDITION 
By JOHN T. WATTS 
S EkVlCE! "SERVICE with a smile"-"serYice that satisfies"-"at your scrvice"-11day and night serv-
ice"-wc hear these expressions ancl scores of their kin 
constantly until, speaking for one, our mind is in a 
whirl and we have hut a dizzy conception of \Vhat serv-
ice really is. T'he \Yorcl has been persecuted su much 
that it is but a sorry member uf the English language. 
All of which leads up to the announcement that \VCF 
is to institute a new serYice but is solicitious that the 
word not be taken lightly in this connection. \Ve wish 
to introduce "FFV." I-fFV stands for Fish, Fruit and 
V cgetables, and is short for "~l'he Encyclopedia of th~ 
Fish, I.:truit and Vegetable Industries of the \Vest." 
'.!.'hat is what our new service will he-the presenta-
tion before our readers in the manner in which they 
best can utilize them, of all nf the facts pertinent to 
the three big food canning industries of the \·Vest. A 
tremendous task, granted. hut nne which \VCF has 
giYen careful study for the past se\·eral months and 
upon which work already has sta··ted. And this is how 
it came about: 
The \Vest Coast Fisheries seyeral months ago deter-
mined to do something extra-special for the industry it 
represents. 1'his confusi·ng word "sen·icc" poppetl up, 
but_ nobody could name offhand anything that was a 
bonafide, honest-to-gnoclness, "hokum-less" service, and 
was not already being performed. Out of the search 
that followed FFV -..vas horn, having been conceived 
at the sugg·estinn of one of the big men in the canning 
industry-we'd name him only he's not like that. 
\Vhen completed FFV will he a practical book of 
knowledge coYering eyery trade subject peculiar to 
the fish, fruit and yegetable industries. 1t will be a 
regular correspondence cou:se o...-er a period of two 
years, coming in 26 installments O\'er that length uf 
time and will he published-beginning "this month of 
Decem her-by 'rhe \Vest Coast Fisheries in collabora-
tion with a research bureau already organized <tnd 
headed by prominent Fisheries authorities, at an esti-
mated crJst of $15.000. 
Never befo!·e in the history oi the industry has there 
been an_ything attemptecl so~ elahorately-fu;- that mat-
ter. that could anywhere ncar fill the great need for a 
compilation of facts of this clwractcr. 1 t really will 
he a marvelous source of authentic information, as the 
outline which we will sketch tn you shortly is com-
pleted. FFV will tak~ the place ()[ n\·er 25 bonks and 
eliminate a bulky file of folders and bulletins. 
The "Big Idea" 
FFV will not be a book; this is nnt a book-selling 
scheme, as some may have inferred. FFV is merely 
the name for a service-the sen-ice of compiling the 
facts about western fish, fruit and vegetable canning-. 
\'Ve belieye that these facts are not'-onlv of intereSt 
but of vital importance b:; anybody connec'"tecl with the 
inclu::;tries mentioned, whether canner, broker, whole-
saler, fresh fish dealer, or fisherman, and this is the 
idea: To publish 111 The \Vest Coast Fisheries each 
month se...-eral pages of such information as it is com-
piled by the investigators of our new research bureau, 
con...-eniently arranged so that they can be torn from 
the magazine and saYed for future reference, until in 
the course of two years the entire range of snhject 
matter is coyered. 
Subscribers will he presented with a handsome!\· 
hound leather binder, inflexcd according to the suhjec{,_, 
to be covered, in which these FFV facts may be col-
lected. The index will be so complete that e...-en a 
child can distribute the pages under the proper head:.. 
ings. Under this plan it will be possible to issue sup-
plementary information at any time, incorporating it 
under its proper section. 
The first contribution to this great service will be-
g-in in the Ne-..v Years de luxe edition. when 
Introductions to the mackerel. sardine and tuna pack-
ing industries will be published. The 25 installments 
to follow will appear every month thereafter and in 
the following annual edition:;, until completed, embrac-
ing: 
The History of the Canning Industry on the \Vest 
Coast (with subdi\'isions)-California, \Vashington, 
Oregon; Sardines, T\ma, lviackerel, Salmon, Fruit and 
Vegetables. 
Canneries and Operators-(in alphabetical order. ac-
cording tn narl1e of finn; thei;· brands, sales policies, 
etc.) 
Canned Food Packers in the U. S., other than on 
the \Vest Coast, in alphabetical li~t. 
\Vholesale Grocers and Chain Store Operators hand-
ling \Ve~t Coast canner! -~·nods. 
l\fethods of modern \Vest Cnast Fond Production, 
embracing the evolution of fishing. and fruit and Yegc-
table growing, and the prepa-ation of the three pro-
ducts for consumption by the public. 
lvfethods of Distribution-the story of moving \\'est 
Coast canned fish, fruit and ...-eg;etables from the ware-
house to the markets u( the ..,,.;:1rlcl. including achertis-
ing, sales methods, domestic m<lrkets, exportation anU 
its causes, etc. 
Transportation Rates-as aCfecting nlovement of 
canned goods by rail, wate", etc. 
Tariffs-domestic, nn the importation of canned 
foods into the U. S. in cnttlpetition with \Vest Coast 
products; foreign, as affecting the export of \Vest 
Coast canned goods tn other countries. 
The Fre.:;h Fish Busine~s. 
Fresh Fish Dealers and Hrukers. 
Fish Rcdnction. 
Law::;~fundamentals of statutes cuyering produt;tion 
of fish on the \Vest Coast; fundamentals .of Ia-..vs coY-
ering- canning- of fish, fruit and vegetables in the \Vest. 
(']~his 1 ist will be added to as time goes on and the 
neCe:;sity for other information is made known). 
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Washington 
Association 
and Oregon Fisheries 
Formed 
COMMISSIONER O'MALLEl' SPEAKS AT 
PORTL/IND CONVENTION OF FISH MEN 
F ORIVIATION OF A \Nashington and Oregon fish-
eries association, coming as one of the most out-
standing ev~nts in \Vest Coast fisheries circles during 
the past month, ·was consummated at a convention of 
fish packers and dealers at Portland on November 30. 
Immediate action characterized the convention. two 
sessions of which 'verc held, morning- and afternoon, 
at the Benson Hotel. The first step-; taken at the 2 
o'clock ;:;ession was to adopt a resolution requesting 
that the fisheries departments of Oregon and \Vash-
ingtnn cooperate with the packers and dealers in pre-
senting a constructive program to the state legisla-
tures to conserve fish resources on the North Pacific 
Coast. G. P. l{alferty, president of the Pioneer Pack-
ing Company, who was largely responsible for bring-
ing together of all the fish people for the convention, 
acted as chairman ancl was elected temporal)' presi-
dent. 
0 fficers Elecletl 
Other temporary officers named are: H. A. Kaep-
pler. fi,..st vice president; 'rom Richmond. second vice 
president: J. W. Hendrickson. secretary and Vv. A. 
Snyder, treasurer. i\L \V. Eley. publisher of The \Vest 
Coast Fisheries acted as temporary secretary for the 
convention. 
t_rhe chairman stated that another meeting -would be 
called early in January to plan by-laws, determine a 
formal name for the association and attend to various 
other business incident to formal installations of the 
association. 
There was considerable discussion bY all of those 
present regarding formation of districts: 'vhich it was 
suggested be formed and the fisheries operators in 
these districts licensed. 
Acting as temporary chairman, l\Tr. Halferty ex-
plained that the reason for the meeting was to discuss 
the problems of fish dealers and packers. He further 
explained that there was no nlterior reason on his part 
for calling- the meeting-that those present were vitally 
interested in some form of legislation to protect their 
interests on the respective streams on which they were 
lnrated. 
1\[r. Halferty declared that troll fish should be 
canned in the ~district in which it was caught. and he 
mentioned that he operated five canneries and if the 
hazard in packing and marketing were eliminated he 
would be glad to cut his pack 50 per cent. 
The question of whether or not it were possible to 
restrict districts, so that those in the districts in which 
fish were canght would be able to ship fresh and 
canned as thev saw fit was raised. The chairman 
stated that the~ proposition was a le~.:islati\·e one, and 
those principals operating within their districts should 
take the matter up immediately with the chamber of 
commerce and other ciyic organizations to protect 
their local enterprise with the Yiew of creating a law 
to force canners to use sanitary methods by restrict-
ing holding of the fish to be canned within districts in 
which it is caught. The remedy should be to desig-
nate districts for the purpose of shipping fresh fish and 
canning within the districts where the fish are caught. 
he said. 
O'ilfalley Speal<s 
A second meeting was held in the afternoon, at 
which time Henry O'Malley, United States commis-
sioner of fisheries, was the guest of honor. Dealers 
and packers of Washington and Oregon, including the 
Columbia River, were present. JVII-. O'Malley declared 
that preservation of marine life of the Columbia was 
of vital importance. He further said that the U. S. 
Bureau of Fisheries has no war on any kind of gea,-, 
but declared that there must be some limit to troll fisfic 
ing in order to get results and that the coast streams 
were in a serious condition. The commissioner ex-
plained, however, that the problem was up to Wash-
ington and Oregon. 
He suggested that no immature fish he taken, and 
in Alaska, under his jurisdiction they allow a 50 per 
cent escapement, and he further stat~d the whole situ-
ation on the Columbia River was not so good, and he 
hoped to see restricted areas form along the coast, and 
the building of tish hatcheries in the areas, and sug--
gested that in these restricted districts that operators 
form another district he restricted by legislation to fish 
out of their district. VVith this method he said the future 
of the industry would thrive and be protected in a leg-
islative way to preserve the fisheries of the future. l-Ie 
also went into the idea of protecting spawning beds 
which should be in cooperation with the operators in 
their districts. 
The chairman asked IVI. T. }loy, master fish warden. 
state of Oregon, to take the floo-r. l\Ir. Hoy endorsed 
l\Ir. O'l\'lalley in eYery instance, and he said that his 
department was in harmony with the suggestions of 
Mr. O'Malley and would work to that end. 
The chairman then asked Chas. R. Pollock, state 
supervisor of fisheries, state of \~iashington, to take 
the floor. IVIr. Pollock said that his department was 
in sympathy with the program outlined by J\.Ir. O'ivial-
ley and that his department would work in complete 
harmony with the state of Oregon and the U. S. Bureau 
of Fisheries. He also made remarks concerning steel-
head fishing in \Vashington, and said that steelheacls 
on the way to the spawning grounds are fighters and 
his department has discovered eggs have decreased 
from vear io year. On account of the destructive force 
of ste~clheads ·(steel heads being classed in \iVashington 
as a sport fish) and the State Supen·isor of Fisheries 
of \Vashingtnn hands were tied as far as this matter 
was concerned. He went into considerable detail ex-
plaining- the work clone by his department for con-
(Couti11urd tm Pngr 49) 
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San Diego Boats Play Hide and 
Seek with Tuna 
CRAFT NOW CRUISING 7000 illlLES 
IN PURSUIT OF THE FISH 
By H. L. i\TILLER 
T HE TUNA SEASON to date has been exception-ally good for some of the boats, but for others it 
has just been fair. It has been more or less a game of 
hide-and-seek between the tuna and the boats. '}~he fish 
seem to bite like mad for a day or t"TJ at one point, then 
they disappear but only to show up and start biting 
again at another point, anrl if a boat happens to be there 
at the time, her catch is almost unlimited. 
The boats that can, are now tra\'eling clo\Vll the 
coast as far as Clipperton lslands, which is ahout 1,-
500 miles from San Diego. This distance makes their 
trips much longer than were made at the beginning 
of the sca~;on. It takes between 25 and 30 days tC1 
complete these trips and a great many of the boats 
are covering a radius of 7000 to 8000 miles. Tt has 
been found impossible to traYel this distance with the 
fuel that their tanks will hold so they arc all compelled 
to carry on deck, an extra supply of fuel, in drums. 
This information might be of some value to anyone 
building a boat which is to be used for tuna fishing 
in foreign waters. 
Up to this time the boat owners have been trying 
their bc~t to reach the top of the list for "high ton-
nage" for the season. At present the 4 leading boats 
are the "Lusitania", ".\tlantic'', ''Patria" and "St. Ver-
onica". The others arc nut far behind and it is hard 
to tell which boat 'Will be in the lead at the close of the 
season. 
VVc can truly see by the construction of new tuna 
boats in San Pedro ar~cl San Diego that the tuna sea-
son for next year will be a large one. At least if the 
fish hold out. So far we have knowledge of 15 new 
tuna clippers nuw under construction in San Pedro oi 
which 12 O': 13 will install \\T estern Enterprise Deisel 
engines. These crafts will range from 85 feet up to 
120 feet in length and hcn·e a carrying capacily of 70 
to 200 tons of iced fish. \Vith these new boats and 
the ones already in operation and under construction 
in San Diego, which will number between 35 and 40. 
we certainly believe the canners will receive plenty of 
fish, and still we sincerely believe that the fishing in-
dustry in Southern California waters is in its infancy. 
The Van Camp Sea Food Cu. lnc .. \\·hieh at J-lresent 
is the leading- canner in San Diego, operates a fleet of 
21 tuna clippers ranging from 85 feet up to 120 feet 
in length. The largest of the fleet has a carrying ca-
pacity of 180 tons which is considerably more than 
has ever been caught by any one boat. 
Boat construction in San Diego is almost at a stand-
still at the present. There is a 96 foot clipper now 
under construction at the San Dieg-o :\[arin,~ Construc-
tion Company for the Ocean Inr~us1:ries Company. 'rhis 
concern operates four other tuna clippers all carrying 
Japanese crews. The, new clipper, when completed, 
will deliver catches to the Van Camp Sea Fond Co. 
Inc., making- the canner's Acet one greater. 
A Branded Tuna Brought Into San Diego by the "Sacramento" 
\Ve predict in years to come that San Diego will 
have the largest fishing industry on the Pacific Coast. 
The tuna and albacore are a fast traveling fish. The 
distance they travel is not knuwn and probably never 
'Will be. 1 n this instance as shown in the photo, a 
tuna \vas caught recently and it was found to be 
branded, "San Pedro." It is believed that this fish 
was originally caught at San Pedro, branded and 
thrown back into the waters. No clouht some San 
Pecli·o fishermen will recognize this brand-and prob-
ably the fish. 
It seems that each year tuna are increasing in size. 
Recently a tuna weighing close, to 500 pounds was 
brought in by the tuna boat ''Point Lama." This is 
the largest ever caught and brought into port. Another 
large tuna recently caught by the "Shasta" weighed 
a little ewer 400 pounds. In addition to the ahnve. 
there have been other laq~e tuna brought in, which 
strengthens our belief as tr~ the· increasing- size of thiS 
fish as years go by. 
NEW U.S. PATROL BOAT 
The "Penquin," a 130-foot patrol boat for the Uniterl 
States Bureau of Fisheries, is now being built by Bal-
lard l\1arine Railways for use from Unalaska of the 
Aleutians to the Pribolof Islands seal rookery stations. 
BIDLD 25 SEINERS IN NORTH 
Over 25 seine boats and fish packers have been built 
during the past year in British Columbia yards, in ad-
dition to a considerable number of trollers, gillnet boats 
and other small craft. 'I'he larger boats averaged 50 
to iO feet over all. 
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French Sardine Company Expands 
Capacity of Plant 
PIONEER MACKEREL PACI(ER OF FISH HARBOR 
REDOUBLES FACTORY TO HOUSE NEW LINE 
T t-IH.EE times as wide, twice as high, and almost twice as long----such are the dimensions of the new 
French Sardine plant as compared with its former self. 
One entire new department has been added, another 
transferred to a different portion of the building_, and all 
functions enlarged and expanded to a point entirely 
beyond the abilities of the old institution. Its interior 
spaciousness and new, cleverly planned packing lines 
have divorced it forever from the classification of "one 
nf the smaller canneries" and made of it distinctly "one 
of the largest." 
Ilfaclwrel Opporlu11ity Seen 
'l'hc decision to expand was arrived at following suc-
cesses in sardine packing, members of the personnel 
have said. This, coupled ·with the untouched opportuni-
ties early recognized in the mackerel business, caused 
the firm to broaden out, and rebuild on a new 3-phase 
plan, the equipment being designed to handle mackerel, 
sardines, and tuna, any one or two of these at a time, 
or eYcn all three together. Such a conception is new 
to the business, for heretofore it has been considered as 
generally inexpedient to essay hanclling more than 
two .c;orts of fish at a time, and the usual custom dur-
ing many years ·was to pack either sardines or tuna, 
nne or the other-not both. 
Ram~Pach Line 
Salient among several features of the new cannery 
is its mackerel line. :\ttention was concentrated oi1 
this installation, since it furnished the chief motive for 
enlarging the factory. l\loreoYer. competition in pack-
ing mackerel is keen, profits small, and operating mar-
gins are so reduced that sharp attention must be .di-
rected·to each step in the manufactory process, all con-
ceivable economies effected, and mechanical contriv-
ance called into play wherever possible to spare the 
cxhavagance of normal efforts. Briefly, the sequence 
of procedure is as follows: 
1. Boats discharge into a conveyor running beneath 
the dock, the fish being delivered into the cannery, on 
the ground floor. 
2. 'l'wo-whceled metal tank-carts arc fdled by run-
nin'g them beneath the delivery end of the con~'eynr; 
the carts are hand-wheeled across the floor to a point 
whe.re they arc dumped at the foot of a comparatively 
short elevator which discharges into a largC storage 
Yat. 
3. Filipino or l\Iexican laborers equipped with 
scoops feed the fish into the elevator at a regulated rate, 
convenient for the storage-vat men who are charged 
with a proper distribution of the supply into the sev-
eral bins of the big tank. 
4. An operator on the bins manipulates levers con-
trolling outlet ports at their base; the mackerel are 
sluiced out with copious quantities of clean fresh water 
(from the Los Angeles city main~) the fish flowing 
upon cutting tables abutting the storage tank. 
5. There are 6 cutting tables: each has its own gate 
to the fish resen,oir. The operator keeps each table 
(with its concave, trongh-likc center) brim-full of fish. 
Four Filipino fish-butchers or knife-men, -;tand on op-
posite sides of each table. 'J"heir function is to cut the 
head from the mackerel, slit the belly. extract the vis-
cera, and then throw the fish through a curtaine(Lopen-
ing whence it falls into the tank-tahle (or spooning 
table or sliming table, as the various names are). 
The cutting tahles before mentioned have a plank 
running along each side, and on these the butchers do 
their work; small square openings-! for each cutter 
-allow the heads and viscera to be passed from sight, 
this waste falling into a closed flume where a stream 
of swiftly-flowing \Vater bears them away. 
6. Each tank-table has a crew of 6 spooners, 2 on 
each side. These scrape out the blood clots or kidneys 
along the hack bone of the mackerel, and rinse away 
any Slime adhering to the exterior of the fish. \i\Then 
thm·oughly cleansed, each fish is thnl\vn upon a small 
platform at the end of the tank-table where two expert 
knife-men place them in mytrc-boxes and cut them into 
segments exactly the correct length for filling cans. 
Incidentally, these men lop off the tail at the narrow 
isthmus called, scientifically. the "caudal peduncle." 
Streams of fresh water run into the tank-tables con-
tinuously, the discharge is into the same flumes that 
carry away the ttimmings from the cutting tables. 
7. The fish segments from the knives of the mytre-
box-men are dropped into a flume of: clean fresh water 
where, during their rapid and turbulent trip downward 
thev are automaticallY washed another time. The 
Huri"1e discharges upo;1 a travelling screen through 
which the water passes, leaving the fish. 
8. The elevator carries the stock upward, discharg-
ing into big redwood brine tanks on the second floor. 
Attendants there deflect the stream of fish from one 
section of the tank to another, each bin being allowed 
a definite period in ·which to permit of the stock being 
~'struck thru" with the salt. Since mackerel is a slimey 
fish, this step in its preparation for food is regarded as 
especially important, if not downright critical. B:y 
proper brining the Hesh segments arc firmed up, sea-
soned with salt, and cleansed vet another time, the re-
sult being a fine, hard, hrigl;t-skinncd piece of fish-
fle:--h as fine a.s any appetite could ask. 
9. Following the brining, the stock is delivered to 
the can fillcrt', upon a long moYing belt that passes 
dmvn the center of the pn.cking table. Cans arc given 
to the fillers in case lots, payment being on a piece-
work basis. 
10. Since wages of fillers is on a basis of cans used 
14 
rather than cans packed, the filled containers go upon 
the exhaust chain instantly-a saving of time which 
3hould not he overlooked in this era of constant strug-
gle to arrive at bettered quality. 
11. Just before entering the 22-minute exhaust, an 
automatic device deposits a measured amount of salt 
in each can. 
12. As the cans emerge from the exhaust-tunnel 
:hey pass beneath a perforated pipe from which hot 
brine is pouring; if the cans are not already full as a 
result of condensation in the tunnel, they are here 
filled, brimming. 
13. Four American Can closing machines constitute 
the battery used to seal the 1.-pound talls in which the 
mackerel are packed. Usually 3 of these are sufficient 
to handle the output of the packing table: 1 is kept 
in reserYe, against accident. The closed cans are graYi-
tated down stairs to the retorts ·where the cook is n[ 
90 mintttl'S duration, at 240 degree:::;-10 pottnrls pre~-
sure. 1 
Novel Device.'i 
SeYeral unusual features merit mention. One of these 
is the manner of making mackerel brine: 'fwo circular 
redwood tanks downstairs, equipped with agitators, 
stir up the solution. This is pumped to the second 
floor; new brine is run into the Hpstairs tanks with each 
batch of fish, it being regarded as an outlay well re-
paid in the improYed product to haYe each lot of mack-
erel washed, de-slimed and struck through pure, fresh 
brine. 
Another outstanding development is the hydraulic 
project that has been installed to scavenge waste water 
from the whole of the factory. 1\Iackerel ta1Jles, sardine 
cutting machines, tuna cookers-eYery water-using de-
partment o£ the entire plant has been piped so as to 
drain into a large central sump in the middle of the 
cannery. A centrifugal pump, motor-driven, throws 
all of this volume of water into the fertilizer plant 
where it is strained, and the solids removed for stor-
age in the refuse bins which feed into the cookers and 
oil presses. 
Sarcline Enlargement 
The pilchard department has been moved from clown 
stairs and installed on the top floor of the new build-
ing, parallel to the mackerel line. Last year the cut-
ting capacity 1vas increased by the installation uf 9 
mechanical butchers each ranging in capacity from 1 
to 2 tons per hour, depending on the size of the fi~h. 
Recently a supplementary battery of 5 more cutters 
have been installed, together ·with redwood-plank stor-
age bins. Total storage in the plant is now {igured at 
50 to 60 tons-about 3 hours' work! 
New brining tanks are being completed, these meas-
uring approximately 12 x 1.8 x 4 feet. Two dryers, each 
having a tunnel 60 feet long and housing a 9-way 
screen draper, discharge upon a belt running drnYn the 
middle of the lone sardine packing table, 100 feet long. 
On emerging from a 5-minute trip through the exhaust 
box the cans are drained hy an automatic device which 
carries them around a wheel, most of the time partially 
inverted, and then, just before being passed into the 
closing machines each can is sauced with catsup by a 
clever automatic measurer, feel continuously through 
overhead pipes from a large catsup tank seated on the 
rafters above. Tweh-e closing machines, installed in .2 
lines of 6 each, seal the cans, which are then chuted 
clown stairs to the retorts for cooking. 
It was not until the last of November that the addi-
tions to the sardine line were completed; the capacity· 
was thereby considerably enlarged; but it already was 
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the boast of the French Sardine people that thus far 
this season they had processed more pilchards than any 
other operator on Fish Harbor. -
Optimism About Tu.na 
The old original cannery is now occupied only by 
the tuna line. In anticipation of greater things to 
happen there, this phase of the business has also been 
increased in potential capacity. The one former tuna 
packing table has been retained, and the old sardine 
table converted to tuna usc. 
Last year the factory had 4 tuna cookers capable to 
contain 24 racks; at present 4 new, 8-rack cookers 
have been installed, and the old ones lengthened to the 
same size, thus raising the capacity from 24 to 64 
racks. 
Naturally all Of this swelling of packing ability must 
be reflected in a corresponding accommodation in re-
torts, wherefore 3 more of these have been put in. 
Early in 1925 the writer remembers· that the company 
had only 4 small retorts in service. Presently that 
number was increased to 5. From 5 there was a sud-
den doubling- to 10-the new ones being of bigger 
capacity, each. Now the entire battery is 13J accommo-
dating a total of 88 baskets. [n terms of pound-oval 
sardines that is 1 ,.325 cases to the cook. 
tliore Stemn 
Such a layout of tuna cookers, exhaust boxes, can 
washers, and retorts requires steam, and plenty of it 
Just to make sure th~ company doubled its boiler room 
equipment, adding 2 ne\v 100-h.p. Standard Doiler and 
Steel· boilers to the two already bricked in. The steam 
department is now in the very heart of the cannery. 
this making distribution more easy, and at an average 
minimum of expense, speaking from the standpoint of 
losses in delivering steam to the different parts of the 
cannery. 
Offices, Foors, Slreet illetal, Etc. 
Large of-fices have been provided for the administra-
tive and executive staff of the organization; handsome 
furnishings and modern business systems are being- in-
stalled. The entire plant seems new, from the bright 
corrugated steel exterior to the new concrete Aoors, 
and recent installations of new lumber and shining 
metal machinery. To get an idea of what has beetl 
replaced one need only visit the "junk shop" in the 
rear of the plant, where hundreds of pounds of torn-
out pipe, angle iron, steel plate and discarded machin-
ery meets the eye. Indeed, there seems little left un-
done, except for the painting of the corporation's name 
on the broad front of the building. 
"Yes, we're ready .. ," one of thC officers remarked _:}-
clay or two ago. "All that we need now is fish, and the 
more the better." 
FIRST TA:X: SKIRMISH WON 
The I~ns Angeles harbor fishing industry has won 
the first round in the controversy over the personal 
property tax levied some time ago by the Los Angeles 
County tax assessor against fishing boats and fish ten-
ders of Over 50 tons, previously exempt as freight car-
riers. The county counsel has ruled that the fish ten-
ders are carriers and therefore are not subject to the 
levy. As for the owners of boats which do their own 
fishing in distant waters and then carry the catch back 
to port-they must wait a ''while longer for a decision 
of the county counsel as to their status. Some of the 
larger craft already have transferred their registry to 
San Diego because of the tax in effect at San Pedro. 
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Wreck of 
The n~abel" 
T HE 1\{s. "r.fAHEL", famous purse-seiner, is lost. At half past twelve on Saturday night, NoYember 
9, she ran on the rocks of the shark-toothed shoal lying 
near Ano Nueyo Point, north of 1Tonterey Bay, and is 
a hopeless wreck None of the crew was cast away. or 
even seriously injured, although all had a harrowmg 
time of it, suffering ,long hours of drenching- in the 
breakers and cold wind. 
Arriving at his home in San Pedro some five days 
after the accident, Captain Jaque Bcrnsten related the 
story of the mishap. The vessel was cruising to the 
northward of :Monterey Bay, he said, looking for 
:'ichools of big sardines which at this season are rnnst 
frequently discovered swimming "outside" the head-
lands of the Bay. The night was partially moon-lit, hut 
the black pall of a thick fog shut out eyery glimmer of 
light, and the fishermen groped about in utter darkness. 
Neither the Afio N neva nor the Pigeon Point beacon 
could be seen, and no warning of any kind was had 
until the motorship was suddenly found surrounded by 
acres of rearing surf. A quick effot·t to swing the ship 
hack on- a reYcrse course was unaYailing-there -..vas 
too little space for making the turn, and the next 
comber threw the craft upon the jagged points of this 
particularly saw-like reef. Those who have seen the 
long shoal cannot fail to recall the nearly perpendicular 
ano-le at which the rock layers thrust themsehres from 
th; sea, the escarpment appearing in row after row of 
sharp pinnacles. with narrow channels between, for a 
mile or so oti shore. 
iflt looked like we hadn't much chance," the captain 
said. "Nothing but breakers and white water as far as 
YOU could see. If any of the men had jumped oyer-
hoard they surely would hav-e been lost, for we were 
more than a half mile from the beach." But the crew 
all stood by, fmding shelter under the lea of the house 
as the vessel listed, and was carried farther and farther 
along by each succeeding :nvcll. The hammering and 
pounding kept up all the rest oi the night, the bottom 
was entirely chewed out of the hull. the rising- tide kept 
raising the. water level so that the attack nf -the waves 
was constant throughout hours of time, and gradually 
the wreck worked farther and iarther towards the 
shore. 
The first demolishing. breaker to sweep the vessel 
carried overboard every loose object nn deck. The 
sardine seine, newly hung and valued at not less than 
$3,000, went. clear excepting for the end permanently 
made fast to the ship. The big stake-boat or seine-
skiff went with the net, lcaYing the men nothing in 
which to quit the wreck. However, the turntable also 
carried away, but remained floating close at hand, heing 
held there by a part of the seine in which it had he-
come entangled. "I told the men," said the Captain, 
"that if the hull broke up we would make for the turn-
table, and go ashore on 'that. And when it got nearly 
daylight that is what some of us did do."' 
·By bending a line to an old axe, the crew cast at the 
turntable until getting the axe across it and hooked over 
its edge. Careful maneuvering brought the big flat 
table near enough for boarding, and five of the nine men 
made the leap. Cutting the raft free they soon were 
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buoyed in to the beach where they reco\·ered the lost 
skiff, upturned it to spill out water and sand, anrl_at 
once put back ao-ain to rescue their comrades sttll 
aboard. VVhen fin~1lv all were safely ashore, standing 
there in the early cfawn, ·soaked, chilled through_ and 
disconsolate, they had not even tL1e means nf makmg a 
fire. "And it was 11 o'clock before anyone came to us,'' 
Bernsten remarked, "had we been. hurt we could l~a\·e 
died there, or perished from exposure, for no one nottced 
us until almost noon." 
Fortunately not a man was injured. Bernsten is_no~v 
O'Oing about with a bandaged leg, the result ot hts 
having fished for his shoes with a foot which found 
broken glass instead. 
Daylight revealed that the little yesscl had tr~velled 
about a half mile during its 8 or 9 hour buffeting by 
the surf. Successi\·e high tides have still further thrown 
the hull shoreward untll now it lies nearly on the beach. 
Local fanners have gathered to the sah'aging, and arc 
on the scene with a tractor, tools and tackle. They haYe 
rigged an overhead cable carrying a traveling pulley 
and are removing everything that can be gotten loose 
from the \vreck. During recent weeks of unusually low 
tides they essayed a dismantling of the Atlas Imperial 
diesel, scnditlg ashore piece by piece as much of the 
machinery as they can free. Captain Bernsten has in-
formed them all he is willing to purchase from them 
whatever usable material they may be able to reco\-er, 
and some of the men are endeavoring to \Vrest from the 
sands the half-hurried cork line, lead line, anrl sectious 
of the seine-webbing. The reel for the wire purse line 
and the line itself have been saYed, and these will he 
put into service again immediately, for already Berns ten 
has bought into a larger vessel, and was at sea again 
with his new command at the beginning of the next 
"sardine dark." 
The loss of the "l\.>label'' is a serious set-back, for 
total insurance carried amounted only to $8,000. I\ lore-
over, Bernsten lost $3,000 worth of tuna seines and 
spare webbing in the Van Camp net-locker fire of 
November 5. 01Lttck of this kind all comes at once," 
he said. But with what recoven· the insurance 
afforded, and other finances, the Capt~in has purchased 
a half-interest in the l\lonterey purse-seiner ''1Iarie 
Joan." This is a big yessel, capable ol ca.rrying _100 
(Contintud ()II Page 19) 
THE WEST COAST FISHERIES 
Mexican T otuava Season Has 
Late Start 
BETTER FISII BEING HAULED; 
BETTER ICING AFFORDED 
T JTUAVA TRUCKING. the trade that supplies California and other markets with delicious fillets, 
white-meat steaks and splendid baking stock during 
mid-winter months of rather acute local shortage, has 
this year had a tardy beginning. 
"It's the temperature, I tell you-the weather's too 
hot down there on the Gulf," a fish-hauler insisted re-
cently. "Here it is, the last of November, and you'd 
think it was July if you were to go down to San Felipe. 
Those fish aren't going to show up while the water stays 
hot; ·wait till the smudge-pots get going good around 
this orange country and we will then have fish to sell, 
dmvn south." 
It is well recognized that fish abundance in the upper 
end of the Gulf of Californa is closely related to concli-
tions of temperature. Summer heats, extending 
through the autumn and even into usual winter month?, 
have this year· retarded the resumption of activity in 
what is regarded as one of the Southland's most nm~el 
fishery activities. Only by very gradual stages is the 
traffic approaching its normal volume. I\fen familiar 
with conditions on the Gulf are of opinion that the 
coming of really chill weather in the north is prerequi-
site to a re-establishment of normal conditions in the 
business. 
Schools Still Absent 
The dif-ficulty is not one of getting the fish over 
desert roads to a distant market. Improved icin~ fa-
cilities have helped the old situation greatly in that 
regard. It is, instead, that the waters of the Gulf have 
remained tepid, causing the totuava schools to linger 
in cold deeps to southward, delaying their regular 
autumnal, up-coast migration until the brackish shoals 
off the Colorado's mouth shall become cool enough to 
suit. Each spring, when the unclouded sun pours its 
furious heat down ut)on the thin layers of water in the 
upper end of the lviar Bermejo or "Vermillion Sea" 
(as the l\Texicans often call it), the fish lind is impos-
sible to remain, so travel <HYilY southward 
to where the sea is deep and biue and cool. 
Each fall they return, but apparently this 
year they consider that summer still con-
tinues, for the :Mexican and Indian hand-
liners haYc gone out in their canoes each 
morning- to fish, but little other than corbina 
has been taken. 
T1vo J.lten Begin Huu.ling 
First shipments of Gulf-caught llsh reach-
ed 'San Pedro markets about the middle of 
October. This "\"Vas usual as tu elate, but 
only two men engaged in the work. Hauling 
was commenced bv Buddy Burns and Rav-
moncl H.ose, BurnS driving a ton-and-a-h;:~J[ 
Dodge, H.ose a one-ton For d. Both were 
operating as independents. Fish was scarce 
from the beginning. 
dri\'er:; were on the road. About 10 of these piloted llttle 
machines; the others were big-, special-body jobs. Of the 
four refrigerated trucks twc~ \YCre Reo Heavy Duty 
Speed \Vagons, one a Garford, and Burns had his Ster-
ling at work. Fish remained scarce,, and no one was 
kerlt busy. 'frnckmen stated that nne round trip a 
week was about the average ior all of the freighters, 
small trucks having the advantage. 
''Fish still is sca~rce at San Felipe," said Burns on 
coming into market with a full load recently. "Roads 
down there are dry enough and smooth now, but there 
is little to haul out. Fish i:' l~ard tu get." 
Only 5 Tom Daily 
Thus far Van Camp Organization::; have received the 
hulk of receipts, although there ha\·e heen other pur-
chasers of lesser amounts. As November neared its 
close, arrivals ranged fr'om nothing at all to 10 or 15 
tons dail·v .. with four to six tons as an average. The 
trucks h;d a tendency to arrive in small groupings~ 
rather than in a constant stream. \Vhatever cargoes 
they freighted in were f)Uickly <:Lhsorbed .. '!.'he market 
has learned to esteem this fish. 
Very little totn;:iva has been delivered as yet. From 
the yery commencement of the traffic in October more 
than bciii of the quantity unloaded has been corbina-
some estimates fix the proportions at three tons of cor-
bina to one nf totu{n•a. l\,1 oreov-=r, m nch of the totuitva 
was small- ''machorro" in size. 1t should be stated, 
however, that several loads that "·ere seen by this 
writer \\·ere of especially fine quality, this being at-
tributed to improved cars near the source of produc-
tion. 
Burns Owns a Thru Line 
A principal lack from which the 1\lcxico-Ca~ifornia 
fish trucking has suffered since its inception tour or 
five years ago has been the almost total lack of refri_ger-
ation obtaining on the south side of the line. 'l'hc lVlexi-
cans seem not to appreciate the necessity of thorough 
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icing 111 the interests of maintaining Aann· and Kund 
quality. It has been past practice to rush the loads to 
the border at night, with \Try little or c\·cn no ice at 
all, the fish thus being out of the water an entire day 
before experiencing effective refrigeration. 
As against this make-shift and unsatisiadory prac-
tice we now have an innovatinn. credited to Buddy 
Burns, who ranks as an old driver in the game. 
Burns reports that to escape this dif-ficulty he has 
placed three machines of his own in service on the 
south side of the line. One of these is a Dodge Com-
mercial, another a Che\Tolet, and the third is a -Yellow 
Cab having a \;Villys-Knight engine. All of these are 
captained hy native driYr.Ts who take the cars to San 
Felipe, bargain for fish, and bring· nut the loads to Cal-
exico where Burns awaits them ·with his big fi\"C~-ton 
Sterling having a wind-proof, refrigerator body. 
But the point of especial interest in the entire pro-
cedure is that B'..trns sends his south-bound trucks out 
loaded with ice, and as a result recei\·es his t-ish in the 
finest of condition. There can he no question of this. 
for his fish have been eaten by critical judges in San 
Pedro and passed npon as nf the best. 
Sonora Camps lnnctim~ 
Little has been heard of ·what may ill' happening at 
Santa Clara del-Colorado, Sonora. ft is understood 
that some lots have been trucked out to San Pedro, 
hut that a la·_·ge part of what production has taken place 
thus far has been consumed in the vicinity of Yuma. 
Saenes is said tu he acting as monopolistic broker again. 
Santa Clara usually is a tardy beginner, for two rea-
:->on.-;: In the first place it is farther north on the Gulf. 
and the migrating schools arri,·e there later than at 
San Felipe, which is 70 miles to southward. Secondly, 
many of the Sonora men go into the United States to 
work during summer, especially in the sugar beets, 
cotton and like agricultural crops. Often the farmer-
Fishermen are belated arriyaJs at camp. 
Santa Clara will be heard from before Christmas, 
and indications point to its eclipsing San Felipe in 
tonnage produce(} this season, for earnest preparations 
have been made for a big- rush season on thr:: east slwn~. 
Several Americans are Cm the ground there with adcli· 
tional gasoline pnwer boats, the road improve::; en~ry 
winter with use, the white family in the camp con-
ducts a sort of commissary, and white n1e~1 operate 
trucks to and from the beach village. Lastlv. hut as 
important as any other fact, Sanguii1etti has -e~·ectcd a 
large general merchandise store at San LuL;; (on the 
American side, of course), putting in a gasoline filling 
station and installing ice storage with an autom:::tic ice 
machine to keep clown loss throu_g-h meltir·_Q·. Here the 
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truckers can cargo up with block ice on the down trip 
of only 70 miles, and again ice up when they con1e 
out, on the return leg. It is e:vpectcd that the big 
American refrigerators will meet the t:-ll!:ttl .fVIexican 
outfits at the Sanguinetti ice house, to tak~ on their 
loads there rather than to allow the Mexicans to carrv 
the perishable freight to Yuma for transfer. · 
K_nown shipments of totmiva and corbina from the 
Mexican fisheries to California markets exceed 3,000,000 
pounds last season; it is expected that thi~ year's busi-
ne:ts will be even greater, despite a late start. 
San Diego lobster Season 
T HE SOU'I'HERN CALIFORNL\ lobster season started yery poorly'. So much sn in fact, that four 
of the old time lobster fishermen withdrew their traps 
<.!.nd transferred them into i\[cxican waters. They all 
seem to think that there are ton many traps 1aid and 
not sufficient fish to fill them. 
The North l\lexican lobster season has not been any 
better, according to C. F. J\Iaddox, Head of the Fish 
and Game Commission in San Diego. The loads brought 
into port so far have been less than half the capacity nf 
the lobster tenders. The tender, "Y\'Onne,'' ·with Cap't. 
A. Souza in command, arri\oed in port ThurSday, the 
14th with 84 crates of lobsters, which is the large~t 
load hrnug-ht in sn far this season. According to Capt. 
Souza that nmnber of crates is only nne half the capac-
ity of his tender. 
1t is hoped that as the opening rA the South i\lexi-
can season was No\·emher 15, the quantity of lobster.-; 
will he greater, and without a clouht it probably will. 
The tenders "Oceana" with Capt. Louis Camillo aboard 
and the ''Shina No. 2" with Cap't. l\L Dagalini giving 
orders. are on the South l\lexican lobster beds now and 
if the1:e are anv lobsters in :;\{exico, we feel confident 
thev will get tl;em. The:'ie two boats -..viii probahly he 
in }JOrt within next two weeks and with their arrh·al 
we will definitely know, we believe, just what the lob-
ster situation is, in the South l\Jexican waters. 
\\i e have a new man in the lobster field this season 
who is running three tenders out of 1\lexico. '.L'his man 
\s Cap't. Victor Anguila., whom 1 believe we all know. 
He is the ex-Commandei· of the "S.A.F. No. 1" which i:-: 
the 1\Tcxican Patrol Boat, and \\·ithout a doubt his tend-
er~ will get their share of cra\\"fish. 
At the opening of the lobster season, the San Dieg·o 
wholesale fish houses had the impression that there 
would be a great quantity of lobsters brought out of 
l\Jcxico, due to the fact that the number of tenders this 
season has doubled. But, they did not take into con-
sideration the fact that the more tenders there were. 
the less camps per tender, which will mean the same 
amount nf crawfish to be brought in during the season. 
So, I feel safe in saying to all those interested, that 
there will not he an over .-;upply CJi lobsters this season. 
-H. L. Miller. 
E. P. HARKER REPORTED ILL 
E. P. J-Jarker, treasurer of the \1\,i estgate Sea Products 
Co., has been critically ill of pneumonia but is now be-
lie\'Cd convalescing. At best fdr. Harker's genial per-
sonality will be missed by watcrfrontcrs for fully a 
month, as it is expected he will take a long trip for rest 
after he recovers. 
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Sardine Chiller Installed by 
Van Camp Cannery 
NEIF PACKING PROCEDURE NECESSITATES 
REFRIGERATED STORAGE OF RAW STOCK 
EX:\CTLY ONE DAY bciore !he "full of the moon" put sardine netters on vacation in mid-November. 
theN. K. plant of Van Camp Sea Food Co., Inc., at San 
Pedro, got its latest piece of new equipment into serv-
ice-ail ammonia-system sardine chiller. That afternoon 
67 tons of fish arrived at their dock too late to go on 
the cutting tables, so B. Houssels had the stock depos-
ited in the chilling tanks and the new plant started up. 
Doubts and dubiousness were dispelled by morning, 
the pessimistically inclined being converted to an op-
posite attitude at once. 
It will be remembered that the last of the fishing 
previous to the recent full moon was hampered by 
strong- wind, and a heavy swell that made down from 
the northwest. Boats coming in from any distance 
were rolled about in drunken. fashion. their contents 
being badly kneaded and softened dn!"ing transit. Some 
of this fish was almost too limp for canning; all of it 
presented difficulties to the packers. The 67 tons re-
ceived by Van Camp was sluiced intn the piped tanks 
at ordinary temperature, and the compressor started 
up. By morning the mercury had been pulled down 
to 26 degrees, the fish were rigid as radishes, and the 
pack that resulted was highly satisfactory. Foremen 
in the plant, who had regarded the innm·ation of the 
chiller with outspoken doubt, were won over as its 
advocates when the quality of its work was seen. 
On the roof of the brick structure that houses the 
N. K. factory of the Van Camp company a 10.000-
gallon tank has been constructed. This container is 
Of three-inch redwood planking re-enforced by numcr-
cms steel rods which preYent its bursting from the pres-
sure of contents. 'l'he tank is overlaid ·with ten-inch 
grain cork on sides and five-inch cork board on bottom 
in hot asphalt_; the cork is ccl\·erecl with a thickness of 
heavy tarred roofing paper, and outside of all this ·is a 
tongue-and-grooyed wall of sinx-inch siding. The tank 
has an exterior top protection of roofing paper, which 
affords drainage and shade to the matched lumber 
sheathing. 
\Vithin the tank 10,000 gallons of saturated brine so-
lution comes in contact with hundreds of turns of am-
monia pipe. Dmvn nn the ground floor, in the dryer 
and meal room, the York douhle-cylincler compressor 
is belted to a 30 h.p. \Vestinghnuse induction motor: 
the ammonia pipes run upward from the compressor 
to the brine tank two stories higher. 
Brine from the roof-tank is carried down into the 
cannery by a large main. where it is diverted, through 
smaller pipes, to the bitttcry of chilling tanks. There 
are nine of these, all of them made from red-
wood plank, their total capacity being 100 tons of pil-
chards. The brine pipes enter each tank, a11d run along 
its bottom, one on each side. 'J'hcsc pipes arc per-
forated, so that the frigid brine shoots out into the 
masses of warm fish all along the bottom of the stor-
age bins. Following well kno-wn thermic principles, 
the brine rises when it becomes warm, and so drains 
out of the bins on a le\·el with the top of the fish·. ThiS 
overflow is pumped back into the resen·oir on the roof; 
and the cycle is repeated. 
l\len in the factory sav that if the cold brine is set 
to circulating at the. tim~ the warm fish are being run 
into the tanks, the sardines will be chilled just about 
as fast as they come into the bins. One reason for 
this is that the' compressor is very much over-size for 
the job in hand-Karl Strumson, of the Company, say-
ing that no doubt a 12-ton ice capacity would have been 
adequate for the work, but that by installing a 20-ton 
unit the action has been made more positive, and the 
chilling far more rapid. 
Substitution of the raw-pack process for old-style 
deep-fat-frying is the incentive underlying this appli-
cation of refrigeration to c~nnery" methods say the Van 
Camp people. Consistency required that if the entire· 
mode of canning was to be revised in the interests oi 
enhanced quality in the product, prime condition in 
material processed must be given first care. Every 
hour that fish are ont of water causes an increasing-
deterioration unless natural decomposition is checked; 
by subjecting the newly-caught fish to freezing tenl-
peratures, their freshness and tastiness can be preserved 
in a high degree. 
Under the old frying scheme of packing, the fish was 
cooked and then set out to cool over night; it could 
be canned at leisure later. Under ne·w practices the 
raw stock is J?lacecl in the cans, pre-cooked there,. 
sealed, and retorted at once. If 250 tons of pilchards 
are landed by ho~ts all at one time, the work of packing-
cannot cease until the last fish has been finally sealed 
up and cooked. The entire process must take place 
at once, instead of at two separated intervals. It natur-
allY follows, therefore, that whatever fish have to wait 
fot: handling dCteriorate steadily, and in accelerated 
ratio, during eyery minute that they lie in storage. But 
now, by using the_ chilled storage bins, large quantities 
can be held in perfect state for whatever period is nec-
essary. 
Another betterment that is dnived from employing' 
the chiller is that it does away with the· old tedium of 
15-hour working days. I--:Ieretofore the job had to be 
kept going at least until all of the catch had been cut, 
cleaned and fried. In the future a crew can be ''knocked 
off" after a run of 8 or 9 hours, everyone go home for 
rest, and the balance of the catch can be handled next 
morning. There can be no doubt that the pack will 
be helped by this arrangement, for it is too well known 
to bear question that tired women become careless at 
their work, accidents become marC frequent, and the 
product suffers from a decline in attentiveness as the 
\\·orkcrs tire out. In the past there has not been enough 
fish to warrant breaking in two full crews, but very 
often there haYe been catches so heavy as seriously 
to overwork the cannery help during the fortnight of 
each month when there is no moon. 'rhis has been 
especially true when lar£!e catches wPre hro11rrht -into 
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port from Santa Cruz Island, the arrivals being in the 
~vening, and the gangs kept up all night. 
10The way we arc now equipped,'' said 1.1r. Houssels 
the other day, "we can cut and pack say 100 tons o_f a 
~00-ton catch, and chill the other 100 tons for starttng 
nn the next morning. \:V e will be finished with the 
carry-over by the time 11ew arrivals come in that .after~ 
noon.JJ In other words, and from the stanclpomt ot 
the hired help, it will tend to make cannery work in 
the Van Camp ''N. K." plant a daylight business, and 
g-reatly reduce night runs. 
WRECK OF THE "1\IABEL" 
(Colltiulled from Page 15) 
tons below and at least 30 additional tons on deck. Less 
than 3 years old, the ship is powered witha 180 h.p. 
\:Vashington-Estep, and is a first class craft. Prevwusly 
S. Cardinale of Monterey was sole owner, but he was 
dad to place the vessel in the hands of Bemsten for the 
;eason that he no longer is active as a fisherm1an, and 
;;;ince its launching the new boat has had an unhappy 
experience of changing crews and masters, with a result 
not too satisfactory. 
Bernsten had not been "on the beach" 36 hours when 
he had closed the deal for the new command. The 
quickness with which he re-oriented himself saved him 
the loss of time, got him into the fishing again by the 
commencement of good seining at the dJar'k-of-the-
moon and above all, keeps together his "gang" of veter~n Scandinavian hands. This last is a highly con-
sequential factor, for his crew has worked together ~or 
vears and trained do\vn to a schooled team work whtch 
Is m;nifestly evident in the fact that tile "l\Iabe.l" ha5 
heen either "high boat," or a mighty contender for that 
honored title, in every activity in which it has taken 
part during past years. Incidentally, it _might be men-
tioned that just before the wreck, the ''l\label" was a 
topic of conversation all along this coast for the fact of 
its remarkable showing and rich earnings in the f..'[on-
terey fishing this fall. \\lith a newer and larger and 
better ves-;el .Bernstein is almost certain to fix new rcc-
urds in accomplishment. 1:--[e i~ fishing for the K. BuY-
den Company. -Geu .. Roger Chute. 
BOAT SIDE-SWIPED IN FOG 
G-. P. Cutino, fishing for the K. Hovden Company at 
l\lonterey, wa::; side-swiped in a iog hy a large tanker 
early in December, quick. action qn the part oi the 
crew a\·oiding serious injury. 
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Plants Change Hands 
T HE Standard Oil Company of California has re-cently purchased the controlling interest of the Cal-
ifornia Consumers Company, who a.re the operators of 
the cold storage plants of the Los Angeles Ice and 
Cold Storage Company, Merchants' Ice and Cold Stor-
age Company, Pasadena Ice Company, Pasadena, and 
the Pomona Valley Ice Company, Pomona. 'There will 
be no, change in the personnel or: policy in the oper-
ation· of these cold storage properties. They announce 
the re-election of Guy S. Lamoreaux as vice-president 
in charge of cold storage operations. 
l\Ir. Lamoreaux, with many years of experience in 
the operating of cold storage plants, is recognized in 
the warehouse field as being one of the outstanding suc-
cessful operator:s because of his expert knowledge 
gained from his years' of experience. 
'I'. \\1. Braun, vice-president and general manager of 
California Consumers Company and subsidiaries, suc-
ceeds Mr. A. V. "Wainright. 
The California Consumers Company group of cold 
storage plants are reported as being equipped \vith the 
most up-to-date facilities for the handling and storing 
of all kinds of perishable commodities. Another impor-
tant factor is that these plants are strategically located 
close to markets, which is an important factor to the 
gTowcrs, packers and brokers. 
CO!H!HISSION TO BUILD BOAT 
On his recent -dsit to San·Diego, L. E. Geary, nay;:ll 
architect and designer, announced the a\varding of the 
contract for the new research and patrol boat for the 
State Fish and Game Commission, to the San Diego 
l\'larine Construction Co. Construction of the new ves-
sel is expected to start early in December. The vessel 
is to cost approximately $58,000.00, will have a cruising 
radius of about 6000 miles, will be 86 feet in length 
with a beam of 18.5 feet, and will he powered witf1 a 
200 h.p. Atlas Jmperial engine. 
It will be built of Oregon pine, its cabins fini::>hcd in 
cedar and trimmed with teak. It is tn ha\'e acconnno-
dations for 12 persons, <mel be provided with a !~!bora­
tory equipped for scientific research at sea. 
"PRINCESS" SOLD 
The fishing boat "Princess" has been purchased iron1 
J.]. Ferreira by Tony l\ifello, -who expects to usc it in 
swordfish and rock cod fishing. The vessel is just com-
pleting overhaul at the Campbell shipyards at San 
Diego and \\·ill go into ~en-ice immediately. 
A AVIS 
CANNED FOODS BROKERS 
Specializing • Canned Fish tn 
112 Market Street San Francisco, Calif. 
TELEPHONE DAVENPORT 5626 
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Height of Ignorance 
T HE degrees to which absolute ignorance can reach are astounding. The fishing industry is one of 
those regarding which the average person knows lit-
tle, and human-like, imagines much; it seems to be one 
of man's tendencies to paint villainous pictures in the 
distant places where his vision is too weak to sec. He 
is hardly aware of the fact that la·ws guard carefully 
the preparation of food for public consumption, and as 
he doesn't know anything about sardine canning, he 
thinks it must he "something a\vful." \Ve have been 
annoyed by such imhecilites of late. 
On~e wa~s the report that certain South American·· 
countries were to ban sardines. Traced down, it de-
veloped that antiquated methods of testing were in usc 
in certain instances and that the sardines were not at 
fault. A Los Angeles executive of the state chamber 
of commerce, accOrding to the public press, brought 
the sensational charge that "l\'fonterey sardines were 
being packed in a manner that makes them unfit for 
human consumption." It remained for the United 
States Department of Commerce to show that the orig-
inal rumor was started because of the antiquated 
methods of testing already referred to. 
It is not necessary here to defend the California sar-
dine pack; people in the industry are well acquainted 
with that (although we will refresh the memory a bit); 
the present purpose is to protest against loose talk-
based entirely upon rumor, which is found to be erro-
neous most of the time-and yet uttered in public to 
the defamation of an industry or person. lf business 
enterprise is to be encouraged, this sort of unfairness 
must be stamped out. 
The lVIonterey sardine pack-since it was that against 
·which libelous attacks yverc addressed-is' of an excel-
lence which cannot be confounded by the rigidest of 
modern scientific toncl tests. The packers at I\Ionterey 
Bay and other pilchard canning centers, for that mat-
ter, are men who have invested milions of dollars in 
their businesses and would hardly risk it all by allcm;-
ing unfit or poor-grade products to issue from their 
canneries. These canners have taken every pains-in-
vested in costly new machinery- to insure the best 
quality of products, only to be slandered by someone 
who probably doesn't know a sardine from a herring-. 
Perhaps he doesn't know either that one of the l\1on-
terey packing companies, the K. Hovden Company, 
won the grand prize at the display of canned fish at the 
International Exposition in Paris, which closed in Jan-
uary of the present year. Perhaps he would like to 
take a look at the two documents and gold medal at-
testing to that fact. These three articles declare in 
French that K. Hovden had been awarded the "grand 
prix" and the "medaille d'or" at the International Gas-
t"onomix Exposition in Paris for his display of canned 
"poissons. '' lvionterey sardines, attacked as "unfit for 
human consumption." took first place out of all fish 
exhibits from countries the world oYer. 
To reiterate, we know that we needn't defend l\{on-
terey sardines to anyone acquainted with the industry, 
hut. for the sake of self-defense and fairness to the in-
dustry, let's get together and see if, in the future, we 
can't preYent ignorance from doing damage to that 
which it knows the least ahont. 
~~Eat More fish" 
F OOD SCfENTlSTS. dietitians, and men skilled along similar lines tell us that fish is one of the 
most healthful fofJds to he iound upon the earth, and 
vet, on the \Vest Coast at least. there is little concerted 
~ffort toward capitalizing upon this fact and promoting 
the popular consumption of sea foods. 
Failure thus far of the industry to do everything pos-
sible to forward its interests can he laid only at the 
door of lack of co-operation. I\Joyements to popularize 
fish haYe been and are now being prosecuted success-
fully elsewhere, and there ~eems to be no good and 
J 
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sufficient reason why the same thing cannot he done on 
the West Coast. 
Seven months ago the British '.l'rawlers' Federatiun 
opened an "cat more fish'' campaign upon which 50,-
000 pounds is to he :;pent annually, the sole object of 
the propaganda being to induce the British public to 
see that a healthy and cheap food figured mnre reg·· 
ularly on its table. \Vhile it is granted that the sit-
uations in the two countries arc not parallel, methods 
adapted to the American resistance to fish should result 
in a successful campaign. 
In England the harrier to heavy fish consumption 
is price. Fish had become so dear in the post-war pe-
riod that it was getting beyond the reach of the masses. 
The public knCw of only certain classes of fish, and 
the demand for these sent prices rocketing. The pub-
licity campaign therefore ,,-as to popularize all edible 
Ji.sh. There is food for thought in this campaign. 
VVe in America should benefit bv this experience of 
others, ascertain the particular prc;blems to be met in 
this country, and set about to overcome them in the 
only ·way that they can be Yanquished-by stanclincr 
:-.olidly behind any worthwhile movement or organiz~~ 
tion which has as its objective the dissipation of all 
prejudices that exist in the American mind a()"ainst 
fish, wlth the result that "eat more li.sh" becom;s not 
merely a propaganda phrase, but an actuality. 
PROTECTION OF STATE INDUSTRIES 
(Contimud fro Tit Pagt• 9) 
an:I game commissioners. The commissioners are ap-
pomted b~ the governor and therefore their gravitation 
to office IS largely a matter of political affiliations, 
~~nd the chanc.es are about even that they will know 
little or nothmg about the fishing industry. That 
~hey ~hould l~ave absolute control over fishing is there-
tore Irreconcilable tu anyone tu whom the whim of 
a fish commissioner might mean bread and butter or no 
bread and butter. 
The sportsmen, of course, have no such Yital interest 
in tl1e issue; but they are fired to a patriotic and zeal-
ous concern for the future supply of fish throu()"h an 
erroneous belief that the .fisheries are being rapidly de-
pleted. They are obsessed with the notion that the 
sardines \vill soon be all fertilizer, despite the fact that 
the pilchards breed twice a year and can be seen in 
schools five miles long. \Vhile we would not call any 
one sport~m~n a fanatic, this m?b movement to give 
the commtsswn plenary power hmts of collective fan-
aticism. Results of the movement can too easily he 
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seen-should it he successful. It is a rule not only of 
politics but of life in general that when a person re-
ceives power through the efforts of a second person, 
the first is in duty bound to do as the second says. If 
the sportsmen handed the fish and game commission 
plenary pcnver, it stands to reason that the commis-
sion will have to do just about what the sportsmen sav 
in the way of conservation. ~ 
That would mean demoralization or entire disruption 
,Jf the fishing industry, for the a\·erage sportsman-as 
evidenced hv the hue and crv about sardines-hasn't 
the remotest idea of what tl{e fishing industry is all 
almnt. 
Bryce B. Florence ou 
PROTECTION OF STATE INDUSTRIES 
(Continutd from. Pagr 9) 
men comprising the commission decide to curtail or 
close t:he season entirely. The cannerymen too must 
prepare to receive fish during the canning season; 
boxes, labels, etc., must be ordered in advance, machin-
ery overhauled. etc So to the loss incurred through 
having idle equi!Jtnent would be added the additional 
cost preparing for fish that would never be landed. 
The fish business is hazardqus enough without fur-
ther complicating it by subjecting it to the autocratic 
rule of three men who are not fitted by training or ex-
perience to deal with the matters over which they have 
jurisdiction and three men also whom the fishing in-
dustry of the State haYe no choice in selecting. 
As to the personnel of the Fish and Game Commis-
sion we can only speak in the highest terms. Its rank 
and file are composed of men who haYe spent years at 
their job and who know it. The supreme power in the 
suggested arrangement would lie in the hands of three 
men appointed by the governor. \Ve feel that granting 
absolute control of a $40,000,000 industry to three men 
lacking knowledge or sympathy with that industry is 
one of the worst and most disastrous moves that could 
be made toward it and this seems to he the one time 
when the fishing industry will be forced to unite and 
fight with an unbroken front this threat made against it. 
ANOTHER MONTEREY LOSS 
The fishing boat "Idaho" was reported struck hy a 
freighter late in November while the former '\Vas 
headed for Monterey with a load of fish. The "Idaho" 
sank soon afterwar;l, but there was no loss of life. A 
heavy fog prevailed at the time of the accident, it was 
reported. 
MeCallum-Legaz Fish Co., lne. 
Producers, Distributors, Wholesale Dealers 
FRESH 
FROZEN 
PICKLED 
SMOKED 
SALMON 
HALIBUT 
COD AND 
HERRING 
PACIFIC 
COAST 
SUPER QUALITY 
SEA FOOD 
Prodncers, Packers and Exporters 
British Colnmbia and Pnget Sonnd 
MILD CURED SALMON DRY SALTED SALMON 
SCOTCH CURED HERRING DRY SALTED HERRING 
Telephone ELiott 2929 WALL STREET FISH DOCK SEATTLE, WASHINGTON 
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Purse*Sc>i1H•rs D1•part Stm 
l'etlro for Monh•n•y 
Too many tnns of fish-the little man-
made cunc called Fish Harbor was 
choked with dl'Cp-laden yessels, most of 
them purse-seiners of the larger sort, 
wan·housing- in their copious 90 or 100 
or 120 ton-s of pilchards. "Thursday.'' 
read the calendars in the cannery offices, 
"N'oYember 21." It ·was the mOrning of 
the first good fishing following the tllid-
dle-nf-November "dark." 
Passing down the quay one sa IV three 
or four of the big fish-ships tied up 
abreast at cauncry docks, awaiting turns 
at the tlllloading hoist. Il was a tedious 
business, and crews of some of the boats 
still two or three units from the point of 
discharge left their vessels entirely, to 
while away a half dozen hours over pool 
tables; others tumbled into forcastlc 
!Junks for the recovery of lost sleep. 
At five o'clock that evening- the un-
loading still was going on, and as a re-
sult of the late hour at which some (If 
the vessels finally ·were freed of their 
fares, a number 'verc not able to get 
out to fish that same night, thus losing 
au entire day. 
Limits have been put in effect by at 
least two of the p~·.ckers, say the seiners. 
Van Camp has set the amouat at 30 tons 
and California Packing Corporatiou at 
35, according to the fishermen. 
Four large vessels will leave port to 
go into the port of 1-fonterey. This 
decision already has been reached hv the 
purseboats "Oakland," "Sonny hoy," 
"Yukon" and "Sunkist." The first three 
named will enter the services of K. Hov-
den; the other will divide its fi5h busi-
ness between the C.P.C. (to whose fleet 
it belongs) and the San Xavier. All of 
the four expected to be landing fares in 
Aionterey by the morning of November 
25; two were already there on the 23rd. 
In discussing the projected move. one 
of the skippers stated: "Up north we 
get a large part of our fish within 10 
or 15 minutes of the canntries. \Vhy, 
one night we ran into a school be-
fore the boys had had a time to get oil 
skins on. We have gotten in as early as 
one o'clock at night, and that after un-
loading 50 tons of sardines, walking 
through the town, and finally getting 
home and to bed. In fact, it is very sel-
dom indeed that \Ve are not in by 7 in 
the morning. 
All of the vessels making the change 
are of large tonnage excephng the 
"Yukon," but even it is not to be classed 
as really a small vessel, and it is always 
highly successful ,in whate\'e.r line of 
fishing it undertakes. 
* * * 
Jllonterey Fishermen 
Takes Bride 
Miss MarY Catania, daughter of 1h. 
and J..frs. \f. Catania uf ~Jonterey, be-
THE WEs1· COAST FISHERIES 
calllC: the bride of Ventura Torrente, son 
uf 1vfr. and fl'lrs. Vincente Torrentc. on 
November 16, at a wedding in San Car-
los church, 1vionterey. 1v1ore than 300 
guests were served at an elaborate lunch-
eon at Hotel San Carlos follo-wing the 
ceremony. The bride is a daughter of 
one of Monterey's best known sardine 
fishermen, while 1fr. Torrente is likewise 
a member of the fishing colony. 
Ltl)' [(eel /or 
1154oot Boat 
* * * 
The AI Larson boat yard at Termin<~l 
Island last month laid- the keel for the 
115-foot live bait boat being built for 
Ito, Ishi and Shindo, Japanese fishing 
partners. Larsons are simultaneously 
working on several other boats and ex-
pect to launch the "Rainbow" for Anton 
Cordich-an 89-footer-atwut December 
15, and Slavko Ivancic's new craft of the 
same length, somewhat later this month. 
Hetwy Swdls 
Hit Fish Harbor 
* * * 
Heavy swells, rolling into l'ish Harhor 
nn top of the high tides that prevailed 
during- the third week of Novtmbcr 
caused hot consternation among fisher-
men trying to unload sardines- at the 
cannery hoists. 
"Now that 've've got th' fish we can't 
unload 'em," yelled a well-known skip-
per. "Broke two lines already, and not 
half unloaded yet!" 
On the eve11ing of November 20 three 
or four big purse-seiners were lying at 
the Van Camp dock and at the French 
Sardine dock also, waiting turns at the 
elevator. As tile stages of the tide 
changed r;q1idly several of these parted 
their lines, and lusty wallops were given 
the wobbly pilirlg of some of the older 
wharves. 
HBeth· B" Gets 
Vniq~e Fish 
* * * 
On November 20 the "Betty B." came 
into the San Pedro municipal fish wharf 
with a 15-ton load of miXed fish taken 
off the coast of },Texico, north of 1bgda-
lena. Yellowtail, barracuda, spotted 
grouper, cahrilla, white sea bass, and a 
strange sort of jew-fish were among the 
sorts landed. Considerable interest was 
aroused by the last-named specimens, 
staff members from the State Fisheries 
Laboratory making the trip across the 
channel at noon time to see if the species 
could be recognized as one already 
known. The "Betty B." had been out 
ju:;t two 'veeks. 
Five Boats Lost 
nt 1l1ontere:r 
Five fishing boats were lost during the 
past month at Monterey due to fogb'}' 
weather. Two of them were abalone 
·craft. The "Anacapa" of the Western 
California Fish Company, struck on 
Caricas Blancas Point. The "Nagata" of 
A. I'aladini, Inc., struck on Shiny Point; 
The "New- 1Ioon" went ashore at 
Davenport, seven miles north of Santa 
Cruz. She ·was believed to be a total 
loss. The "Lorenz" went aground be-
tween Santa Cruz and Davenport. It 
was believed that the damage was about 
$3,000 and efforts were made to salvage 
her. The fifth boat was the "Mabel,'' 
the wreck of which is described else-
where. 
Repair Cost to 
lw $10!000 
* * * 
Cost of repairing the purse seiner "Lo-
renz," one of the i\{onterey Bay sardine 
fishing boats which piled up on the rocks 
near Santa Cruz last month, will be ap-
proximately $10,000, according to Capt. 
A. C. Wilvers, representing marine un-
derwriters. The "Lorenz" is now at the 
Madden & Lewis yards in Sausalito. 
* * * Gus is Big, But 
He is Not u Whale 
Gus Nordlund of the Long Beach Boat 
Building Company is a big man, but he 
is not a whale, so 1vir. Nordlund stated 
emphatically soon after publication of 
the November issue of \VCF-and there-
upon hangs a tale (but it is not a whale's 
talc). It concerns Gus. It seems that 
the November issue of VVCF contained 
an article about Mr. Nordlund and his 
partner, Jim Paschall, starting construc-
tion on hvo new fishing boats. The arti-
cle related the fact that Mr. Paschall 
recently h<indled the embalming of a 
·whale, and just at the critical point in 
the story the printer played hide and 
seek with the lines of type with the re-
sultant insinuation that Mr. Nordlund 
was the whale, which he naturally denies. 
* * * Columbia Fishing 
at Monterey 
The Columbia, a San Pedro fishing 
boat, captained by Horace Balbo, is now 
fishing at Monterey. The turntable has 
been removed and the ring set, semi-
purse seine, is now being used. Accord-
ing to Captain Balbo, the craft is doing 
very welL 
Late Bluefin 
Catch Taken 
* * * 
San Pe-dro purse-seine boat operators 
were agreeably surprised by a late-season 
run of Blue Fin tuna which took place 
during the middle of November. Land-
ings for two or three days were from 30 
to 20 tons of the tuna, \vhich brought 
~rood nrices. 
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Parke & Kibele, Inc. 
Superior Service for 
Fishing Boats 
Dry Dock and Repair 
Specialists 
Day and Night Service 
Main Shops at 
Berth 94, San Pedro 
Branch Marine Ways 
and Shops Accommodating Craft 
up to 1 000 tons at 
Berth 160, Wilmington 
Agents for 
Hunt-Spiller Gunmetal Iron 
for piston rings and cylinder 
liners for Diesel Engines. 
Phone• San Pedro 2790-2791 
BASK 
Sbipbuildiing Co. 
Fllrnis1res a Complete Service 
BOAT SHOPS 
WORK BOATS. 
REPAIR WORK 
MARINE RAILWAYS 
MACHINE SHOPS 
MARINE SUPPLIES 
GAS ENGINES 
NAVAL ARCHITECT and 
DESIGNER 
FOOT OF GRAPE STREET 
SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA 
G. C. Shouse, Mgr. 
"If It's RulllnJr We Have It" 
Empire 
Rubber Co .. 
DISTRIBUTORS OF 
HOOD FOOTWEAR, TOWERS 
WATERPROOF CLOTHING AND 
APRONS, RUBBER TUBING, RUB-
BER MATS AND MATTING, 
RUBBER HOSE, AND FIRE 
EQUIPMENT 
Telephone VAndyke 2907 
SALESROOM, 717 EAST 9TH ST. 
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 
Electricity on Boats 
E'ectriclll Requirements for Fishing 
Craft Discusserl 
ARTICLE V 
Editor's Nutt:: L1.st numth tl1is column dealt 
with the basic principles oi electricity, giving term~ 
a]](! their meanings. This month tl1e ;1rticle treats 
with the voltage requirements ;nul sizes of lm1teries 
<llH! f!cncrators advocated. 
By R. H. GALVAN 
The shipping- fraternity was quick to 
;1dopt the use of electricity, and some of 
the first steam generators huilt in this 
country ·were for steamer usc. 
Electric lighting in the early days was 
quite a novelty. The generators were un-
stable as to voltage regulations, and if 
the lights \vere thrown on too soon, or 
not soon enough, the voltage dropped, 
and the trick had to be tried all over 
again. 
Due to the poor iron in the gencrn.tors, 
thev were constantly losing their mag-
netlsm, or having it reversed, and the 
fields had to be given a shot from dry 
cells. 
Even with all these handicaps, electric 
lighting was so much cleaner, safer and 
more pleasant than any other form of 
lighting that there 1.vere very few steam-
ers without it. 
On the east coast, practically all the 
fiteam trawlers were equipped with elec-
tricitv. · 
Otl this coast up until ten years ago, 
we had very few large fishing vessels. 
1[ost of the fishing boats were small gas 
boats, and there was practically no elec-
tricity used on these, until automotive 
electrical systems came in. 
The use of generator and storage bat-
tery on automobiles, opened a wide field 
for low voltage equipment, and caused 
rapid development of small generators 
and batteries, besides making available 
standard lamps in lo\v volta!ie. 
As automotive electrical systems im-
proved and became extremely practical. 
these same systems with some modifica-
tions began to be used on small gas boats. 
The system consisted of a generator 
belt driven off the main engine flywheel; 
this generator charging a storage battery 
and supplying lights when the engine 
was running, and the battery taking up 
the load when the engine was stopped. 
An automatic cutout or reverse current 
relay was installed between the battery 
and generator to prevent the battery dis-
charging into the generator. The volt-
age of the system was usually six volts; 
this system worked out very well on 
small boats, and is in use on hundreds 
of them today. 
As the boats got larger, more lights 
were needed, and wiring distances be-
came greater. It was found that higher 
voltages were more suitable, and thirty-
two volts was tacitly adopted as the 
proper voltage. 
Due to the widespread usc of thirty-
two volts for farm lighting and train 
lighting, it is possible to secure any vari-
ety of lamp or electric appliance in this 
voltage. 
Also this voltage seems to be exactly 
suited to boats uP to seventy feet which 
use electricity only for lights and small 
power. The voltage is not dangerous to 
ha~dle, it can be well protected against 
mmsturc grounds, and shorts, it requires 
much fewer battery cells than the next 
hil!hcr stanrlarrl voltarre_ ::~nrl c;;till it ;._ 
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high enough so that very moderate wire 
sizes can Oc ordinarily used. 
For work boats of this size the prin-
ciple of driving the generator from the 
main engine also has worked out to be 
very practical. The generator charges 
the battery whenever the boat is running, 
and when the boat is not running, few 
lights are required, -..vhich are then sup-
plied by the battery. 
Care must be taken that the g·enerator 
and battery are of proper size and proper 
relative size. A big generator with a 
small battery, renderS the. generator size 
useless, and rapidly dcte.norates the bat-
tery. 
A good rule is to have a generator 
with enough current capacity to handle 
all the lights at once, and a battery with 
enough capacity to take the full gener-
ator current without injury. 
The generator drive should be of ample 
JIM PASCHALL GUS NORDLUND 
LONG BEACH 
BOAT BUILDING 
COMPANY 
I Designers and Bnilders 
I Commercial Craft 
of 
j and Y acllts 
. REPAIR WORK 
I 
1761 water St. Long Beach 
Phone Long Beach 659330 
I
I J. R. Upjohn 
Telephone Hilcrest 1477 
R. T. Upjobn 
PROTANE STOVES AND 
EQUIPMENT 
2809 University Avenue 
SAN DIEGO, CALIF. 
H. K. Shocltey, Prop. 
Shockey Boiler 
Works 
FUEL OIL TANKS 
Also Fish Cookers 
for the Canning Trade 
125 Market Street 
SAN DIEGO, CALIF. 
Phone Main 4448 
STEELHEADS FIRM 
_Frozen stcclhcads ar~ enjoying a good 
position on the European market, al-
though Atlantic and British Columbia 
salmun shipped to Ettgland has exerted 
a weakening influence un the market. 
[The Union 
Ice Company 
Just Call San Pedro 3290 for I 
Prompt Delivery 
W. MurNy Little 
Harbor Sheet Metal 
Works 
1\lnker~~ of Gasoline, Fuel, Oil Tnnlts, Boat 
Work, Ventilators, Retinning Galley Ware, 
Drnss, Copper and Sheet Iron \Vork.'l 
248 CANNERY ST. 
TERMINAL ISLAND, CALIF. 
Phone 349 Res. Phone 2425-J 
Luis M. Salazar 
SHIP BROKER 
Unsurpassed Service to Fishing 
Boats 
306 MUNICIPAL PIER BUILDING 
TELEPHONE MAIN 1225 
SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA 
Fred W. Schellin, Pres. I 
E. J. Ghio, Secy. and Trens. 
American Fishermen's 
Protective Assn. 
Active and Progressive 
MEMBERSHJP-103 BOATS. AVERAGE 
4 FISHERMEN TO BOAT 
Transacts all business contingent to 
our association 
Telephone: 3-1804 
867 Harbor St., San Diego, Calif. 
P. 0. Box 875 
F. Buono, Gen. Mgr. P. Crivello, Sec. 
San Diego Fishell.'men 's 
Association, ine. 
-KEENLY ALERT-
DIRECTING THE WANTS OF OUR 
MEMBERSHIP, AGGREGATING 
85 BOATS 
Average 4 Fishermen to the Boat 
Telephone Franklin 2714 
825 HARBOR STREET 
SAN DIEGO, CALIF. 
H. YOKOZEKI, Secretary 
Southe!l'n Cali!loll'nia 
Japanese Fishermen's 
Association 
Wholesale Dealers 
Enterprising and without question 
loyal to the interests which it tends 
to serve. 
Telephone 3595 
TERMINAL ISLAND, CALIF. 
1'HE WEST COAST FISHERIES 
size, i!J](_l the 1-{Cnerator should be care-
fully lined up and in an accessible place, 
The S\Yitchhoard instruments, such as 
meters, cutouts and rheostat should be 
the very best, as the switchboard con-
trols and informs. '!'he best generator 
and battery are handicapped with poor 
switchboard instruments. 
EXPORT INCREASES 
According to a table prepared by the 
United States department of commerce, 
export to Cub:~. of American canned sar-
dines is on the increase. During the first 
half of 1928, 316,275 pounds of the pil-
chards were exported to the island, as 
compared to 1,077,192 pounds for the first 
half of 1929. 
SMOOTH OUT DIFFICULTIES 
Labor difficulties among the cre·ws of 
the 1Tonterey fishing hoilts during last 
month have been smoothed out and the 
fishermen arc back at ·work, according to 
President 0. Enea of the boat owners' 
association. The difficulties arose when 
the fishermen's union ollicials asked the 
association to operate on a closed shop 
hasis. Practically all of the fishermen 
arc members of -the union, anyway, but 
more than half of them were delimJuent 
in their dues. They all came in and 
paid up their dues, and 110\\;, according to 
officials of the union, everything is line. 
* * * 
LAUNCH BOAT CHRISTMAS 
About Christmas or New Year's the 
San Pedro Boat Building Company yard 
at Terminal Island will launch the new 
102-foot live bail boat it is building for 
A. Zamberlin, according to 1hnager An~ 
ton Drajevich. The planking is now be-
ing put on. 
A1~NOUNCEMENT 
The Duratite Putty Company of Los 
Angeles is opening new quarters at 8700 
South Main Street in Los Angeles. This 
will give the ship chandler:; and boat 
builders much better service and thev wili 
all be glad to kiww that ~..fr. Pa!)enfus 
is once more directing the manufacture 
of Dnratite Putty. 
Duratite is the new wood dough that 
i:; being used in seams and plug lloles tu 
replace the ;.;oft putty and \\ ood plugs, 
according tn Ets-Hokin & Gal\'an of 
\Vilmingtou. 
The freezing" of the boiled Lobstt:r has 
made considerable progress. Austin Nick-
erson, Ltd., of Yarmouth, N. S., has been 
plltting up boiled Lobster meat in cartons 
with favorable results. The picked meat 
is wrapped in cellophane, packed in four-
ounce cartons, and the cartons with their 
contents are put through the britle freez-
ing process. \Vhcn defrosted, this frozen 
Lobster-meat is said to taste like strictlv 
fresh-caught and cooked. -
Phone 2740 
Marine Sheet Metal 
Woll'kS 
Chas. De Vries, Prop. 
HEAVY STEEL FUEL OIL AND 
WATER TANKS 
Acetylene and Electric Welding 
Terminal Island, Calif, 
Near Bethlehem Ship Yard 
San Pedl!'o 
Boat Building Co., line. 
ANTON BRAJEVICH, Mgr, 
Phone San Pedro 1433 
Builders or 
All Classe.~ of Comnwrcial Fi.~hing 
Boals 
ReJmir JFor/~ of All /Grub 
Marine Jfiays mul Machine Shops 
Berth 207 Terminal Island 
CENTRAL 
SHEET METAL 
WORKS 
C. E. Lewis, Prop. 
1llurine Work a Specialty 
Tin, Sheet Iron, Copper and 
Brass Work 
Phone Main 5405 Boat Tanks 
718 Front St., Cor. G 
SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA 
M. P. SUGLIAN, Secy, 
Fishermen1s Cooperative 
Association 
Membership 65 Purse-Seiners 
Average 8 Men to Boat 
Correspondence invited relative purchases 
of our members, Infonnation 
gladly g'IVI,!n, 
MUNICI.PAL FISH WHARF 
SAN PEDRO, CALIF. 
SAN PEDRO 
GROCERY & SUPPLY 
COMPANY 
NICK POBOR, Prop. 
Wholesalers and Retailers of 
Imported and Domestic Groceries, 
Meats and Canned Goods 
Ship Supplies 
Telephone 1348 
Municipal Wholesale Fish Marl,et Bldg, 
SAN PEDRO CALIF. 
S. Cinmincino, Pres. A. Farina, Secy. 
Crab and Salmon 
Fishermen's Protective 
Association 
MEMBERSHIP OVER 250 BOAT 
OWNERS 
Telephone Franldin 4989 
MEIGG'S WHARF 
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF. 
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181 STEUART ST., SAN FRANCISCO __ -- 218 AVALON BLVD., WILMINGTON, 
FHON£-DAVENPORT l5Zb P/iDN£-WilMINGTON 891 
Give this man the right paint and 
your boat will last much longer. 
The first coat on any boat should 
be 
LION OIL 
It penetrates the wood and rust 
proofs the fastenings. A perfect 
base for caulking. 
If yon are operating 11 first 
class boat yon shoulll buy 
the best 
SEARCHLIGHTS 
SWITCHBOARDS 
WIRING JOBS 
GENERATORS 
WINDLASSES 
BATTERIES 
PORTABLES 
WHISTLES 
PAINTS 
FROM 
ETS-HOKIN & GALVAN 
' BERRY BROTHERc;? 218 Avalon Blvd. 
1- Vami>h<> Enamc>> & Lun._"'"" ;:::) --· --~ _ . WILMTNGTON 
181 Steuart St. 
SAN FRANCISCO 
-
FLO}\ENCE ATTENDS HEARING 
The committee appointed at the last 
session of the California State _Legis-
lature to investigate and report on the 
dude and salmon situation held a hearing 
at the San Francisco Ferry Building 
November' 14 and 15. The first dav w<tS 
devoted to duck; the second to sti"lmon. 
Representatives of the Associated Sports-
men and Fish and Game Commission 
were present. B. B. Florence attended 
in behalf of the commercial fish interests. 
The committee expects to hold further 
hearings before rendering its report. 
During the middle of November storms 
in the North Sea took a toll of the lives 
of eight fishennen and hvo hoats, with 
property damage estimated at 150,000 
pounds. 
Crab season opened November fif-
teenth with very few nets out. Little 
interest was shown by Santa Cruz fisher-
men who are loathe to leave good cod 
catches for the problematical returns of 
crab fishing, The drag boats of the 
\Vestern California and the Internation;1l 
are operating in Monterey bay and will 
continue as long as fair weather permits 
them. 
Three pieces of wreckage from the ill-
fated San Juan have been found by Santa 
Cruz fishermen. A dining chair ~yas re-
-covered by one of John -Perez' boats, a 
door hv one of Stagnaro's boats. The 
latest find, a large section of one of the 
cabins. was made by Dante Canepa about 
20 miles south of the scene of the dis-
aster. 
Blessings m Disguise 
Florida Storm Results in Ht•m1y 
Cntch of Fish 
There are many things that come as 
a blessing in disguise. and one of them 
was the recent Florida storm, inasmuch 
as fishermen are concerned, at least. The 
storm that swept up the state stirred up 
the tropical waters to such an extent 
that fish seldom caught in Florida 'vere 
hauled in by the thousands of pounds 
daily. 
All fish houses that were not damaged 
by the storm were filled to overflowing 
·with what was termed South Sea Mullet, 
a much larger specimen than the variety 
ordinarily cauvht in the section. 
Florida fishermen believe that they 
have received much good from the blow 
and declare that it drove schools to the 
Florida shore \vhich will remain in the 
waters. One fisherman declared that it 
was only necessary to put out a net and 
it would soon have a large catch. It 
was necessary for Florida fish houses to 
add to their regular forces of employees 
aud large shipments 'vere made daily, 
hundreds of thousands of pounds being 
moved northward: 
----
FISHERMEN'S COOPERATIVE 
According to Agricultural Cooperation, 
a weekly publication, issued by the De-
partment of Agricultur~:, issue of October 
19, 1929, the fishermen on Lake \Vinni-
peg organized the 1.fanitoba Cooperative 
Fisheries, Ltd., \Vinnipeg, in 1928 for col-
lective action in marketing their products. 
WHISTLES that have a real pen-
etrating note for miles. 
WINCHES that will bring up that 
anchor right now. 
WINDLASSES that will haul m 
that net or boat. 
ALLAN CUNNINGHAM 
124 Massachusetts St. 
Seattle, Wash. 
The association has about 400 members, 
each of whom hires from two to ten fish-
ermen, ·with an average of four. The first 
season's ·work began September 1, 1928, 
and -..vas completed April 30, 1929. Dur-
ing that period the association handled 
6,100,000 pounds of fish, out of a total 
catch of 14,500,000 pounds. Complete in-
formation regarding the financial benefit 
to members is not- available, but reports 
indicate that on some varieties members 
of the Pool received better prices than 
persons outside the Pool. 
The association has undertaken to 
standardize the product, -..vhich will be of 
great advantage to both producers and 
consumers. Fishermen bring their catch 
to a collecting station on Reindeer Island. 
Here it is packed in icc and sent out 
by boat twice a week to a railroad sta-
tion. 
At the close of the first business year, 
April 30, 1929, the association had paid-
up capital of $10,975, in shares of $25 
each. The average member had invested 
only the amount of one share. There 
was an investment in -..varebouse equip-
ment of $3,398. The greater part of the 
financing was done by bankers who ad-
vanced money on the fish ready for ship-
ment. It is expected that in a few years 
the association will own it own docks 
and steamer lines for moving the fish 
to railway points for further shipment 
toward the consuming markets in Canada 
and the United States. 
\Vest Coast swordfish sells well in New 
England, as shown by the fact that a 
recent car reachng Boston, containing 
some 16,000 pounds, sold to wholesalers 
for around 30 cents a pound. 
26 
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''JFPsh!rU S" Burns lo the 1Fatf•r's 
Eflge off Ocetmsidf~ 
By H. DUKINFIELD 
On November 7, in the late afternoon, 
while about seven miles off shore near 
Oceanside, the swordfish boat "\Vestern 
S" took fire from an -undetermined origin 
and burned to the water's edge. The 
owner, D. Nunes, reports that the fire 
gained considerable headway before it 
·was noticed, everyone on board being 
busily engaged in searching the adjacent 
water for swordfish. VVhen the fire was 
discovered all hands were directed in an 
effort to extinguish it, but they soon 
were convinced that it had gained such 
headway their task was hopeless and they 
were compelled to take to the skiff and 
rtTW towards shore. 
\Vhen they were about 200 yards from 
the burning boat they saw the tanks ex-
plode. They finally landed at Encinitas 
at about 8 o'clock from where a stage 
was taken to San Diego. The "VVcstern 
S" ,,·as valued at $3500.00, and is a total 
loss. 
"Astoria11" in 7'ow 
The 'Astorian," fishing lobsters for the 
Chesapeake Fish Compai1y, is reported to 
have hroken down off the coast of Lmver 
California and taken in tow by a British 
steamer and left in the lee of an island 
about 45 miles below Cedros. It is be-
lieved repairs can be made to the engine 
and the vessel enabled to proceed nn her 
journey. 
"Vigilant" Brings Fir,ql Lobslt~r.q 
The boat "Vigilant," o·wncd by L. 1L 
Salazar, is the first vrsscl to bring in a 
load nf lobsters from i'vie:xico this !'cason. 
The fish was absorbed lw three markets, 
the load being a light olle. 
«st. Tlwrt~se" Grounds 
The "St. Therese," owned by Frank 
Silva, arrived with a moderate load of 
fish for the Cohn-Hopkins cannery, after 
making a laborious voyage Ull the coast. 
VVhile ncar 1v[agdalena Bay she grounded 
and although later floated, was difficult 
to handle and her progress to port was 
exceedingly slow. After unloading her 
fish she was placed on the ways of the 
San Diego 1-.farinc Construction Com-
pany and it was found her rudder had 
been practically broken off and the blades 
of the propeller bent out of .shape. Re-
pairs are now being made. 
Canepa's Boat llils Breuluvater 
'"rhe 'Stella Di Genova," Fred Canepa 
owner, arrived ·with a medium sized load 
of tuna for the Cohn-Hopkins cannery, 
on the 18th. It ·wilt be remembered that 
the day in question was about the fog-
giest San Diegans have seen in many 
years, and while the vessel was attempt-
ing to negotiate the harbor channel she 
struck the breakwater. She hacked off 
however, and reached the harbor safely, 
apparently none the \Vorse for the bump-
ing. 
Cook Asleep-Boat Sinks 
Guy Silva, skipper of the "Emma R. 
S.", brought his vessel in on the lOth 
THE WEST COAST FISHERIES 
with a lig·ht load of tuna and skipjack 
for the Van Camp cannery. His experi-
ence caused him to report that the ·fish 
were getting scarce. 
After unloading his catch, the vessel 
was left tied up at the cannery dock with 
no one aboard but the cook. During 
the night the cook \vas a\Yakencd from 
his slumber by the s\vishing of water that 
seemed too uncomfortably dose. Upon 
investigation, he found the deck to be 
a\vash and the engine room flooded. The 
vessel was resting on the bottom, with 
only the superstructure above water. 
One of the sea valves was found to have 
broken and allowed a three inch stream 
of 'vater to flow into the boat. The wa-
ter was pumped out and the ship taken 
to the San Diego Marine Construction 
Company for the repairs necessary to be 
made, as well as a complete overhauling 
of the engine and electric equipment, all 
of which were damaged hy the sea water 
and involve an expensive job. 
Notwithstanding his desire to make 
another trip before Christmas, Captain 
Silva concluded this would be a good 
time to build up the forward deck several 
feet so as to overcome the vessel's tend-
ency to ship water over the bow ,,·hile 
under way. This work will take several 
rlays to complete, and when it is finished 
the vessel will han a decidedly different 
appearance. 
Tuna Arrilwls 
Recent arrivals of high sea boats with 
fairly good loads of tuna for the Van 
Camp cannery are the 'Invader," "Fun-
chal," "I·Iarold 1\.f.", "Sacran1ento," "Lu-
sitani~,'', "Glory of the Seas" and "San 
Joaqum .. 
Medium sized loads of tuna were re-
cdved bv the_ California Packing Cor-
poration~ from the vessels "California,'' 
''Navigator" and ''Del 1\.{ontc." 
The "Conte Verde," "Flying Cloud," 
"Olympia" and "Patria" brought in light 
to medium loads of tnna for the \Vest-
gate cannery, while the ".Atlantic," "Point 
Loma" and "Sao Jaoa" brought in me-
dium to fairly good loads for the Hovden 
cannery, and Cohn-Hopkins received fair 
contributions from the ';G. 1viarconi," 
"Stella Di Genova" and "St. Therese." 
All the high sea vessels arc being 
groomed in an endem·or to make another 
ronnd trip before Christmas. 
Another Craft !HI Roclos 
During the heavy fog on the night of 
the 18th the gas boat "Maria Del Parc-
diso," fishing mackerel for the Cohn-
Hopkins cannery, piled up on the break-
water just outside the harbor, and had to 
be pulled off by the Star & Crescent tug 
"Palomar." The boat was considerabh' 
damaged, a large part of her hull having. 
been torn away in the effort to pull her 
into r\eep water. She has been taken to 
the San Diego Marine Construction 
Company's shipyards for repairs. 
1'wo Boals Nt~arly Lost 
The heavy fog of the 18th nearly cost 
San Diego two of its new high sea 
hoats. In addition to the "Stella. Di 
Genova," which ran onto the breakwater 
at the entrance of the channel at San 
Diego and slid off again with but slight 
damage, the "Point Lama" did likewise 
but hit heavier, and had there been any 
>m·ell running at the time the two vessels 
would certainly have suffered severe 
damage, or worse. After unloading her 
catch of tuna at the Hovden cannery, the 
"Point Loma" was put on the ways of 
the San Diego Marine Construction Co. 
and it was found that her bow stem had 
been badly crushed and several of her 
plankings will have to be replaced. The 
repair work is being rushed, as it is the 
desire of the owners to make another 
round trip before the holidays. 
New Shipbuilders 
San Diego has a new shipbuilding 
firm, Cooper & Smith. They have taken 
over the plant formerly operated by 
Peter Rask, in conjunction with the Rob-
bins Machine \Vorks, Rask having moved 
to a new location about 100 feet north. 
Cooper & Smith have secured the con-
tract for .a new 55 foot boat for V. Tasso, 
and the work of laying the keel is nO\V 
under way. 
BOATS GET HIGlffiR VOLTAGE 
Ets-Hokin & Galvan have been very 
husy on fish boat electrical work. Many 
of the older boats arc changing over to 
modern installations. It is quite a prob-
lem, at times, to make changes in old 
equipment without making the change 
too costly, it is declared. A lot of the 
boats have wiring that is very good and 
in these a change to higher voltage is 
easy and the best thing to do. 
The pushcart fish business under the 
Delancey street bridge in New York City 
has been condemned by a ne>v ruling by 
the Commissioner of 1-larkets and no 
permits will be issued for 193fJ. 
- I 
Sa\'es ij:;;) of the "Fuel Cost-
Ingle OIL BURNING Marine 
Ranges arc made for cverv size 
and style of vesseL 
The same Oil Fuel that is used 
for the Marine Engine is ideal 
fuel for the Ingle Range, as 
proven in usc on many Clipper 
Fishing Boats. 
25 years record for Economy-
Efficiency-Endurance. 
INGLE MANUFACTURING 
COMPANY 
:\Iakers o[ Tngle OIL BURXING Ranges. 
Hut \Vattr Hcaters.,..-Hot. Air Funmce~ 
Sheet l\letal \Vorkers 
Factory and Office: 
930 \V. Grape St., San Diego 
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FRANCISCO -SAN PEDRO 
DIEGO-FISH HARBOR 
Cook With 
E y 
Bottled Gas 
THE NEW AND PERFECT 
FUEL FOR BOATS 
Convenient-Safe-Clean 
C. J. HENDRY CO., 27 Main St., San Francisco 
C. J. HENDRY CO., 111-121 South Front St., 
San Pedro 
C. J. HENDRY CO., 764 Tuna St., East San Pedro 
(Fish Harbor) 
C. J. HENDRY CO., 930 State St., San Diego 
AND BY OUR AUTHORIZED DISTRIBUTORS 
SHIPMATE GAS RANGES 
and 
HENDRY BOTTLED GAS 
make an ideal com hi nation for your boat. 
THE STAMFORD FOUNDRY COMPANY 
Established 1830 Stamford, Conn. 
The only SHIPMATE makers 
The 
Patterson Sargent Co .. 
Manufacturers 
MARINE PAINTS, VARNISHES, 
SPECIALTIES, COPPER PAINT, 
RED, BROWN, GREEN, 
PRODUCTS THE TRADE HAVE· 
LEARNED TO RESPECT 
Distributed by 
C. H. HENDRY CO. 
San Francisco--San Pedro-San Diego 
Let the Sun Shine V 
and the Wind Howl • 
and the Rain come down in sheets 
they will have no ill effect on decks fitted with 
KUHLS' 
Other 
Kuhls' Products 
Elastic Seam Composition 
No. 2 provides perfect, 
positive protection to the 
hull. Elastic flat yacht 
white; elastic gloss yacht 
white and trowel cement 
- complete season-1 on g 
protection is assured. 
Elastic Composition No. 3 
for laying canvas on ded's 
housing and hatches. Also 
for canvasing and repair• 
ing canoes, 
It is pliable and elastic 
under the most severe 
conditions. Even after 
your boat has been laid 
up all Winter, you will 
find her decks as good 
as new if Kuhls' has 
been used. In five col-
ors, white, gray, black, 
yellow and mahogany. 
H. B. FRED KUHLS 
Sole Manufacturer 
65th Street and 3rd Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Establh;hed 1889 
All Marine Supply Dealers carry Kuhls' Products 
'romato Sauce 
Pack Complet£~tl 
The tomato sauce plant operated as 
an adjunct of The 1vionterey Canni11g 
Company':; sardine cannery at Monterey 
has just completed its annual run with a 
pack estimated at. 175,000 five-gallon cans. 
The bulk of 1,200 tons of tomatoes run 
through the plant this season came from 
the ranch of George Harper, treasurer 
and cannery superintendent, in the Cor-
ral rle Tierra, 10 miles from 1Ionterey. 
The tomato sauce plant enables the com-
pany to take advantage or locally grown 
tomatoes and at the same time insures 
a bountiful supply of first quality sauce, 
Harper said. The tomatoes are run 
through an Anderson-Barngrover pulper 
into three 1,000-gallon glass-lined tanks, 
t:wo used for cooking, the third as a res-
,ervoir. The sauce is used on the com-
i1any's oval sardine pack. 
. * * * 
Cnuing iUadlines 
in Operation 
A battery of 28 cutting machines this 
year is replacing hand labor in the plant 
of the 1fonterey Canning Co., at Mon-
terey. These machines are unique in that 
they are arranged in pairs with the oper-
ators facing each other. This speed:; pro-
duction, accordi11g to George Harper, 
plant superintendent, since a slow work-
er unconsciously speeds up to the rhythm 
of a faster man opposite him. Unlike 
most multiple-operated machines, how-
ever, this device segregates each unit's 
-production, thus permitting piece work. 
The machines were devised and installed 
by Clarence Carmody, plant mechanic, 
·with the collaboration of Harper and va-
rious other executives of the 1v!onterev 
Canning Co. They have a capacity Of 
90 fish per minute. 
Davis J'i.o;its 
Fish Harbor 
* * * 
F. A. Davis, of the F. A. Davis Com-
pany, San Francisco canned food brokers 
who specialize in canned fish: was a vis-
itor at Fish Harbor, San Pedro, early in 
December. He has been connected with 
t~e marketing end of the canned foods 
industry during his entire business career, 
having .formerly been in the employ of 
one of California's largest canning con-
cerns, and that experience has given him 
a sympathetic vie\vpoint of the canner's 
marketing problem. He covers the entire 
coast, from Canada to .;\;fexico. 
Conti11enttll 
Buys Pltlnt 
* * * 
The assets and business of the Socic-
dad Industrial de Cuba, S. A., of Havana, 
Cuba, have been bought by the Continen-
tal Can Company, Inc., it .is announced. 
The Cuban company was incorporated in 
1911 and is the principal can manufac-
turer on the island and produces about 
80 per cent of all the cans made in Cuha. 
THE Jr!EST COAST f'ISHERIES 
NL•w Ctmnery 
/or Richmond 
Crivello Brothers of 1lonterey have 
purchased a site at Richmond, Calif., 
where they will build a sardine cannery 
to be knmvn as the Rit:hmond Packing 
Corporation, it is reported. The new 
plant will be built on an acre-and-a-half 
site on Richmond outer harbor, adjacent 
to the outer harbor terminal buildings, 
according to Fred D. Parr, head of the 
Parr~Richmond Terminal Corporation, 
from whom the property was leased for 
:1 period of 47 Years. 
The building and equipment will cost 
between $125,000 and $140,000 and the 
plant will occupy 40,000 square feet of 
floor space with 20,000 feet held in re-
serve for future expansion, it is an-
nounced. Belief of the Crivello Brothers 
that the sardine supply is moving further 
northward is declared to be responsible 
for the new enterprise. No stock of the 
new corporation will be sold. 
Foorl Official 
Cans SMpjach 
' ' * 
P. B. Clark, of the U. S. Food, Drug 
and Insecticide Administration, has been 
at Fish Harbor for some time past carry-
ing on :;tudies of deterioration in skip-
jack or striped tuna. The object of his 
investigation is to fix a time after which 
stored skipjack should not he canned. 
To arrive at such a conclusion a quan-
tity of fish is taken and portions of it 
are canned every few hours until it is 
clearly evident that the remainder of the 
raw material is manifestly unfit for food. 
The various batches of canned fish are 
later examined to discover the condition 
and edibility of the contents. Similar in-
vestigations have been conducted with 
respect to the canned calmon of the 
North. 
Foreign Fishery 
Tratle 
* * ' 
Statistics used in the following were 
compiled and assembled from reports re-
leased by the Bureau of Foreign and Do-
mestic Commerce. 
Exports-During August, 1929, 15,~ 
253,246 pounds of domestic fishery pro-
ducts, valued at $1,815,123 \Vere exported 
from the United States, compared with 
I 1,792,515 pounds, valued at $1,524,733 
for the same month a year previous. This 
is an incr::;ase of 21 per cent in amount 
Hnd 19 per cent in value. These exports 
consisted of 3,779,724- poun.ds of canned 
salmon, valued at $749,977; 6,786,618 
pounds of canned sardines, valued at 
$534,148; 1,118,708 pounds of other canned 
fish and shellfish, valued at $124,430; and 
2,570,196 pounds of fresh and cured fish 
and other fish products, including shell-
fish, valued at $406,568. 
Maggioni Company Erects Factory 
ut St. Augustine, Fla. 
G. P. 1..faggioni, general manager of 
L. P. Maggioni & Company, announces 
that the company is building a nel\'" 
shrim11 cannery at St. Augustine, Fla., 
which will be. the largest of all their 
plants in Georgia, South Carolina and 
Florida. The St. Augustine Canning 
Company, \Vhich will occupy a site on 
the river, will he a corporation subsidiary 
to the Savannah organization. Opera-
tions arc expected to commence early in 
January. 
The fir:;t product will be shrin~p 
packed in glass, but experiments m 
vegetable and grapefruit packing will be 
conducte{\. It is deemed likely that a 
second cannerv will be built next year 
to pack grapefruit exclusively, if experi-
ments along this line turn out success-
fully. 
L. P. 1hggioni & Company is said to 
have the largest oyster cannery in the 
United States and is also rated the larg-
est producer of shrimp. Over .3,000,000 
pounds of shrimp >vere canned at the 
various plants or the company during the 
past season. 
The present successful business of the 
company had its origin in a small retail 
fish company founded in 1870 by L. P. 
Maggioni. In 1899 the company built its 
first oyster cannery. Canned shrimp first 
appeared as a product of the company 
in 192.3 >vith the establishment of the 
Thunderbolt factory on the Wilmington 
River. 
In addition to packing factories, the 
company now operates an oyster shell 
mill at Beaufort, South Carolina, which 
was established in 1920. The output of 
the mill is 50 tons of crushed shell dail};., 
most of which is exported to England. 
Sardines Move 
Further Out 
* * * 
(Coutimud from Page 7) 
with complete galleys stocked with food 
supplies in quantity, are able to cruise 
around anywhere, in all kinds of weather, 
and can stay out as long as they please. 
What has been the r'esult? Why, when 
fish are small, or scarce within the Bay, 
or when the presence of herring there 
makes them unwilling to risk a set on 
unidentified schools, the diesel-ships run 
outside, cruise about there, and if noth-
ing suitable is sighted in that immediate 
vicinity they quit the place altogether 
and cruise up to Half Moon Bay or to 
the Farallones, where fine big fish almost 
always abound. 
"This long-run bu.siness was started 
last winter by the 'Agnes' and the 'Ad-
miral'," a pilchard seiner told the writer. 
"They got most of their loads right on 
the 'Frisco bar-you wouldn't hardly be-
lieve that, no\v, would you? But they 
did. Every trip they brought in 90 to 
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120 tons. Now all of the biggest of the 
purscboats go up there, and they always 
come back loaded." 
Translating the expression, "all of the 
biggest boats," into its numerical equiva-
lent one finds that some 7 or 8 vessels 
arc large enough to engage in the long-
transit fishing described. It seems that 
65 or 70 tons is the minimum capacity al-
lowing long runs, 90 tons seeming to be 
Long Beach Salt Co. 
"Tite Dependable Salt" 
DIRECT FROM OUR PLANT TO YOU 
Long Beach, California 
All grades crude and refined salt for the 
Fishing Industry 
Robert M. 
Hartwell Co. 
INCORPORATED 
Engineering Specialties 
CANNERY, 
FACTORY 
MILL AND 
SUPPLIES 
353-5 EAST SECOND STREET 
Phone: FAber 3287 
LOS ANGELES CALIFORNIA 
F. E. Booth Company, Inc. 
Packers of 
BOOTHS CRESCENT BRAND SARDINES 
Cannery at Mo~tercy 
Head Office: 
110 Market St., San Francisco 
the real practical point of division. Ves-
sels of 90 or more tons are habitual long-
range cruisers. 
Taking the fishermen's word for it, 
here are some of the results achieved: 
1. The "Ambassador" pursed up 700 
tons of pilchards off the Farallones in 12 
days. 
? The "Virginia" landed somewhere 
in excess of 90 tons on each of three 
trips north. 
.1. The "Conquest" has brought in 
over 570 tons thus fof this fall, (up to 
about November 15). 
4. The "1-larie Jones" has dischargeU 
somewhere in excess of 600 tons this 
season. 
Compilers of statistics, and other per-
sons interested in localitv-of-calch in-
formation, cannot fail to -be concerned 
with the fact seven or eight of the 12 or 
13 pursers at 1\.{ontcrey are getting their 
fares not within the Day, nor convenient-
ly ncar it, outside, but habitually are run-
ning to a distant rendezvous-Pigeon 
Point, the Gulf of the Farallones, off llo-
Jinas, or even as far as Point Reyes it-
self. During the early part of the season 
I am told that this was not so true later, 
for the great bulk of the first fish was 
caught off "the Cement VVorks," just 
north of Santa Cruz, some 35 miles from 
Monterey. Later the fish were found 
more plentifully above Pigean point and 
around the Farallone Islands; the fisher-
men state that tht.:y expect now to run 
as far northward as Point Reyes-fares 
having been brought from that distant 
point already-which is to say that they 
will go 100 miles for their fares, or ap-
proximately the same distance that San 
Pedro boats traverse when seining the 
Santa Barbara Island grounds. Already 
the Pittsburg and Monterey fleets arc 
cros:i>ing each other's wakes, the catches 
for hath ports being taken in part from 
the same fishing areas. 
Conditions at San Pcclro 
Sardine seining at San Pedro got into 
full-production swing only after the mid-
Novcnlber "dark." Then the boats came 
in with such fares that the packers be-
came "choosey," not wanting small stock 
Part of the fleet of purseboats has 
been running to San Clemente, ·where 
fish have showed with good regularity; 
the balance has been voyaging north to 
the Santa Barbara Islands. Naturally, 
. these long hauls exclude the Japanese 
flotilla of small, gasoline-cngined round-
hatil outfits, the "deck-loaders" that once 
29 
were the mainstay of the b~tsincss. These 
will have little to do until the fish show 
close to home. 
}dackerel landings have been constant, 
and the fish haYc been fine, big stock,-
cxcellent materiaL Two thousand tons 
a ·week were being brought into port dur-
ing the latter part of November, the 
French Sardine being prominent as buyer 
of much of the catch. Mackerel com-
menced as a filler-in, to cuupy the plants 
during slack times, when standard sorts 
were unobtainable. From that apologetic 
status it has eYolved to a point where it 
has become the staple of them all; it is 
dependably present at all times, and has 
become the basis of a uniform activitv 
productive of a high-quality food prod-
uct. Mackerel must from now on be 
reckoned as a major entity, not as a 
crutch or substitute resource. 
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SALMON:TAGGING IN ALASKA 
To develop further information regard-
ing the migration routes of salmon in 
Alaska, tagging l"X)H.'riments were con-
ducted again during the summer of 1929 
by the .Bureau of Fisheries under the di-
rection of Dr. \Villis H. Rich, scientist 
in charge nf Pacific fishery investiga-
tions. Of c. total of approximately 4000 
salmon tai-'ved in central Alaska, 1900 
were tagged in Cook Inlet and about 2,-
100 in Prince \Villiam Sound. 
Seven experiments were conducted in 
the Cook In;et area, the tagging being 
done early in the season and later ·when 
the run was at its maximum and at traps 
in four localities-Flat Island, Nubble 
Point, C.:tpe Starichkof, and Nikishka 
Bay. Four species of salmon were 
tagged, 4-l per cent of the number con-
~isting of pinks, 41 per cent reds, 12 per 
cent chum~, and 3 per cent cohos. About 
600, or 31 per cent, of the fish were re-
ported recaptured, the pinks and chums 
being taken almost exclusively in 1vaters 
of lower Conk inlet, while the reds were 
widely scattered in Cook Inlet \Vaters 
and some \vere found in various locali-
ties of Prince VVilliam Sound and in Uga-
nik Bay on Kodiak Island. 
THE WEST COrlST FISHERIES 
:MEMORANDUM OF THE 1929 PACK OF SALMON IN THE PUGET 
SOUND DISTRICT TO AND INCLUDING NOVEMBER 5TH. 
Compared with 19231 1925, and 1927 
1923 1925 Species 
Full cases Full cases 
1927 
Full cases 
48/1 
Chinooks ........ . 
Chums ............ , 
Pinks ............... . 
Silvers .............. . 
Sockeyes ............ . 
Steelhcads .......... . 
48/1 48/1 
16,1G3 29,983 
IG0,652 42,715 
469,869 557,086 
120,908 172,007 
50,003 104,973 
29 229 
43,442% 
37,413!/, 
585,506)/, 
133,528 
96,343 
216)/, 
1929 
Full cases 
48/1 
32,600% 
150,867 
727,748 
101,363?~ 
111,855~~ 
280% 
Totals ........... 757,564 906,993 896,450 1,124,715 
The 1929 totaLs, while not guaranteed to be absolutely correct, are considered to 
be accurate and are compiled from special reports just received from the canneries. 
The tonnage of fresh fish (salmon) reported received by practically all Puget 
Sound buyers from inside and outside waters for the period from October 1st to 
November 5th inclusive, is as follows: 
to 
Oct. 
Chinooks Chums Pinhs 
1bs. 1bs. 1bs. 
195,296 5,140,392 2,310 
9,925,941 217,250 3,597,174 
Silvers 
1bs. 
1,618,370 
3,903,422 
Sockeye Steelhead 
1bs. 1bs. 
234,853 74,085 
Total 
1bs. 
6,956,368 
17,952,723 
1929 10,121,237 5,357,642 3,599,484 5,521,792 234,853 74,085 24,909,093 
Twenty-two salmon cannery licenses 1vere issued for the Pugct Sound District 
and hventy-one operated. Fifty-four licenses were issued to wholesale dealers and 
brokers, eighteen to processors, and 113 fi·sh buyers were employed in picking up 
salmon for canners and dealers, according to Chas. R. Pollock, \:Vashington State 
Supervisor of Fisheries. 
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Nero Application 
of Centrifugnls 
For as many years as fish reduction 
plants have been in operation it has been 
known by the operators that the gra\·ity 
settling methods of obtaining the nil 
have not been 100 per cent efficient. 
The common practice is to bleed the 
flow of water, oil and fine meat from the 
continuous press into a series of settling 
tanks and keeping these tanks under heat 
to allow the oil to rise to the sur-
face. Theoretically the difference in 
gravity between the oi_l and the water 
and meat >Votlld enable the gravity tanks 
to bring about a clear and definite sepa-
ration, but in actual practice, it is found 
that the oil is present in many forms: 
free oil, oil mechanically held b.r parti-
cles of fish mC:al, and oil in emulsion 
·with the 1vater. These three stat.cs arc 
in themselves subject to varia!:ion, de-
pending upon the condition of th~ f1sh, 
the manipulation of the press, tempera-
ture, and many other features, '.Yhid1 can-
nery operators know all too well. Grav-
ity alone will not aliow a complete sepa-
ration and the comparatively large flow 
of liquid through the tanks interferes 
with the action of gravity as well. 
It is a part of the common practice 
to maintain the oil level in the settling 
tanks, and particularly the last of the 
series of settling tanks, by the use of a 
,-,wing pipe water draw-off. The swing 
pipe is adjusted to bleed water from a 
point near the bottom of the tank and 
discharge it to wa_ste. The adjustment 
maintains the proper height of the oil 
column in the tank so that it 1vill flow 
over into the clean oil receiving tank. 
T'his waste water· being bled continu-
ously when the reduction plant is in op-
eration, has offered many problems to 
the operator, for it is recognized that 
it contains valuable oil in quantities which 
make its recovery a profitable matter, 
when commercial equipment for the re-
covery is equaily practical. 
De Laval oil purifiers have been 
furnished to VVest Coast canneries and 
other canneries and reduction plants 
throughout the world for many years, 
and have been used quite generally in 
cleaning up oil which has been gravitated 
from settling tanks, and which may con-
tain moisture and fine meat if left in the 
storage tanks, and stimulate the increase 
in fatty acid content, or otherwise cause 
penalties to the oil producer. 
It has been the dream of those who 
have· observed the reduction plant prac-
tice and who have recognized the oil loss 
in the waste water bled from the settling 
tanks, that some commercial process 
would be ·worked out to save this oil. 
\Vith the development of the No. 900 
lartre capacity De Laval oil purifier and 
its application to industrial '.vork in the 
public utility field, such as the Southern 
California Edison Company steam plant, 
it seemed possible that this new major 
change in centrifugal purifier construction 
n1;rrht "nlvl"' thP ;n1nnrt-.nt nrnhln1~1 ......,""-
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Oue o£ the new Purifiers 
tioned. The purifier not only lu1s capaci-
ties many times larger than the largest 
centrifugal purifiers previously available 
for any usc, but has even greater ability 
to sludge solid matter that may be en-
countered in the product handled, which 
in this case is fine fish meal. 
It is no discredit to the operators of 
reduction plants to say that analysis of 
the ·waste water from practically every 
plant inspected recently has shown a suffi-
cient oil content to warrant recovery 
·methods. When gravity settling is de-
pended upon to effect the oil separation 
even the most careful operation and the 
most diligent care of the operators will 
not oYercome the physical limits of this 
type of system. 
Based upon analysis of the waste water 
and the success of the new oil purifier in 
other fields, particularly on floating whal-
ing stations. one canning company at 
\fonterey pUrchased a complete installa-
tion and· six other Monterey canning 
companies after ob?erving the economies 
possible and recognizing that the equip-
ment would return a very handsome 
rorr.h+ ~~ ....... 11 .,~ ~~·· r~~ :1~.-lt :~ ., r~ ... 
weeks operation, have ordered {}uplicatc 
installations. Those having either in-
stalled the ne1v No. 900 equipment or 
ha1·ing them on order, arc the Monterey 
C:mning Company, Monterey Sardine 
Products Company, Carmel Canning 
Company, E. B. Gross Canning Com-
pany, Del 1-far Canning Company and 
K. Hovden Company, Bayside Fish 
Flour Company at Monterey, and the 
United -By-Products Company and Van 
Camp Sea Food Compan}·, !ric., at San 
Pedro. 
Great Damage 
in Alnslw 
* * • 
A gale and tidal wave, hitting the Bris-
tol Bay district of Alaska on November 
24, caused damage in excess of $200,000, 
according to reports made early this 
month. The tide was the highest in 
years, coming in from the Southwest 
with a 20-foot wave, dispatches related. 
Navigation is closed for the season at 
Bristol Bay and canning companies im-. 
mediately prepared to send airplanes to 
the stricken areas to investigate the dam-
..,,..,.,"' .... "1 +1~.-. ~.,..,,1 ~· ·~--1 -··-·~t:_,_ 
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Every Bit Counts 
Reduction Now a Scimtce Recmu•ring 
all Wnste 
In the early days of the"' fish canning 
industry it \Yas learned ·with consider-
able surprise by the pioneer packers that 
they could put in machinery which would 
secure for them from what ·was other-
wise waste a profit over and above the 
revenue from the actual packing busi-
ness. It seeme-d to be a gift horse from 
the gods and this gift horse was not 
looked in the mouth for many years, 
·when it was discovered that his teeth 
weren't fine enough. 
To say it in other words, the plant op-
erator found out that he had not been 
recovering as much meal and oil as he 
should from the fish offal passing through 
the plant. After the installation nf more 
modern machinery, such as that devel-
oped by the Sharples process, or de-
vised by the cannery heads themselves, 
the difference in recovery between the 
old-time and the modern methods was 
ascertained, many a plant superintendent 
sat down and f1gured up-ruefully, it 
must be admitted-just how much more 
meal and oil he would have produced 
since the plant ·was in operation had the 
best known methods been used all of the 
time. It was a very, very sad story. 
Some set the loss in oil that they actu-
ally have suffered, on the basis of pres-
ent operations, at 3,000 gallons per year. 
If you have been in business ten years-
oh, but have a heart! 
Numerous leading canners at :.\.fonterey 
and San Pedro already have rebuilt their 
reduction plants in order to allow maxi-
mum recovery of oil and meal £rom the 
offal fed into them, and as it is a step in 
obeyance of one of the first laws of econ-
omy, it seem;:; certain that it will only be 
a matter of a short time before every rc-
THE WEST COAST FISHERIES 
duction plant in operation will employ 
the 1i1ost 1\lotlern methods. 
Thousands of doltars worth of meal is 
lost annually in settling systems. Part 
nf this meal is lost through tank drain-
ings, 1vhilc the rest is lust through going 
into solution in the settling tanks. 
After a number of years of research 
and development, Sharples engineers 
have perfected a system whereby all of 
the recoverable meal is saved in a large 
basket centrifugal. 'fhe accompanying 
picture shows one of these centrifugals 
installed in a reduction plant at !v[on-
terey. In one plant alone more than 
$6,000.00 worth of meal was recovered 
with the Sharples process ·which othenvise 
woulrl have been lost. Along with show-
ing. a nice proftt, the protein content of 
the meal produced by this plant was in-
creased sufficiently to enable. the opera-
tors to turn out a higher grade product. 
By putting the press eflluent through 
the basket type ce]ltrifugal immediately 
after it is discharged from the press, put-
rificatinn commonly encountered in the set-
tling systems is entirely eliminated. 
The new process not only makes it 
possible to get the oil into stqrage with-
in fifteen minutes after the presses arc 
started, but all of the oil is in the storage 
tanks and the operators on their way 
horne in less than t\venty-fivc minutes 
after the press is stopped. 
A NEW FINISH 
A new finish is being used on the 
wooden hulls heing built in Southern 
California. After the hull is all planked 
and the oakum is in, a wood dough is 
used to fill up the seams and spike holes, 
eliminating the usc of putty. \Vhcn the 
surface of the hull is ready fur paint a 
new first coat is used called "Lionoil" 
that penetrates the wood and gives a per-
fect foundation for the following coat of 
paint. 
MONTEREY OIL PRODUCTION 
Production of fish oil at 1-lonterey 
sardine canneries so far this season in-
dicates the total output of this impor-
tant by-product will be as good or bet-
ter than last year, according to Clyde 
A. Dorsey, representative of Curtis & 
Tompkins, Ltd., San Francisco chemists, 
who analyze the oil of every Monterey 
cannery but one. 
Up to Nov. 20, Dorsey had sampled 
185 car loads of oil, he said. His sam-
pling records £or the season are as fol-
lows: August, 42 cars; September, -1-2 
cars; October, 71 cars; November (par-
tial), 30 cars. 
Several catches have run extremely 
high in oil con lent, Dorsey said, mall)'" 
boat loads of fish producing 50 gallons 
per ton. 
Dorsey uses a sampling device pat-
ented by Curtis & Tompkins, which en-
ables hint to withdraw samples from all 
levels of a car and after mixing them ob-
tain what is known as a ''core" sample 
for the car. 
The sample is analyzed for moisture, 
free fatty acids, cnlnr, and sometimes for 
total solids and other factors, and it is 
upon the basis uf this analysis that the 
oil is sold. 
* * * 
llOATS ADD WINCHES 
Allan Cunningham reports the sale of 
ntan:r anchor and cargo winches for in-
stallation on the boats being built in 
Southefll California. He is very glad to 
know how well pleased the fishermen are 
with their equipment. The many ne\\" 
models and improvements made this last 
year have gi\·cn the fishing fleet all that 
can he desired in deck machinery. Allan 
Cunningham is represented by Ets-
Hokin & Galvan on the California coast. 
A Sharnles Meal and Oil Recoverv Plant: Meal Centrifur:al on Ri11:ht, Super Centrifu~::es on Left. 
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Fish Avuilable 
to Retailers 
A calendar of fresh fish varieties avail-
able to the retailer in Southern Cali[ornia 
is published herewith through the com~ 
tesy of C. M. Small, manager of the Van 
Camp organizations. 
In season: Barracuda, local halibut, lo-
cal sea hass, yellowtail, rock cod, red 
~nappcrs, tuna, bonita, white fish, blue 
perch, sea trout, island smelts, jack smelts, 
sculpin sardines, herring, kingfish, soles, 
sand dabs, catfish, devil fish, jumbo craps 
boiled, black cod, gray cod, large rock 
bass, kelp bass, kippered herring, finnan 
haddics, frog legs, filet of baddies, scal-
lops, Alaska shrimp, Southern shrimp, 
N. Y; oysters, Olympic cocktail oysters, 
lobsters, halibut, salmon, fillet of sole. 
Oysters in 
Prime 
* * * 
Oysters have now reached their prime, 
according to \V. J. Cenac of the C. Cenac 
& Co., Houma, La. The company has 
heen busy alJ thrugh the summer tran::-
planting and cultivating oysters for the 
winter months, and is now in a position 
to ship choice oysters in quantity. 
ILE 
A l\'m1• Buss 
Htllchery 
A new state fish hatchery is being built 
near Burlington, \Vis. It is a 15-acre ar-
tificial lake for the raising of bass and 
v;ill he one of the largest of its kind in 
the United St;J.tes. 
* * * 
Cmuly Firm Hurulles 
Fillets of Hatltloch 
Fillets nf Haddock are heing distri-
buted in Johnson City, Tenn., by the 
Long Candy Co., who report that as a 
result more fish was sold in Johnson City 
during September than in any similar 
period in its histon'". The increased sales 
are attributed to the consistent advertis-
ing of the fillets and to the convenience 
of preparing them. 
To celebrate the succe:;s of the new 
product, a fish and seafood dinner was 
held by the sales force recently. 
The successful handling of the fillets 
by a candy company attests the fact that 
they can be carried with little trouble 
and no additional overhead. 
To The Trade 
Fish Coming 
from East 
33 
A healthv demand, which remains 
quite stead};, for both salt and smoked 
fish in spite of the unfavorable weather 
and high price, is noted by dealers, ac-
cording to Holmes-Danforth-Creighton 
Company, Los Angeles brokers. The 
firm wili have anc)ther car of Leonard's 
Smoked fish about the middle of De-
cember and toward the first of December 
·was scheduled to receive a fresh car of 
Gorton-Pe\v's Kodikook and other salt 
fish from the East. 
Lalw Erif! 
Storm 
* * * 
Lake Erie was visited by a storm which 
did considerable damage to the fisheries 
of the lake {!uring the fore part of the 
week preceding Tilanksgiving day. 
* * * 
From Sea Bright. New Jersey, comes 
the tale of a two-headed, two-tailed sand 
shark caught with a crab net by a fisher-
m'an. The freak fish was declared to be 
the first of its kind captured alive. 
Holiday Greetings 
VAN CAMP 0RGANIZA TIONS 
San Pedro Los Angeles San Diego 
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The San Diego 
Fresh Markets 
Following is a summary of the fre,;h 
fish situation during the past month: 
Halibut has been very scarce, which is 
usual at this _,time of the year. Local 
sea bass has been scarce with prices the 
same as they were last month. Barracu-
da is not plentiful, but local jig boats 
come in semi-occasionally >Vllich keeps 
it on the market. Of late catches have 
been fairly good, resulting in a drop m 
price. 
1\.fackercl, at this time of the vear a,; 
usual, bas been plentiful; but "it still 
maintains its price for the reason that 
the canneries have been in the market 
for this kind of fish. An agreement was 
·made through the association whereby 
the canneries will use .all that the fresh 
fish markets cannot absorb. 
Black bass, or jev.'flsh, has been plen-
tiful throughout the entire mol)th, but 
the same price as last month, has been 
maintained. 
Yellowtail has been very scarce, small 
catches coming in but occasionally. 
Tuna is in strong demand with a fair 
supply, and the price has ruled steady.'' 
Local lobsters have been in fair sup-
ply, but diminishing. The 1vfexican sup-
ply has· ·barely got started, as the season 
did not open until the 15th, and early 
deliveries have been light. The supply is 
expec.ted tO improve from no-w on. 
Herring: A good run of this fish is ex-
pected to develop shortly. 
AmlreHJ l\'aterlin 
Tr~rns Benedict 
* * * 
Andre\v Naterlin, one of the partners 
i:n·the Newport Fish Company, Newport, 
Otc., was married to Miss Dorothea 
Schratt, of Portland, Ore., on November 
25, in that city. Mr. aml ?virs. Naterlin 
left immediately upon a two-week honey-
moon through the north·west, after which 
they returned to Newport, their address 
being "top o' the hill." 
, -Andy, as he is kno-..vn to everyone in 
the fish business, was born in Oregon 
City and pulled boat oar on the Columbia 
when he vms knee high to a grasshop-
per, says Crad lvieredith, his partner. He 
has fished all over Oregon and \Vashing-
ton and was buyer for the Pillar Rock 
Packing Company until he became in-
terested in the Newport Fish Company 
last year. 
* * * 
Bruno ltlarlwt Run 
IJr Mike Bonarito 
, The Vito Bruno Fish Market on the 
~fonterey municipal wharf, whose owner, 
Vito Bruno, died last month, is being 
dperated for the widow, Mrs. Rosa Bru-
t~o, hy Mike Bonarito. Bruno's fishing 
lf!.\tnch, the "Violet," >vhich formerly op-
erated the only set of drag nets out uf 
1fonterey, is engaged in sardine fishing, 
{vith A .. -.Sollecito as captain. -
THE Jl7 EST C UA S T FISH E I{ IE S 
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Ship Abalone Shell~ 
to Torrance, Calif. 
According to ]. Zanetta, manager of 
the Monterey brand1 of A. Paladini, Inc., 
the company is shipping two carloads of 
abalone shells to a plant in Torrance, 
Calif., which uses them in the manufac-
ture of trinkets, etc. Mr. Zanctta declares 
that the halibut, salmon and other fish 
seasons in the riorth have come to a 
standstill because nf H(h·erse weather 
conditions. 
The codfish and rock cod scnsons 
opened up in )i!onterey recently and 
other fish points can look to Monterey 
for fresh fish. Aha!one· is still abundant 
but with rough weather coming on the 
supply is hound to diminish, acc;)nling to 
).;fr. Zanetta. 
St~baslian Visit.-; 
California 
* * * 
C. J. Sebastian, senior partner of the 
firm of Sebastian-Stuart of Seattle, 
Wash .. visited San Francisco and Los 
AngelCs late last month, arri\·ing iu the 
latter city on No-..-emher 19 to call on 
the trade, accompanied hy his broker, 
Geo. Naylor. 
l.rr. Sebastian expressed his opinion 
that the past season was a very good 
year ior ~he fish busine!'s in the north, 
and that frozen fish moved particularly 
well. He declared that people all O\·er 
the cnttntrv :-;ccmed to be most interested 
in frozen ~tock, anrl that the most active 
Uellland in years on early season orders 
was experieuccd. recently. 
* * * 
I\'mv Swortlfisll Boat 
Building 
The new swordfish boat which was 
started last August at the Rask shipyard, 
and on which work was suspended be-
cause of the lack of funds, is again being 
proceeded with. \Vhen the work was 
started, the OWilcr who is from the At-
lantic coast expected to ha\'e the funds 
available as -..vork progressed, but was de-
layed. This difficulty has now been over-
come and, as stated, the boat is being 
rushed to completion by the San Diego 
yard. 
* • * Sunday Faranla, Santa Cruz manager 
of the A. Paludini fish company, has 
opened up a new fish market on the 
wharf and has closed for the \\'inter his 
other market on the corner of Pacific 
avenue and- Beach street. The new shop 
is located in the quarters previously oc-
cupied by the Martinelli company .. It 
has beautiful new tile counters and IS a 
::plendid addition to the wharf. A mod:-
ern frigidaire unit provides adequate re-
frigeration. 
* * * I. Alliota, general manager, fresh fish 
department, P. E. Booth Company, has 
been ill for several weeks with inflama-
torv rheumatism, and is now recovering 
~mi should be hack at his post t)tis 
month. 
Trvo AllJacore Caught 
off Newport, Ore. 
Two albacore weighing a total of 36 
pounds were caught toward the latter 
part of November off Newport, Ore., by 
the halibut schooner "Hoover," and were 
brought into the fish receiving plant of 
Charles Feller, Marshfield, Ore., accord-
ing to reports from the north. 
This catch is the first time in history 
that albacore have been taken in this vi-
cinity, and it is of significance to canners 
of the variety because it verifies reports 
current for many weeks that the white 
meant tuna were sighted in northern wa-
ters-not isolated specimen-but numer-
ous fish. Large schools of albacore haYe 
been seen of late off Newport, Ore., the 
fishermen report. 
The fact that fishermen have seen and 
caught a few of the prized tuna lends 
more credence to the report that Pacific 
steamer officers, plying their ships be-
tween San Francisco and northern ports, 
have logged the sighting of large schools 
of albacore. Finding of the albacore in 
northern waters has given rise to the the-
ory that the fish travel from Japan acros.s 
to the coast of North America, describ-
ing a large arc, and then move down 
the coast to Southern California. 
Tlw Avinting 
Fish Merchant 
* * * 
\\'alter Paladini of San Francisco re-
ceived his fledgling certificate from the 
S. 0. Company, Nov. 15. He went for 
his first flight with a partv of friends in 
the S. 0. giant three-motofcd Ford pla11e 
and now having a taste of air travel is 
contemplating using the air route for all 
his future trips. 
* * * 
Exclumge illt1y Be in 
Conunerci! Department 
A proposal has been made to include 
the California Fish Exchange in a ne-.,-.: 
state department to be called the De-
partment of Commerce. At present the 
Fish Exchange reports to the Director 
of Agriculture. It is not expected that 
the change over will affect the present 
line-up or policy of the Exchange. 
Trade Takes to 
Mincetl Abalone 
* * * 
Minced abalone in 10-lh. packages, first 
introduGed by A. Paladini last August, 
has taken very well with the trade. 
Put· up in this form it is especially 
adapted for chowder, etc. The resta\t-
rant trade heartily approved this· conveni-
ent package. 
* * * 
A. Paladini company's tra-...vler, the 
"Attillio," which has been laid up for 
repairs, was to be put into service again 
·December 5. 
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NORTH PACIFIC LANDINGS 
Bureau of Fisheries Statistical Bulle-
tin No. 850 shows that during September, 
1929, 1,506,170 pounds of fishery products, 
valued at $189,332 were landed by Amer-
ican fishing vessels at Seattle, VVashing-
ton, compared ·with 1,491,050 pounds, 
valued at $169,436, for the same month 
a year ago. This is an increase of 1 per 
cent in amount and 12 per cent in value. 
The receipts of Seattle wholesale dealers 
by other than halibut fishing vessels, but 
not including products received from 
Alaska and Canada, amounted to 2,332,-
105 pounds valued at $191,862, as com-
pared with 1,885,800 pounds valued at 
$175,440, for the same month a year ago, 
This is an increase of 24 per cent in 
amount and 9 per cent in value. 
Halibut landings at North Pacific ports 
during September, 1929, amounted to 
6,515,422 pounds, as compared with 
4,668,166 pounds for the same month a 
year ago, registering an increase of 40 · 
per cent. Of the total 5,604,722 pounds, 
or 86 per cent, were landed by American 
vessels, and 910,700 pounds, or 14 per 
cent, by Canadian vessels. 
Landings of halibut at Prince Rupert, 
British Columbia, accounted for 3,410,000 
pounds, or 52 per cent of the total land-
ings; Seattle, 1,045,570 pounds, or 16 per 
cent; and ports in Alaska, 2,011,152 
pounds, or 31 per cent. The landings at 
Vancouver, British Columbia, amounted 
to- 48,700 pounds or 1 per cent of the 
total landings. No halibut we.re landed 
at Victoria during the month. 
Laurence Calvert of the San Juan Fish-
ing & Packing Company of Seattle has 
been elected a member of the board of 
directors of the United States Fisheries 
Association. 
THANKS, 1\IR. BURKE 
Kind words, these, expressed- by \V. 
A. Burke, shippers' representative, Los 
Angeles, in a recent letter to \VCF: 
"Enclosed find my check which I am 
going to consider a Christmas present 
to myself in the form of an insertion 
in your Christmas number of '\Vest 
Coast Fisheries.' VVhere you place it 
makes no difference to me, because if 
most of your subscribers arc like me, they 
won't have any trouble finding it, as I 
read the magazine from tdp to bottom, 
always enjoying the contents, and not 
only that, but it broadens my mind and 
keeps me up to the minute on local con-
ditions, which is a vital factor.'' 
FROZEN AND CURED STOCKS 
United States. According to statistics 
collected by the Bureau of Agricultural 
Economics and published by the Bureau 
of Fisheries in Statistical Bulletin No. 
851, the cold storage holdings of frozen 
fish on October 15, 1929, totaled 75,323,-
080 pounds, compared with 73,410,281 
pounds on the same date a year ago and 
the 5-year average of 67,014,000 pounds 
for October. This is an increase of 3 
per cent over a year ago and 12 per cent 
over the 5-year average. The quantity 
of fish frozen during the month ended 
October 15 amounted to 11,816,09R 
pounds. 
Comparison of the holdings on October 
15 with normal holdings (5-year average) 
of the more important species shows the 
following increases and decrea!'es in per-
centage: 
Increases 
Bluefi'Sh ........................... 103 
Butterfish .......................... 123 
Catfish ............................. 44 
35 
Cod, haddock. hake. etc ............. 13~ 
Croakers ........................... 1, 
Flounders . . . . . . . . . . . 12 
Mackerel . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26 
Scup ............................... 89 
Shellfish ............................ 47 
Stnelts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 49 
\Vealdish ........................... 3-J. 
V/hitefi.sh . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 65 
Decreases 
Cisco ( tullibee) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 72 
Halibut . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Herring, sea . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 32 
Pike (including pickerel, jacks and 
yellow jack) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60 
Sablefish . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40 
Shad and shad roe .................. 31 
Squid . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
Sturgeon and spoonbill cat.......... 3 
\Vhiting . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
Stocks of cured herring in cold storage 
on October 15, 1929, amounted to 23,80!,-
745 pounds, compared ·with 19,137,274 
pounds for the same date a year ago, 
representing an increase of 24 per cent. 
Stocks of mild cured salmon amounted 
to 6,947,271 pounds, compared with 6,-
952,942 pounds for the same date a year 
ago representing a decrease of less than 
1 per cent. 
Canada. The report of the Canadian 
Department of Trade and Commerce 
showed that on October 1, fish stocks in 
Canada totaled 23,072,474 pounds of fresh 
irozen and 6,455,207 pounds of other fish 
in cold storage. Compared with the 
holdings on October 1, last year, the 
holdings of fresh frozen fish increased 
1 per cent, and ·when compared with the 
holdings on September I, 1929, they in-
creased 11 per cent. Other fish in cold 
storage increased 2-J. per cent over the 
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Agents 
same month last year, and 1 per cent 
when compa~ed with last month. 
Stocks in cold stora~e consisted of 
1 .191,715 pounds of cod,. 1,892,716 pounds 
o'f haddock, 5,090,049 pounds of halibut. 
5 451,597 pounds of herring, 1,244,589 
p'ounds of mackerel, 5,583,292 pounds of 
salmon, 580,879 pounds of whitefish, and 
8,306,844 pounds of all other varieties. 
During the month of September, 4,676,-
057 pounds of fish were frozen as com-
pared with 5,632,611 pounds frozen during 
August. 
NEW ENGLAND PORTS 
Bureau of Fisheries Statistical Bulletin 
No. 849 shows that r\uring September, 
1929, vessels landed 37,494,064 pounds of 
!1shery products, valued at $1,254,910, at 
Boston, Gloucester. and Portland. This 
amount included 206,880 pountls of salt 
fish, valuer\ at $11,709. Of the total 
landings, 83 per cent were landed at 
Boston, 12 per cent at Gloucester, and 
5 per cent at Portland. Haddock con-
tinued to he the leadinf.{ item and ac-
counted for 48 per cent of the total; 
mackerel ranked second, ·with 32 per 
cent; cod, third, with 12 per cent; and 
Hounders fourth, with 2 per cent. ThC 
total landings during September increased 
78 per cent in auwunt and 39 per cent in 
value as compared with the same month 
a year ago. 
Total landings uf fishery products at 
these ports f(')r the nine months ending 
with September amounted to 257,846,313 
pounds, valued at $9,605,154, compared 
with 205,601,774 pounds, valued at $8,-
069,108, for the same period the previous 
year, an increase of 25 per cent in amount 
and 19 per cent in value. 
Among the landings of fresh fish for 
the nine months, hadJock shows an in-
crease of 34 per cent, hake 31 per cent, 
t=ollock 25 per cent, cusk 23 per cent, 
mackerel 61 per cent, flounders 7 ner 
LOS ANGELES. CAL 
cent, swordfish 80 per cent,_ and herring 
100 per cent, as comp,P.red wtth the corre-
sponding period a year ago, while cod 
decreased 11 per cent and halibut 19 per 
Cl'll t. 
CANADIAN REGULATIONS 
The Department of 1vfarine and Fish-
eries has published regulations recently 
promulgated under the authority of the 
Fish Inspection Act of Canada. These 
regulations go...-ern the construction and 
capacity of containers, the method nf 
packing, marking. and inspecting such 
containers, and the fish thC'y contain. 
Among the subjects touched upon arc 
the following: Requirements for pickled 
herring·, pickled ale"\·-:ives. for p:ckled 
mackerel, for pickled :-almnn, and gen-
eral requirements as to containers, etc.; 
method of inspection, method uf testing 
capacity of containers, and method of 
opening containers; herring cured in the 
Scotch style; milt or roe herring; matjc:; 
herring; standards of size and quality 
of dry- and green salted fish when such 
are bought or sold subject to government 
inspection; regulations govermng the 
packing of smoked round herring com-
monly known as (1) hard ct1red bloaters 
and (2) medium smoked herring, and the 
size of the huxes in which such are mar-
keter!; regulations governing the impor-
tation of oysters in ::;hell or bulk into 
Canada; regulations governing the curing 
and packing of dry salted herring aud the 
cuntainers thereof. 
NEW COLD STORAGE PLANT 
The Pacific Coast Terminals, Ltd., has 
just completed the construction at a cost 
of $2,500,000. a. new col~\ storage plant at 
New \Vesttmmstcr, B. C. The "\varehuuse 
is one of a number which have been 
erected during the past few years at 
Canadian ports as the result of the :mb-
sidy provided by the Domin~on . :Par:lia-
ment to assist development ol th1s kmd. 
LAHGE MACKEHEL FLEET 
The largest fleet of mackerel netters 
in years is now operating out of Glouces-
ter: Fortv tu 50 hoats sail daily to the 
fishing- g-rOunds. 
THE LAW ON ABALONE 
The abalone season closes on January 
15 next, to remain closed until March 
16: It is announced by A. Paladini,Inc., 
},'fonterev branch, that the trade is 
allowed ~to retain whatever sliced abalone 
is on hand at the close of the season, 
provided it is placed in storage in some 
public cold storage plant. The abalone 
will then be released to the owner by the 
Fish and Game Commission at the open-
ing of the next season . 
MYSTERY OF THE KELT 
It is a fairly substantiated theory that 
the Salmon will spawn on the very spot 
where they themselves were spawned. 
Each Salmon will spawn about a thou-
:;and eggs per pound of its weight. Once 
the Sallnon has spawned, it becomes 
a devitalized and listless creature, and 
is knmvn as a "kelt." Its flesh has 
·blackened, its skin taken on a dark hue, 
and it has become a limp and skinny 
fi:sh, absolutely uneatable. What happens 
to this "kelt" is another of Nature's close-
ly guarded secrets. It disappears from 
all human ken. The cases in 'vhich a 
Salmon spawns t1vice are very, very rare. 
The amazingly prolific spawning of fish 
is one of the "\YOnders of nature. Eels 
hold the record in this respect; for they 
sp:nvn in millions. The Herrings are an-
other prolific fish. Every year, for the 
ten or fifteen vears of their mature life, 
they spawn fro-m seventy to eighty thou-
sand eggs. This prolific spawning is 
one of Nature's wise precautions for the 
maintenance of the population of the 
seas, where the primeval rule of the sur-
vival of the fittest is the supreme law. 
Fish feeds on fish, the stronger on the 
weaker, from the biggest species to the 
most infinitesimal, so that it would be 
true to say that of the many thousands 
of eggs spa"\vned per fish, only a frag-
mentary number ever reach. maturity. 
The difference in the sizes of Salmon in 
the various rivers has often been com-
mented upon. The explanation is simple. 
Salmon breed like cattle. Big cattle be-
~{et big cattle; big fish beget big fish. 
Some rivers arc noted for their particu-
larly large fish, probably because they 
have developed these big breeds through 
the exceptional feeding facilities afforded 
to the young- growing fish. 
SEBASTIAN SEES GAME 
C. J. Sebastian, accompanied by the 
ubiquitous "Spider" John made his annual 
pilgrimage to the California-\Vashington 
foOtball game, arriving in San Francisco 
November 10. 
Los Angeles 
Smoking & Curing Co. 
Wholesalers of 
Imported and Domestic 
Smoked, Cured, Salted 
and Canned Fish 
Shippers Quote Us On 
White Fish, Bloaters, Hadd.ies, 
Fillets, Mild Cured Salmon 
Kippered Cod, Kippered Salmon, 
Etc: 
Phone V Andike 843 7 
778 Kohler St. Los Angeles 
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Incubator fish 
Spnnm Stripped from Fl'mttles 
aml H atclrecl 
A houseboat fish incubator on the 
\Vhite River is being used with great 
success by the Arkansas Fish and Game 
~o;nmission in incubating Buffalo sp::nvn. 
I h1s houseboat incubator is the onlv one 
nf its kind in the United States a-nd is 
replenishing a favorite fishing ground 
wtth Buffalo. -
. The spawn is hatched 'drtificially and 
lor sen~ral weeks in the spring a steady 
~!ream of young fish is passing from the 
incub_atnr through the di_schargc pipe into 
the nver. The Buffalo ts one of the few 
fis!1 whose spawn can be hatched arti-
ficially. When a female Buffalo is ripe 
she ca1~ be easily_ stripped of her spawn. 
The mcubator IS operated between the 
first of 1Iarch and the first of :.\{ay the 
!'pawning season for this variety of' fish. 
Each morning an employee of ti1e house-
hoat incubator accompanies a market 
fisherman when he goes to rait-e his nets 
tal.:in.!! with him sCvcral pans in whicl~ 
~o collect the spawn. \Vhctl a ripe female 
1s taken from the net she is stripped of 
the spawn and then sold on the market 
with the other fish. \\'hen the pans arc 
full of spawn it is fertilized by stripping 
a male of the reproducing fluid and thor-
oughly mixing it. The spawn is then 
ready for the incuhatnr. 
· The incubator is a simple and inex-
p~nsivc affair. It consists of four troughs. 
l;lJ(J one on top of the other. These 
troughs arc about 18 feet long, 12. inches 
high and eight or ten inches -..vide. Be-
tween each trough a space of fuur inchc~ 
i_s left. On the side of each trough ar~ 
tour faucets and under each faucet is a 
J. R. Burlte Collier H. Buffington 
Gold 
Beach Packing 
Company 
~holesale Distributors of 
FRESH SALMON, HALIBUT, 
BLACK COD, LING COD, 
ROCK COD AND SMELTS 
Rush Ortlers to Our Eurelm, 
California, Bra11ch 
Telephone 612 
Oakland Fish Company 
WIIOLESALE 
Fresh, Salt, Dried 
Note: \Ve buy Dnrrncudn, Yellnwtnil, Sen 
HaPs, Bonito, Jewfish for salt. Producers 
quote us prices per tun, 
505 Washington Street 
Oakland, California 
bullet shaped three gallon glass jar with 
a lip like a large pitcher. This lip pro-
trudes over the top of the trough, below 
the one -..vhich supplies it with water, and 
t.lischarges into it. \Vater is supplied to 
the incubator by a small gas engine and 
pump which supplies a large galvanized 
tank on top of the boat. From this tank 
the -..vater flows by gravity through the 
incubator. There arc four glass jars to 
each trough except the top one which 
has none. 
Up to three or four quarts of spawn are 
placed in each glass jar, tbc water flow 
sUtrts and incubation begins. In order 
to obtain the best results there has to 
he a continuous and regular flow of 
water, through and under the spawn in 
the jars. In si:x or seven davs after 
incubation starts, the eggs begin to hatch, 
and the fry, nearly all eye-s, begin to 
come to the surface of the jars. Thev 
are allmvcd to go right along with th"e 
water flow in the incubator and finallv 
discharge into the river through the diS-
charge pipe. 
The Buffalo is one of the most prolific 
spawners in the fish family.. Five and 
one-quarter pounds of spawn taken frmn 
a single Buffalo last year contained 470,-
000 eggs. The spawn of this ftsh, how-
ever, is different from most anv other 
variety. In others the egg sacks ;lre fi-lled 
with round eggs. The spawn of a female 
Buffalo is a tough jelly-like mass mark 
up of hundreds and hundreds of pieces of 
tissue, each piece of tissue being- an egg. 
After several days in the -.....-ater thCse 
take on a globuhtr form. 
Natural fertilization of Buffalo is verv 
low, only about two per cent of the egg~" 
hatchirtg. The Fish and Game Commi~­
sion however gets a hatch of 88 per cent 
by the methods of incubation used. 
Properly fertilized the spawn would make 
a large hatch under natural conditions 
and the Commission is endeavoring to 
educate market fishermen along this line. 
Under the Commission's plan each 
fisherman will carry a receptacle in his 
boat in which to gather spawn and strip 
each ripe female as she is taken from 
the net. \Vhcn he has filled this recep-
tacle he will then strip a male, fertilize 
the spawn, and drop it around some 
.sunken drift where it will hatch under 
natural conditions. 
During the last ten years Buffalo on 
the lower \Vhitc River has been getting 
scarcer and scarcer. The hest sea.'>on to 
take them is during their spmvning sea-
son and formely all the spawn, which 
1~1eant the next year's supply of young 
hsh, was lust. To close the ri\'er on 
this fi~h for two months while the Buf-
falo were spawning- would have heen a 
severe blow to the fi>dling industry, so 
the Commission experimented wi1h the 
houselwat incubator and found it a suc-
c~ss. Last year 12,000,000 were hatched. 
N~xt spring it is expected that 50,000,000 
mll he hatched. 
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FISHERY LEGISLATION 
The legislative meetings for 1929 in the 
"'tates bordering on the Great Lakes 
wound up their official business when 
the \Visconsin lawmakers recently ended 
the longest session in the historv of the 
State. One of the last acts of t-he \Vis-
cousin legislature was its rejection of the 
fisheries bills drawn up and sponsored 
ily the \Visconsin Federation of Commer-
7ial Fishermen. I~ had previously re-
Jected the commercml fisheries bill intro-
duced by the Department of Conserva-
tion and sponsored hy the Izaak Walton 
League. No new fisheries legislation was 
enac~ed ~JY \Visconsin and hence \iVi;:;-
c::~msm dtd not conform to the regula-
tt~ns adopted hy the International Fish-
encs Conservation Council of the Great 
Lakes convened at Lansing, Mich., De-
cember 5, 1928. 
Neither did New York, Pennsylvania, 
nor, so far as can he determined, Ontario 
enact new fi,sheries legislation to con-
for.m to the International Council's regu-
latiOns. New York introduced a bill hut 
it failed of passage. New York and 
Pennsylvania did, however, inaugurate 
the, n~w system of collecting fisheries 
stattsttcs. on Lake Eric as adopted at 
the Lansmg conference. Although never 
represented at the International confer-
ences at Lansing, )..finnesota changed the 
closed s.eason for lake tn;mt atld herring 
to proYtde better protectton for species, 
bu! made no other changes in its regu-
latiOns on Lake Superior. Illinois altered 
the closed season for lake trout and 
whitefi~h on Lake 1-fichigan and adopted 
the .rcytsed method nf collecting fisheries 
statisticS but made no other changes ln 
conform to the Lansing agreement. 
:Michigan and Indiana recodi lied en-
tirely their legislation on the commer-
cial fisheries while Ohio rnade extensive 
revisions. Ohio is 1hc only state that 
has adhered strictly to the regulations 
adopted at ~he Lansing conferences. To 
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fish and lake trout to 4h" and for her-
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A British Problem 
Ex1wrimenlt1 Wit/a Refrigeration ort 
Trawlers is Explained 
(.-l !dtcr r.:pri11fcd from th.: Fishill!J 1Vnes 
of Abcrdcc11, Scotland) 
Sir: You will no doubt he intcr6ted 
to learn the latest development in regard 
to the Refrigeration Plant which has heen 
the subject of preYious communications 
from me. 
?vir. Oscar Dahl, of LaRochelle, ·who is 
one of the patentees, has been carrying 
out experiments with this plant over a 
very long period on his O\\·n trawlers. 
The problem of the effective preservation 
nf fish on board the tra\vlcrs lli to-da.r 
from its rigor mortis is of a complex 
nature owing to the difficulty of keeping 
the cost of buifding and running- of a 
plant down to a minimum. 
I think it is now generally apprtciated 
that the only way of arresting autolysis 
is to freeze the fish hard to the bone. 
It is obvious that the use of the present 
method of crushed ice for preserYation 
purposes, the icc being of a temperature 
of approximately freezing point, is in-
sufficient to afford the necessary protec-
tion against such detcrioratio11. 
The trade has a long time been clam-
ouring for an effective method of preser-
vation, and, I am confident that their 
requirements can be met by the plant 
which is now heing successfully used in 
?-.Ir. Dahl's fleet of trawlers. For reasons 
of economy, both in regard to space and 
expenditure, a solution was sought based 
on the utilization of the static power 
contained in ice, it being borne in mind 
that should anythinr:· happen to the freez-
ing plant, which is a contingency which 
must be faced, the ice on board •vould 
he available for dealing with the fish by 
the method at present adopted. 
The ap})aratus is composed of atl ice 
container, salt container, brine tank and 
fish containers. The only machinery re-
quired to operate the plant is a 2 h.p. 
pump. The fullest utilization of the frig-
orics contained in the solution is achieved 
by the rapid circulation of the brine. The 
fish is sorted immediately as it comes out 
of the net and is pla.:ed directly in boxes 
'vhich are shelved in, the containers. 
\Vhen frozen, the boxes are removed 
from the containers and stored in the 
fish room until the vessel returns- to port. 
By this motlus operandi the handling of 
the fish by the crew is reduced to a min-
imum. 
By this process large hake can be 
frozen at the rate of one ton per 20 
hours, smaller fish, of course freezing in 
a shorter length of time. To freeze one 
ton of fish, approximately l;Y.i: tons of 
icc and about 5 cwt of salt are required. 
On the trawler "Hourtin," experience 
has proved that -with an adequate insu-
lation of the ship's hold, the temperature 
of the hold itself can be kept below 
freezing point up to the time the vessel 
returns to port, thus insuring perfect 
preservation of the fi-sh. Numerous 
letters from owners of hotels and res-
taurants have been re-ceived, comment-
ing favorably on the frozen fish, and 
several high French authorities have 
\Yritten scientific reports thereon. It is 
gratifying to observe that these reportS 
evidence that there \\·as found in the 
fish no trace of autolysis or exudation 
after defrosting, which is proof of its, 
prime condition and natural freshness. 
You will doubtless be familiar with the 
contents of "1-farine Products of Con1-
merce" on page 298, of which Mr. Tav-
lor ·writes as follows: -
"As has been shown, when fish freeze 
slowly, the water contained in the muscle 
plasma and blood separates out and 
freezes as crystals of pure water ice. The 
slower the freezing the larger the crys-
tals. \Vhen the fish is defrosted, not 
only is juice containing flavoring matters 
lost, hut the fish spoils much more rap-
idly in consequence of the damage done 
to the cellular structures by ice crystals. 
These changes set a serious limit to the 
business that can be done in frozen fish 
(in air). Therefore, the principal meth-
ods aim at securing more rapid freezing." 
The aim of the inventors of the plant 
mentioned above has been to produce a 
rapid freezing process to preserve intact 
the delicate cellular tissues of the fish, 
and to open the way for the product of 
the sea to reach the consumer exactly 
as when it left its watery home, and I 
think that you will agree with me that 
their object has been fully attained.-
Yours, etc. -E. \V. Butcher, 5-l- Victoria 
Street, Lon.don, S.\V.l. 
Augus't Felando's big live-bait boat 
Ad \"Cll turer returned to Fish Harbor on 
a recent trip with 90 tons of tuna, which 
was unloaded at the French Sardine 
Company cannery. 
I 
I 
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SITUATION UNSETTLED 
The Canadian situation has been Yery 
unsettled, according to the Leonard Fish-
eries, Ltd., 1lontreal, due to the proposed 
United States tariff and partly .because 
of the uncertainty as to what attitude 
the government ·will take regarding the 
use of tra1vlers, and a definite poli.~y has 
been a difficult thing t.o arrive at, par-
ticularly fnr them. 
The Canadian government has prohi-
bited the purchase or charter of other 
than Cana-dian built trawlers. The differ-
ence in cost between the British built 
trawlers and the Canadian built ones 
represents a substantial tax in itself, ac-
cording to Leonard. 
Another .:ondition is that operators 
111ay continue to usc any trav.der now in 
:-crvice until April 1, 1932, but after that 
date all trawlers that are not Canadian 
built must get out of the service, which 
means a forced sale to a foreign country. 
Beginning April 1, 1930, fish landed 
from tra·wlers of other than Canadian 
construction pay a duty of 7J cents. It 
would be out of the question to have a 
trawler built in Canada in time to be of 
any service this winter and the ·wisdom 
of construction of trawlers under such 
conditions is doubtful, according to the 
Canadian company. 
Edwin Ripley & Sou. It Whule;mle Shippers of 
FRESH., FltOZEN nnd SMOI{ED FISII 
1899-PIONEER DEALER-1930 
Pier 12, Seattle, Washington 
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Crawfish 
Mrzrketing illetlwcls, Sources of Supply, 
Etc.~ Surr~t~yetl 
(Editor's Not;:: Tn view of the f<~ct that the 
last lmli of the following article, the fir~t part 
of which was printed in the October issue, had to. 
he held out due tn a last minute rush of ndver· 
tising, this dclig-htiul story of the "cr<!wdatls" 
is reprinted in whole.) 
Not long ago a company of Hollywood 
cinemakcrs returned to Los Angeles 
from a long stand on location in the 
back country of Oregon state. Enroute 
home through Portland they stocked up 
with a liberal quantity of live fresh water 
crawfish-obtained, no doubt, from the 
live-hoxcs of L. M. Tint of Yamhill 
street-and these ponderous-clawed war-
riors they nursed assiduously through-
out the long trek southward. Arrived in 
"L. A.", the outfit set out, caravan--wise, 
for a predetermined rendezvous where 
such other requisites as are indispensable 
to the manufacture of large amounts of 
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"whoopee" had been concentrated. No'-V, 
·\\'e saw that rubber-tired cavalcade dash-
ing Hollywoodward, heedless oi traffic 
hlock signals but bearing along the sev-
t~ral boxes of ruddy crawfish with such 
care and concern as might have been ac-
corded the Holy Grail by a convoy of 
Alfred's nobles. 
It has not been long since the craw-
fish \-vas preeminently prominent among 
the aquatic delicacies of Oregon state. 
Cr~nvfish houses were formerly ac charac-
teristic there as tamale parlors user} to 
he to the cities of California. Thousands 
of dozens of crawfi·sh \-Yere boiled ami 
served every day of the week. and as the 
price adyanccd with popularity, 75 cents 
a dozen was not unusual as a quotation 
for mid-winter "large." Tndeed, so great 
was the pursuit of the "fresh water lob-
ster" that the life of the tribe was placed 
in jeopardy, and the state protective 
authorities arose to the necessity of 
guarding the peculiarly susceptible race 
by imposing closures to fishing, strictly 
en forced. 
Then came prohibition. The consti-
tutionally-begotten metamorphosis which 
the liquor trade then experienced-being 
converted from a legal industry to a scr-
ruptitious traflic in contraband-spelled 
rlonm in capital letters for the fishery. 
The crawfish houses always had com-
bined their featured shellfish dclicacv 
with vinous or brewed be\·erages, th'C 
union of the two constituting an offer-
ing invested ·with an excellence that 
found, appreciation among thousands of 
patrons. 
Those uf von who relllcm!Jer the old 
Town on tl~e \Villametle in the davs 
IJcfore someone suddenlY rliscovercd th.at 
the German K.aiser ha~l covert designs 
nn the freedom of the world, will recall 
the rich odors of foam-Crested beverages 
intermingled with the savors of spiced 
stews and grand platter:; of crawfish, 
cooling, that reached the side·walk to he-
guile the passer-by to enter. No doubt 
nne of the bars-ihat enjoyed a dispropor-
tionate share of public favor was that 
which :;toorl on the corner nf Fifth and 
1\forrison-and it \\·as nf the last tn 
perish. 
It seemed that. despite the evidences 
nf the presence of the legal fact, the old-
time crawfish men cnuld not realze or 
believe tl1at with Volstead the end hat! 
cume. They cast about, making shift to 
substitute for the cheer-giving drink, on 
whose frothy current the golden craft oi 
their success had been previoush· borne 
al01lg. Ncar-beer, ginger ale,- grape 
juice, loganberry ade and cider-all to 
no avail. The singing aml dancing anti 
story-telling, the harmonica solos and 
sudden impromptu jigs that g;n-e non-
commercial and characteristic entertain-
ment to all ·who fraternized within, ·was 
superseder! by dull nothingness, men 
standing woefully over zestless draughts' 
served up in the same old steins but 
wanting of that clement which gives faith 
to the hopeless. Albeit the gestures anrl 
appurtenances \vere the same, the decep-
tion failed to deceive. )Jockery, instead. 
Crawfish lost its flavor. Appetites waned; 
Occasionally the "old boys" dropped in, 
as if to visit a shrine or to gaze in remi-
niscence upon the scenes of the "gnarl 
old days," hut there -..vas no spirit in 
them, nor did they linger long. 
Down in the fish markets the crawfish 
trade fell off to the vanishing point. 
There still were fish, but no one came 
to buy. Tint stirred around, trying to 
jack up the request, hut one by one the 
old bars shut up and quit, and of course 
the once larg-e out-of-town business had 
ceased long before. The fishermen along 
Columbia Slough and on the creeks emp-
tying into the Vlillamctte gave up their 
vocations and went into other work. Pro-
hibition had done to the crawfish indus-
try -..vhat it had done to terrapin, caviar, 
smoked and salted and pickled fish-onh· 
in a more complete degree. -
Strangely enough, when interest in 
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crawfish went into eclipse, the Oregon 
authorities seemingly also forgot it. An-
tique protective laws were left in effect, 
but that made no especial differences 
since no one fished. lfowever, the stat-
utes of curtailment, now entirely unnec-
essary, may henceforward he a hindrance 
in the way of a revival of the trade. Un-
needed legislation should be canceled. 
During the decade that has passed 
since the virtue of temperance has been 
asserted as a national doctrine, the craw-
fish have reveled in a continuous immu-
nity. Hidden away under the weeds and 
bushes shading there dank and muddy re-
treats they have enjoyed respite in ·which 
to replenish their racial numbers to the 
point of pristine abundance. ''They arc 
now as numerous as ever before," de-
dared Tint, the dealer, ''and they can be 
supplied in any amount from 25 dozen up 
until January 1st-the end of the ship-
ping season." As a matter of fact, the 
fishing period terminates by statute on 
November 1st, but the Fish and Game 
officers permit of a dealer holding stocks 
for later disposal, the animals being 
stored in a live car. \Vith abundance at 
its present high state technical applica-
tion of the law is not sought b\' the au-
thorities, minor infractions be-ing con-
doned because no real danger threatens 
the breeding stock of the species. \Vith 
demand at low ehh the crawfish reallv are 
depletion proof. -
During these years nf neglect, the 
"cr'awdads" have waxed fat. And not 
only fat, but large. Two commercial 
grades are listed, but only the big size 
is recommended, for the meat content of 
a big "bug" is many times that of one 
only a little smaller, to appearance. "\Ve 
quote 'large' at 30 cents a dozen," said 
L. 1L Tirit last. September, "and 'small' 
are priced at 20 cents, f.o.b., Portland. 
These prices cannot fail to appeal when 
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you remember that the market could 
hardly be supplied 10 years ago at 75 
cents." 
Times have changed, but not so the 
crawfish. Hollywood knows this per-
haps better than anYbody-attest the 
shipment recently brought down, and 
the hunks of whopee that developed dur-
ing the ceremony of its consumption. 
The wise old world might take a tip! 
-Geo. Roger Chute. 
PACKAGE FREE:Z:ING 
Clarence Birdseye, inventor of the 
Birdseye quick freezing procesS, was one 
of the most protii.inent figures at the 
recent convention of the Institute of 
American Meat Packers, in view of the 
fact that frozen and packaged meats are 
one of the major developments of the 
meat industry. during the past year. 
Mr. Birdseye addressed the technical 
section of the Institute on the mechanics 
of consumer packaging, devoting the 
major portion of his address to painting 
out the advantages of packaging the pro-
duct before freezing rather than after-
wards. This system, according to Mr. 
Birdseye, is more effective in preventing 
spoilage and more economical. It makes 
possible more compact packing", thereby 
reducing the exposed surface and also 
the sizC of the carton, The extent of 
this difference he explained as follows: 
"Unfrozen haddock fillets -..vhen packed 
in a rectangular container require about 
26 to 27 cubic inches of space per pound. 
These same haddock fillets frozen in the 
package wiii, because of expansion due 
to freCzing, occupy 28 to 29 cubic inches 
per pound. But, if the fillets arc frozen 
separately and then packaged, the con-
tainer will need to have from about 55 
to 90 cubic inches per pound of cott-
tcn ts." 
Mr. Birdseye further declared: 
''It is obvious that products which arc 
indi-.,.iduttllv frozen and then packaged, 
will presCnt a maximum of surface, 
whereas those "\Yhich are compactly 
packaged and then frozen will present a 
minimum surface to contact with the 
air; and since the amount of deteriora-
tion which takes place during storage, 
f'hipment and· marketing is more or less 
in proportion to the sUrface exposed, it 
is certain that to give an equal amount 
nf protection individually frozen pieces 
nf products "\Yill require considerably 
more packing and -..n·apping material per 
pound than similar products compactly 
packaged ami then frozen. 
Prevents Thawing 
"Perhaps one of the most salient rca-
sons why perishable flesh products should 
he packaged before being f rozcn is that 
such products are obviously easier to pro-
tect from thawing during transportation 
than would he the case if the\· were in-
dividually irozen and then le>;s- compactly 
placed in the shipping containers. For 
instance, one of our 50-pound corrugated 
fiberboard shipping containers filled with 
!-pound packages of haddock fillets 
packaged before being frozen will keep 
its contents in first-class condition for 
seven days with an outside temperature 
of approximately 65 degrees F. Such a 
container costs about 35 cents. But that 
same container filled with 25 pounds of 
separately frozen fillets~and no more 
than that weight can be forced into it-
will hold its contents equally fresh for 
only about three and one-half days. This 
is to be expected, since the heat leaking 
into the package is in proportion to it~ 
.•. _t_ ' . ' ' ., •. 
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that heat without thawing is in propor-
tion to the weight. of the contents. 
Reduces Transportation Costs 
"Compact packaging is of great im-
portance in it:; effect on the costs -of 
transporting packaged perish~hle flesh 
products. \Vhat has been said regard-
ing the relative efficiency of individual 
shipping containers applies equally to the 
efficiency of refrigerated cars. 
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Great Herring Schools 
HPrring ttml Pilclrards lmlistinguislr-
ttble at Night 
:Monterey Bay purse-seiners arc com-
ing ashore with startling tales of great 
schools of herring seen -..vhere only sar-
dines ought to be. These visitations are 
not constant, they state, but occur onlv 
intermittently. However, when the her-
ring do decide to show themselves thcv 
come to the top in acres and acres, th~ 
schools extet1ding "all over the ocean." 
"\Ve think that they arc not the true 
North Sea or Atlantic herring," said one 
of the fishing skippers. "They seem not 
to be so thick in the body as are the fish 
in the Old Country, but ·r think thev are 
a little (.leeper, like a shad. AnYway, 
they are JUSt as fat as any herring I ever 
saw in any ocean, and the kegs of them 
that we have salted down aboard cer-
tainlY are as fine as you could want to 
taste." 
1-fontercy canneries refuse to buv the 
herring, say the fishermen, for the reason 
that they appear not to think them suit-
nble for packing; moreover, officers of 
the Division of Fish and Game are said 
to have expressed the opinion that to 
run these food fish into reduction plants 
would be illegal. 
"\Vhy don't the packers can the her-
rings?" the European-horn among the 
nettcrs demand to know. "Didn't any-
one in this country ever hear about the 
herring that is canned in Maine, or the 
bristling that they put up in thousands 
of tons in. Norway, or the_ herrings and 
sprats that the Dutch and the Germans 
and the Scotch use?"-
Every few nights the great congrega-
SANTA BARBARA 
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S. LARCO FISH 
COMPANY 
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We ship everywhere--all kinds of 
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214 STATE STREET 
SANTA BARBARA, CALIFORNIA 
tions of un-wanted fish put in their ap-
pearance, to the disgust and spoken-out-
loud disapproval of the seiners. "It 
wouldn't be so bad if vou could tell them 
from the sardines," sa}' the look-out men, 
"but they look exactly alike. You don't 
know what you've got until the net is 
pursed up, and then it is too late. \Vhen 
the darkness is short it is the same thing 
as losing the whole night to set on a 
school of herrings, for by the time you 
get the haul in, and then let it go again, 
your chance it gone." 
Nothing can describe the fattiness of 
the herring-the boatmen grope help-
lessly for comparisons strong enough to 
express their. conception of degree in this 
particular. "But I can tell you this, after 
we get herrings into the seine it actually 
is all covered \Vith grease or fat, so that 
it is slippery and hard to handle. I don't 
know of any other fish that does that to 
a net. And if you don't put your seine 
back into the water that same night, in 
two or three days it will get rotten and 
stink terribly from the fat decaying on 
the twins." 
After the seine is set, and hauling com-
mences, there is one characteristic of 
the herring \vhich the fisherman say usu-
ally fore-warns them of the ill fortune 
that is coming. That is that the gear 
comes in much more slo\Yly and harder 
than is the case when pilchards arc 
caught. The herring seem to like to lie 
flat against the web, making a solid wall 
to pull through the sea. This is a con-
sumer of time, and slows up the \\·ark of 
the night. It is suggested that the expla-
nation for the exudings of grease may be 
that when amassed together in dense 
groupings, the herring may have intes-
tinal fat forced from their \'ents hy the 
strong pressure. 
It is getting so that a skipper refuses 
to shoot his net until he sees what ncar-
by boats have gotten in their casts, the 
purse-seiners say. "If we could get rid 
of an accidental catch it would be differ-
ent, but the way it is, if you make a mis-
take you lose a night's work. \Vhy, the 
other night we went out and saw all 
kinds of fi.sh, but \YC wouldn't set be-
cause we were afraid they were herrings. 
And sure enough, we came up to another 
boat that had its net out and asked: 
'Vlhat have you got:' and they said: 
'Herrings] Don't set nowhcres around 
here. \Ve've got a hundred tons.' So we 
ran on a little ways farther and there was 
another boat with herrings. That was 
in the Bay. So we decided to go outside 
and see if there was anything hut her-
rings out there, \llld \\"C went up north, 
abo,;ut abreast of Santa Cruz but pretty 
well off shore. There we saw plenty of 
fish but we weren't goiug to set with~ 
out knowing what they \\·ere, because it 
was getting late and there wasn't time 
for more than one haul, and that had to 
(Continued on Page 44) 
RED CROSS BRAND OYSTERS 
Three cars of Red Cross brand oyster; 
were rolled to Los Angeles from Green-
port, New York, for the Thanksgiving 
trade, according to 11. N. Blumenthal. 
Los Angeles broker for ]. & ]. W. Els-
worth Company, growers of the bivalves. 
The oysters arc meeting \Yith great 
success, the prominent broker state:::. 
They arc all graded and of the best qual-
ity. Directly from the sea they go to the 
shucking houses and are packed in one, 
three and firve-gallon cans and shipped bv 
fast refrigerator express over the Penrl-
sylvania and Santa Fe lines, arriving on 
the \Vest Coast after four ancl one-hal£ 
£fays. The public has begun to realize 
the fine quality of the Red Cross brand 
of oysters, whit:h han been grown by 
the Elsworth family for ninety years, 
Mr. Blumenthal declares. 
The Elsworths control twenty miles of 
water front from Greenport to- Montauk 
Point and have available for sale this 
year five-year-old oysters to the quantity 
of one million bushels. Chain stores, 
after investigating the situation, are 
using nothing else but this solid pack 
with the tang of the sea, it is asserted. 
The oysters received l1ere are as good 
if not better than the quality received 
right in New York, !\.fr. Blumenthal 
states. The Red Cross brand oysters 
are known as an export product. The 
California market uses 50 cars annually, 
the balance going to the Liverpool and 
London markets. 
MRS. NAYLOR RECOVERING 
!\Irs. George Kaylor, wife of the Los 
At1geles seafood broker, is now recover-
ing from a major operation which she 
experienced recently, according to Mr. 
Naylor. 
The C. Stagnare Fish Company -is 
equipping" two large boats to carry pas-
sengers on deep-sea fishing trips. One 
will accommodate twenty passengers and 
the other forty. N cw engines, propellers 
and patent toilets arc being installed. 
The boats are at present housed in the 
wharf warehouse, where Jim Delancy is 
working on them. He will also be one 
of the pilots when the boats are launched. 
SANTA MONICA 
JIM MATTHEWS, PROP. 
MATTHEWS FISH 
COMPANY 
ESTABLISHED 1920 
Dealers in all kinds of fresh fish. 
Shippers, quote us on specialties. 
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SANTA MONICA 
PALACE FISH CO. 
P, L. HINES, Owner 
Shippers1 us-on Halibut, 
Salmon, Bass, Roc, Shad, 
Catfish, and All Kinds of 
MONTEREY 
I. TAKIGAWA, Pres,, Mgr. 
PACIFIC MUTUAL 
FISH CO., Inc. 
Est. Since 1902 
Producers and Dislrilmtors o/ 
FRESH FISH 
We Shi[J Anywhere 
Specializing SHELL and SLICED 
ABALONE, MILD-CURED SAL-
MON, SARDINES and ANCHOVIES 
in brine or dry salted. 
Telephone 368-P. 0. Box T 
Cable Address uPac-Mutual01 
23-25-27 MUNICIPAL WHARF 
MONTEREY, CALIFORNIA 
T. Hamaguchi, Prop. Marl[et Phone, 196 
Residence Phone, 2"372 
Try the .... 
Central California Fish Co. 
Wholesale Fish Dealers of every variety 
of Fresh Fish caught in Monterey Bay 
CITY WHARF, MONTEREY, CALIF. 
lf you want fresh fish 
that's fresh - wire or 
write us. Shipping fresh 
fish is our business. 
THE 
HIGASHI FISH 
co. 
Telephone 857 
MONTEREY, CALIFORNIA 
MAKE RESERVATIONS 
NOW FOR THE 
NEW YEAR DE LUXE EDITION 
. 
The Ceylon fishery 
Fish Sold by Gue,qs lnsteml 
of by the Ponrtcl 
In Ceylon fish is not generally sold 
by the pound. The price depends on 
the size, calculated by a glance more 
than by a balance. But this, at least 
where the Colombo markets arc con~ 
cerned, is to undergo a radical change 
which is likely to bring ahout a reduc-
tion of the retail price at which fish is 
sold in stalls. 
It is proposed that the sale of fish by 
the pound at all municipal market stalls 
should he made compulsory. A commit-
tee of the municipal council has fully 
gone into the subject, and the by-la\VS 
for the purpose are being drafted with 
a view to their being brought up before 
a meeting of the council for sanction. 
The proposal >vas first made about the 
beginning of this year, and referred to 
thC committees on sanitation, markets 
and la\v. All three committee::; haYe now 
approveU of the measure. 
In Colombo fish is generally sold at 
the stores of two cold :=;torage companies 
and at. the municipal markets. Some time 
ago the street hawker >Yas much in evi~ 
dence, and as he went from i}ouse to 
house he was as greatly patromzed and 
a good portion of- the trade was in his 
hands. But 110\V municipal by-laws haye 
nearly eliminated him. 'l'he !ish sold by 
the cold storage companies is the prorluct 
of deep sea fishing" by the trawlers of 
the Ceylon Fisheries, Ltd., and it is sold 
at fixed prices, while the fish sold by the 
municipal stall-holders is derived from 
coastal boat or net fishing, and the prices 
vary, at times rising to a figure much 
above the prices at the cold storage. Once 
the sale of fish by the pound is insisted 
upon in the municipal stalls, it will be 
difficult to sell it at higher prices than 
those prevailing at the cold stores. The 
new measure will, therefore, reduce profi-
teering in fish to a minimum, if it does 
not stamp it out entirely. 
Stocking has been carried out duri_ng 
the close season on a very extens1ve 
scale. Captain D. E. Payn, the Fishery 
Superintendent, is no believer in putting 
out young fry. The beautiful Fowke 
pond~; on the golf links haYe been util-
izer\ for the purpose of growing these 
fry into six-inch fish before they are 
introduced into the streams. 
There is now every prospect of a wt1al-
ing indu:=;try being established on the 
coast of Ceylon. Over two years ago ad-
yance:=; were made by a Norwegian com-
pany to establish a whaling industry in 
the Indian Ocean in the neighborhood of 
Ceylon, but nothing definite resulted as 
the Government intimated that thev could 
do nothing tn help the company- owing 
to the fact that certain rules necessarY 
for the regulation of whale fishing ha~l 
to he framed under the provision of an 
ordinnnce heforc anything was done. At 
that time Dr. Joseph Pearson, the marine 
hiologist, was mvay on leave and the 
government had to postpone the consid-
eration of the question until his return. 
Since then, however, an ordinance lws 
heen passed by the local go\'crnment 
regulating the control of whaling opera-
tions. Rules governing the particular 
company are also under the consideration 
of the government, and it is very likely 
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MONTEREY 
STEVE CANEPA 
Wholesale Shippers of 
SALMON, HALIBUT, ROCKCOD, 
MACKE!{EL AND SQUID 
If its in Monterey-We have ir 
Phone 159-P. 0. Box 184 
MONTEREY, CALIFORNIA 
NEWPORT BEACH 
J.P. Horman Fish Co. 
WHOLESALERS 
Smelts Notv in Season 
Telephone 350-W 
NEWPORT BEACH, CALIF. 
em! 
FRANK SUTTORA 
FISH CO. 
Wholesale Shippers 
Now Shipping Smelt 
Telephone 269 or 134 
NEWPORT BEACH, CALIF. 
WILMINGTON 
4 X Fisheries 
Wholesale Distributors by 
Experience 
Producers Quote Us On All Kind5: 
of Fresh Fish and Specialties 
224-6 W. Anaheim 
WILMINGTON, CALIFORNIA 
. 
STOCKTON 
P. Busalacchi&: B!l.'os. 
WHOLESALE FISH DEALERS 
Also Producers and Shippers oi 
Catfish, Shad, Striped Bass and 
Salmon 
Standing Orders Solicited 
Phone Stockton 1032 or 4095 
29-31 E. Channel St. 
STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA 
SAN LUIS OBISPO 
Established 1918 Telephone 864 
SAN LUllS FiSH CO. 
Wholesale Shippers of Fresh Fish, Shell 
Fish and Abalone in the shell and sliced 
581 DANA STREET P. 0. BOX 305 
SAN LUIS OBISPO, CALIF. 
SACRAMENTO 
Telephone Main 475 E.st. 1880 I 
TONG SUNG CO. 
Commission Merchants and Oldest 
Fish Shippers in Northern California 
Branch: Reno, Nevada 
916 3RD ST. SACRAMENTO, CAL. 
SAN PEDRO 
We ship standing orclers 
all over Texas, California, 
Arizona, Nevada, New lJfexico, 
Etc. 
NOTE: We are large buyer.'i of all 
hinds of Fre..~h Fish unci Special-
ties. Please quolc us on 11olume. 
Producers, Packers and Shippers o[ 
All Kinds of 
FRESH, SAL TED and 
SMOKED FISH 
LOBSTERS, OYSTERS, 
CRABS 
Standard Fisheries 
Company 
ESTABLISHED 1897 
Phone San Pedro 5 
Municipal Fish Wharf, San Pedro 
American 
fisheries, Inc. 
Purveyors to the 
Discriminating 
Not the Largest, but 
tl1e Best 
Fresh, Salt or Smoked Fish 
MUNICIPAL FISH WHARF 
SAN PEDRO CALIFORNIA 
1'HE WES1' COAST FISHERIES 
that the renewed advances of the com-
pany will soon bear fruit. 
VVhalcs usually migrate into the Indian 
Ocean during a certain season uf the year 
with the miirations of crustaceans which 
form their food, and are seen off Trin-
comalec, principally in .August. This, it 
should be mentioned, is not the first 
endeavor at whale fishmg in the Indian 
Ocean. The British startCd whale fishing 
in the Indian and Pacific Oceans in the 
days of their early exploits ii1 the East. 
T n 1 i75, sperm ·whale was fished in the 
Indian cean. The trade assumed its larg-
est proportions in 1791 ·when there were 
75 whaling vessels sent frotil London. 
But the trade began to decline in 1830 
and by 185.) it had completely disap-
peared. According to local restrictions 
imposed on the tT:ade, the base for the 
manufacture of oil cannot be located 
within scYeral miles of any town. Such 
establishments have to he isolated, and if 
the Norwegian company entering on the 
enterprise wishes to liberate the oil from 
the fish in CeYlon, it ·will have to estab-
lish the hase ~on an isolated portion of 
the eastern coast of the island. 
Another regulation is that no portion 
of the whale's borly can be thrown ;:nvay 
to putrefy. It must he completely de-
stroyed. Here it might be pointed out 
that this provision can easily be satisfied 
because after the extraction of the oil 
and the spermaceti or Lrain matter, the 
rest of the carcase can be used for manu-
facturing fertilizer. 
GREAT HERRING SCHOOLS 
(Contiuurtl from Pagl:' 42) 
he a good one. It was a little hazy out 
there, but pretty soon we saw a purse-
seiner with his brailing lights on, so we 
ran over to him and he had sardines. \V e 
ran off less than half a mile and set right 
on top of a school as hig as a faim, 
and they ·was sardines, too, so 1ve come 
out lucky after all. But someti!1les it is 
the other way: Jt cer-t.tinly seems funny 
lo us that with half the countries of Eu-
rope going crazy over herrings, and all 
of the fishermen in the North. Sea trying 
to get all of them that they can, -that 
here in this country there isn't anybody 
that can find any nse to put them to." 
lmports--I!IJllOrts during August, 1920, 
anwunted to .13,712,21-1- pounds, \·alued at 
$3,899,%3, as compared with -Hl,997, 171) 
pounds, valued at $3.-t-1-5,46-J., fur the same 
month a year ago. This rcpn•sents a de-
crease of 18 per cent in amount and an 
illcreasc uf 13 per cent in value. Thesv 
imt1orts cnnsistul of 16,61 1,531' poll THis of 
fresh and frozen llsh valued at $91tl,720; 
1J,535,410 pounds nf cured and canned 
fish, ,·alued at f1,7..J.i,-W2; and 3.565,2i3 
JJ.llliHb of fresh and canned shellfish, \·al-
t-:cd at $1,222,837. 
The imports during August, 1929, com-
parer! \\'ith tho;.;e for the same month a 
~·ear ago, showerl that fresh and frozen 
fish decreased 27 per cent in amount 
and incn:ascd 10 per cent i11 valne; cun~d 
and canned fish decreaser.l lll per cent in 
:!nwunt and increased 11 per cent in \·al-
ue; and fresh and canned shellfish in-
creased 13 per cent in amount and 1-J. 
per cent in value. 
r mports nf frc.sh and frozen ftsh C011-
.~;·~tecl mainlY ui fresh-water fish and 
ecb, herring ·and tuna. Imports ni cured 
and canned fish consisted principally of 
cod, sardine and herring; while imporb 
of shellfish \\"l'l"e principally crah meat, 
shrimp, and lobsters. 
I 
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SAN PEDRO 
Cable Address, "ilfutual" 
Bentley's Cornplete Phrase 
Mutual Fish 
Company 
Municipal Fish Wharf, 
San Pedro, Calif. 
WHOLESALE FRESH FISH 
DEALERS 
IMPORT-EXPORT 
ALL KINDS OF MARINE 
PRODUCTS 
Packers of 
"Pampco" Brand T empra 
Fish Cake 
Geor~e T. Ota, Mam:iger-
Telegraph "Mutual" for your fish 
requirements 
We Handle Nothing But 
the Best 
At Lowe!it Prices. Good, Fre5h Fish 
Products of all lrinds, at all times. 
Send us your standing order .. 
"If It Swims, We Have It" 
Pacific Coast 
Fish Co. 
and NAKAHARA COMPANY_ 
Ship Chandlery and Supplies 
Phones: 907 and 908 
P. 0. Box 267 
MUNICIPAL FISH WHARF 
SAN PEDRO, CALIFORNIA 
Vincent Di Meglio Annie Di Meglio 
Jaclt Cuomo 
OCEAN FISH 
COMPANY 
Est. 1897 
DISTRIBUTORS 
All Kinds Fresh, Salted, 
Srnolwrl an.tl Fish Specialties 
Standing Orders Given 
Special Attention 
WIRE FOR OUR QUOTATIO:'IlS 
TelephonCs: Marltet Phone 229 
Residence Phone 1596 
MUNICIPAL FISH WHARF 
SAN PEDRO, CALIF. 
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SAN PEDRO 
Y. KAMIYA, Mgr. 
CENTRAL 
FISH co. 
Established 1910 
Shippers of All Ki11ds of 
Southern California 
Fresh Fish 
Depend on us to supply your wants 
regardless of the quantity. 
MAINTAINING JAPANESE SHIPPING 
DEPARTMENT 
"Standing Orders" 
CARE MUNICIPAL FISH WHARF 
TeL 834 
SAN PEDRO, CALIF. 
STAR FISHERiES 
Wholesale Distributors of All Kinds 
of Southern California So a Foods 
If you crave Service place your 
requirements with us 
P. o. Box 385, San Diego, Calif. 
Telephone Main 8105 
Municipal Fish Wharf, San Pedro, Cal. 
Telephone 2525 
Telephones: 333 and 334 
Zankich Bros. Fish Co. 
ESTABLISHED 1911 
Wholesale Shippers UJith n 
Reputation 
MUNICIPAL FISH WHARF 
SAN PEDRO, CALIF. 
San Pedro Fish Co. 
Wholesale Dealers and Standing 
Order Shippers of All California 
Seafo!>ds 
PROMPT and RELIABLE-
"QUICK SERVICE" 
MITNU .. IP ... Fl~~ 
SAN PEDRO, 
Pioneer Fisheries 
Wholesalers of All Kinds of Fresh 
Fish, Perch, Kingfish, Smelts, 
Mackerel, Lobsters, Etc. 
STANDING ORDER SPECIALISTS 
MIINICIPA I. FISH WHARF 
SAN PE~ 1~11IF. 
LOS ANGELES 
Leslie M, Kruschke Ma:n: Freeman 
Phone: TUcker 1168 
Superior Sea food 
Company 
1214 PRODUCE STREET 
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 
Wholesale Purveyors of 
SEA PRODUCTS 
To Institutions, Hotels and Restaurants 
Always in the 111 arhet for 
~ Specialties 
lJ. S. fisheries Studied 
Marketing Methods, Sources of Supply, 
Etc., Surveyed 
(Reprinted from the United States 
Daily.) 
liy R. H. FIEDLER. 
Assistant in Charge, 
Division of Fishery Industries 
The conuuercial fisheries. of the United 
States and ldaska furnish productive 
empbymcnt for about 200,000 fishermen 
:md other persons engaged in fishery 
enterprises. The annual catch of fishery 
products amounts to about 3,000,000,000 
pou11ds, valued to the fisherman at 
ncady $113,0UU,OOO. 
In 1928 about one-fourth of the catch, 
valued to wholesalers at about $67,000,-
000, was marketed fresh in the condition 
as landed, and the o~hcr three-fourths 
w-ere manufactured into various products 
\'alued at $147,000,000, making the total 
;!tmual value of all our fishery products 
in the hands of the wholesalers and 
manufacturers at nearly a quarter of a 
billion dollars. 
The manufactured products in 1928 in-
cluded 617,000,000 pounds of canned pro-
ducts, valued at $96,000,000; 65,000,000 
pounds of prepared pacl:aged products, 
valued at $10,000,000; 150,000,000 pounds 
of smoked and s2.lted products, valued at 
$12,000,000; 114,000,000 pounds of frozen 
products, valued at about $14,000.,000; 
and by-products to the value of $15,000,-
000. The imports of fishery products in 
1928 were valued at $59,000,000, ·while tlie 
exports were v<>Jued at $21,000,000. 
Due to the fact that production points 
and places of manufacture of fi.<>hery pro-
ducts in this country arc scattererl OYer 
!he entire coastal territory of the United 
States and Alaska, and also in the Great 
Lakes region, and along the Mi.ssissippi 
River and its tributaries, and betng con-
ducted by many small units, cooperative 
action \vithin the group is almost im-
rossibl~. In, nrder to coordinate the ac-
tivities of this industry the division of 
fisherv industries conducts statistical, 
technOlogic~l, and economic .;;tudie:; of 
the fishing industry. 
Facts of the Industry 
· Statistics: The importance of adequate 
fishery statistic:, in the progrant of con-
servation and for trade purposes is well 
recognized. Tt is hy the collection of 
such statistics that the increase or dimi-
nution in the stocks of fish ran be de-
tected. 
To keep currently informed as to the 
prevailing temk-ncies in the various fish-
ing grounds. periodical general statistics 
~tre collected and published on the fish-
eries of the various geographical section 
of the entire countnr at intervals of nne 
to five years. 'l'lleSe show the amount 
and value of the fish taken, number of 
,·esscls and men en,~aged. and other in-
formation regarding the fishing opera-
tions. 
Annual statistics arc collected bv the 
Bureau or State agencies in \Vashirlgton, 
Oregon, California. Coll!lPeticttt, Florida, 
Alabama, Mississipoi, Louisiana. and 
Texas on their marine fisheries. and in 
New York. PenllSylvania, Ohio, T nrliana. 
Tllinois, l'l'fichigan. \Visconsin. and Min-
nesota nn their lake fisheries. 'f'hose 
collected bv the States are snpnlemented 
with a limited ~mount of work bv field 
:-+gents of the Bureau. then coordinated 
hy the flidsion anrl published in its an-
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LOS ANGELES 
IHolmes:Danftortbl Creighton Co. Merchandise Brokers I 
I 
839 Traction Avenue 
I 
Los Angeles, California 
Exclusive Distributors 
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 
Gorton .. Pew 
Fisheries Co .. 
Gloucester, Mass. 
Packers of 
1
1 
ALSO 
, GORTON'S KODIKOOK CODFISH 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
WALRUS BRAND GEORGE'S 
CODFISH MIDDLES 
Leonard 
Fisheries, Ltd .. 
Montreal, Que., Canada 
Producers of 
SUPREME BRAND 
Haddies, 
Smoked Fillets and 
Smoked Kippers 
Order Through Your 
Jobber I ___ _ 
Vitalieh Bros .. 
& Co .. 
I 246 EAST SIXTH STREET 
LOS ANGELES 
Phone V Andike 2927 
General Sea Food Brokers 
and Distributors 
Wire Your Oj]E!rirrgs! 
New Accounts Solicited. 
Complete Coverage .Southern 
California 
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LOS ANGELES 
Wreden Packing 
& Provision Co. 
Exten.si11e Deniers in Fish lUetil 
and l)oullry in Los Angeles for 
the past 30 ,·ears. 
PRODUCERS AND SHIPPERS KINDLY 
QUOTE DIRECT 
Main Plant and Offices: 
129 SOUTH MAIN STREET 
Phone MUtual 4351 
LOS ANGELES CALIF. 
M. H. Isenberg 
FORMERLY ZAISER PRODUCE CO. 
Wholesale Fish Dealers 
SPECIALIZING IN FRESH WATER 
FISH 
We are the oldest firm in Los Angeles 
handling the 
FRESH WATER FISH TRADE 
1 812 South Central Ave. 
Telephone WEstmore 3263 
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 
Harbor Fish 
Company 
Whol~sale Dealers 
Fresh, Salted, Smoked and 
Canned Sea Foods 
All Varieties of Shell Fish 
and Specialties 
PRODUCERS, TAKE NOTE:-Quote us 
on all kinds Fresh Fish and Specialties 
631·633 CENTRAL AVE. 
Los Angoles, California 
Phones TR 6259, TR 6250 
c:~;; MINCElfl 
ABALONE I 
HENRY DOWDEN CO. 
Distributors 
598 Clay Street San Francisco 
Packed by 
MARINE PRODUCTS CO. 
Pacl£ers of ABALONE, TUNA, LOBSTER 
and other sea foods 
Export Office, 416 W. Bth St., Los Angeles 
THE WEST COAST FISHERIES 
nual report alnug with the statistics col-
lected bv the Bureau. 
In addition, nionthly statistics are col-
iected and published of the landings of 
ftsh by vessels at the 11orts of Boston 
and Gloucester, 1-bss.; Portland, 1v!e.; 
:md Seattle, \Yash., with publication of 
;:nnual bulletins snmmarizing these land-
it gs for the ye~1.r; monthly statistics are 
published on the cold-storage holdings 
of fish; quarterly statistics arc collected 
on the production, consumption and hold-
ings of oils in the fish industries for the 
use of the Bureau of the Census; annual 
statistics are collected and published on 
the production of canned fish products 
and by-products; on the shad and alewife 
fishery on the Potomac River; on the 
shad in the Hudson River; and on the 
sponges handled by the Tarpon Springs 
exchange. 
Little Known of Markets 
Marketing: Very little information is 
known conCerning the marketing and dis-
tribution of fishery products. To aid 
the industry in this phase, the division 
conducts studies of the fresh and frozen 
fish trade in Yarious cities of the United 
States. 
Such studies have been made in Louis-
ville, Ky.; Pittsburgh, Pa.; Chicago, Ill.; 
?vfinneapolis a11d St. Paul, 1v!inn.; Seattle, 
\V"ash.; Boston, ?\lass.; New York City; 
St. Louis. Mo.; Jacksonville, Fla., anfl 
Atlanta, Ga. 
These studies include the collection ni 
data as to the composition of population, 
receipts and sources of supply of fishery 
products, trade names in u~e. groupim~ 
of species into those on whtch the bulk 
Of the trade is based, those of minor im-
portance, and those for ·which there is a 
small sale, character of containers, cold-
storage holdings, freight, express and 
motor truck arrivals, short-line travel dis-
tance, freight ar.d express rates from the 
principal sources of supply, wholesale and 
retail trade, distribution and directory of 
dealers. 'll 
In addition, economic and market sur-
veys are made of yarious individual spe-
cies of fishery products or fishery indus-
tries. These have included surveys of 
the crab industry of the Chesapeake Bay. 
the ovstcr indnstrv of the Atlantic and 
Gulf ~coasts, the ·J;;oldfish industry, the 
trade in fresh and frozen package fish 
and at present a sun'ey is being mndr~ 
of the ovster n;arkct. 
Study Fimdamentals 
Technology: In view of the fact that 
three-fourths of the catch of fishery pro-
ducts is manufactured before marketing, 
there are manv technological problems 
·which arise co-ncerning this \Vork. To 
aid in solvin~ these problems the Bu-
reau's technologists are engaged in stndv-
ing the fundamental problems relating i.n 
preserving fishery products. the purpose 
of these studies being to improve present 
pr:-octices and introduce new methods. 
Rcce11t investigations of this character 
have revealed llC\Y methods of rreparinf.!;' 
fish for canning as sardines. saltim! fish 
for canning as sardine'S. s:dting fish in 
v.·arm climates, and brine freezing fisk 
'l'his latter in\"cstigatinn has had a rcvo-
lutinnarv effect upon the industry anll 
has cha·r,ged the nreparatior1 and .distri· 
hution of frozen fish in th-..t large quanti-
tics of certain varieties of fish are pre-
·nared at the point of production for th1: 
consumer, then frozen. and ,o;hipped in 
insulated containers without the nse ot 
i1C' to all sections of the country. 
The division is making an effort tn 
utilize waste products. which accrue in 
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manufacturing fishery products and also 
certain species of fish which do not lend 
themselves for food purposes. 
Reduction Research 
Also research is being directed 1t1 cer-
tain fish-reduction industries to reducing 
losses of protein and oil wasted in press 
liquors now discarded and improving the 
quality of the meal and oil produced. 
Studies of the ·waste products have aL-
ready Jed to the usc of scales of certain 
varietic:; of fish in making pearl essence, 
a product used in imitation· pearls, an-d 
to the utilization of shark skins for 
leather. 
Studies are conducted on the types of 
gear used in fishing operations, and in-
vestigations are being made concerning 
their efficiency and destructiveness. 
Throt1gh these- inve:;tigations a destruc-
tive tra·wl-net fishery on Chesapeake Bay 
has been prohibited and the loss of crabs 
in shedder floats has been greatly re-
duced. The preservation of textile fishing 
gear has been studied, leading to the 
development o£ superior net preserva-
tives and anti-fouling agent~, which have 
saved the fishermen many thousands of 
dollars annually. 
Types of fishing vessels and boats are 
studied by the Bureau's fisheries engi-
neer. Recently, such a stt_t{ly was made 
uf the types of vessels and boats used 
in North Carolina and aLso those hailing 
from New York City and Boston. 
Studies are made of the containers used 
in shipping various fishery products to 
market. As a result of this work, the 
oyster industry was provided with a bet-
ter means of shipping shell and shuck~cl 
stock. 
In cooperation with the Division of 
Scientific Inquiry the fishing grounds are 
studied; new grounds have been located 
in this manner; a scallop bed off Long 
Island and a blackfish fishery off Beau-
fort, N. C. In addition, the mackerel 
fishery is being studied with a view to 
predicting the runs, thereby enabling 
fishermen to oufit for this fishery more 
intelligently. An investigation of the 
fishing banks of the Gulf of Maine has 
lead to a publication now in press on 
this subject, in ·which is given the loc·a-
tion of the hanks, fish most often occur-
ring there, kind of bottom, depth, and 
other features which are pertinent to 
vessels conducting a fishery on these 
banks. 
Manufacturing methods in vogue itt 
the fisheries of foreign countries arc 
studied and those adaptable to conditions 
here are introduced. One result of this 
study has been the adoption of the meth-
ods of Scotch-curing herring to the her-
ring of Alaska, thereby contributing ma-
terially to the economic 1-velfare there. 
Many· Varieties Introduced 
There are many species of edible fish 
taken by the commercial fishermen, but 
ven· fc,\· nf these arc known to the aver-
age. housewife. Through this division's 
activities manv varieties of fish have been 
introduced, ;uld as a result of this work, 
the tilefish, sa:blcfish, and burbot are now 
fairly well known throughout the country. 
Until recent vears the health value of 
fish in the diet<i.ry of man and beast has 
not been fully appreciated. Studies of 
the coqstitucnts of fish and shellfish re-
n:al that they are unusually rich in, 
iodine, minerals, and other elements es-
sential in the diet and in a form in which 
thev arc easih· assimilated. A recent 
pul;lication of ihc Bureau relative to the 
nutriti,·e value of fish has proved val-
,,],], tA jj,., ,.n,;.,;<>t·••;.,1 !.o-1"'"""'" ~.,cl 
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has furnished a medium to inform con-
sumers of the health value of fish. 
T'hc division's files contain information 
relative to almost every phase of the 
fishing industry. This is disseminated 
to interested parties, both bv letter and 
,,.,,."'"""1 ,.,....,~~~t . 
ABALONE BOAT WRECKED 
At approximately 5 o'clock un the 
morning of Noveti1ber 5, the Jap;:inese 
diving boat "Nagata" struck the off-
shore rocks of China Point, and sank. 
A thick fog lav upon the sea at the time 
and dawn had- not yet lightened the sky 
overhead, so the men aboard had no 
·warning of danger until their boat stove 
itself on the reef. Surf practically cap-
sized the n~sscl "\Vhich heeled over on its 
starboard, spilling into the sea 250 dozen 
live abalones, tOgether with all equip-
ment. 
The "Nagato" is one of several diving 
outfits operating in the abalone fishery 
of 11-'fonterey. It had been fishing in Dis-
trict 18, this particular load having been 
obtained from the submarine rocks be-
tween Carmel Highhtnds and the big Sur 
River. The boat was running home with 
full cre'v aboard, to make delivery to A. 
Paladlni. whose Monterey branch has 
been rcceh·inrr the catch of the vessel. 
]. B. Phillips, of the 1Jontercy staff 
of the California Division of Fish and 
Game, reported on the accident, stating 
that shortly after the "Nagata" struck it 
careened and sank into a depression be-
tween the rocks on its beam ends. All 
of the load of large, market-sized aba-
lones slid overboard, as did also the div-
ing equipment and other loose gear. Be-
ing unable· to remain aboard, Captain U. 
Riona, owner, and his crt>.w of t-wo divers 
and two helpers, jumped overboard and 
swam away from the surf; out into the 
hay, where they ,vere picked up hy a sec-
ond ahalone boat that was following them 
in. but somewhat farther out to sea. 
The day following the accident the 
"Nagata" was succes-sfully taken off the 
rocks and beached. Inspection revealed 
that the vessel is not setiously damaged, 
and that a few days' work will condition 
it for service again. The Critchlow Ma-
chine Shop is overhauling the 40 h. p. 
Standard cng'ine. 
A happy happenstance was that some 
of the- diving suits· and gear ·washed 
ashore, and it may he possible to fish 
more of it from among the rocks where 
the wr.,eck occurred. 
Captain Riona carried full insurance; 
his losses will be made good to him. 
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However, he has forever last that load 
of abalones, for nat one drifted ashore, 
and the la'v forhits him diving for them 
on China Point, that being in water 
closed to commercial abalone fishing. In 
one way this is a fortunate thing, for it 
will constitute a fine ''plant" of big, 7-inch 
breeding stock right in front of the lab-
oratory of the Hopkins Marine Station. 
The effect of this accidental seeding will 
be watched with great interest by the 
staff of the institution. and hy the fish 
and game people generally.-George Rog-
er Chute. 
THE GULF OF MAINE 
Paralleling the northeastern coast line 
of North America lies a long chain of 
fishing bank~-a series of plateaus and 
ridges rising from the ocean bed to make 
comparatively shallow soundings. From 
very early times these grounds have been 
known to and visited bv the adventurers 
of the nations of wester~ Europe-North-
man, Breton, Basque, Portugese, Span-
ian!, Frencluna11, and Englishman. For 
centuries these fishing areas have played 
a large part in feeding the nations bor-
dering upon the \\Testern Ocean, and the 
development of their resources has been 
a great factor in the exploration of the 
K ew \,Y orld. 
According to statistics collected by the 
Bureau of Fisheries, these banks annu-
ally produce 400,000,000 pounds of fisherv 
products, which are landed in the Unite(! 
States; and, according to 0. E. Sotto. 
annually about 1,000,000,000 pounds of 
cod are taken on these banks and landed 
in the United States, Canada, Newfound-
land, France and Portugal. 
Apparently the earliest known and cer-
tainly the most extensive of these is the 
Great Bank of Newfoundland, so named 
from time immemorial. From the Fiem-
i.~h Cap, in 44° 06' west longitude and 
47° north latitude, marking the eastern-
most point of this great area, extends 
the Grand Bank westward and south-
westward over nbout 600 miles of length. 
Thence, other grounds continue the chain, 
passing along through the Green Bank, 
St. Peter's Bank, \\Testern Bnnk (made 
up of several more or less connected 
grounds, such as }.Jisaino Bank, Bnnque-
reau, The Gully, and Sable Island Bank)· 
thence southwest through Emerald Bank: 
Sambre, Roseway, La Have, Seal Island 
Ground, Brown's Bank, and George's 
Bank with its southwestern extension of 
Nantucket Shoals. To all is added the 
long shelving area extending from the 
canst out to the edge of the continental 
plnteau and stretching from the South 
Shoal off Nantucket to New York, mak-
ing in all, from the eastern part of the 
Grand Bank to New York Bay, a dis-
tance of about 2,000 miles, an almost 
continuous extent of the most productive 
fishing ground. 
\Vithin the bowl that is the Gulf of 
!viaine, the outer margin of ,vhich is made 
by the shoaling of the water over the 
Seal Island Grounds, Brown's Bank, and 
George's Bank, this chain is further ex-
tended by another series of smaller 
grounds, as Grand l\hnan Bank, the Ger-
man Bank, Jeffreys Bank, Cashes Bank, 
Platts Bank, Jeffreys Ledge, Fippenies 
Bank, Stellwagon or Middle Bank; and 
again, lying inside these, this fishing area 
is increased by a very large number of 
smaller grounds and "fishing spots'' lo-
cated within a verv short distance of the 
mainland. Ali thisc banks and breeding 
places of the most. valued of our food 
fishes-the cod, haddock, cusk, hake, pol-·· 
lock and halibut-and each in its proper 
season furnishes fishing grounds where 
are taken many other important species 
of migratory and polagic food fishes as 
well as those named here. It is probable 
that no other fishing area equaling this 
in size or in productivity exis'ts ·any-
where else in the world, and: the figures 
of the total catch taken from it must 
show an enormous poundage and a most 
imposing sum representing the value of 
its fishery. 
Those well-defined areas that lie with-
in or arc adjacent to the Gulf of Maine, 
such as the Bay of Fundy, the Inner 
Grounds (those close tO the mainland); 
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the Outer Grounds (those within the 
gulf), the Georges :i.rea, Seal Island 
Grounds, and Brown Bank, which form 
the outer margin of the gulf; and also 
those nearer offshore banks that are most 
closely connected with the market fishery 
of the three principal fishing ports with-
in the Gulf of Maine are described in 
Bureim of Fisheries document 1059 en-
titled, "Fishing Grounds of the Gulf of 
.\.fainc," by \Valter I-I. Rich. 
NEW FISH ASSOCIATION 
(Coutinucd from Page 11) 
servation, and further stated that in his 
opinion there were plenty of fish outside. 
\Vithout doubt one coulrl go to the mouth 
of the streams of Puget Sound and li tcr-
ally walk across the backs of the fish try-
i 
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ing to gd into the streams, but said the 
hatchery operated by his depart111ent is 
functioning 1QOr/O. He also went into de-
tail concerning conservation work being 
done by fish hatcheries at Puget Sound 
;md stated that ample proof of the closed 
season with restricted gear should help 
the fisheries of the future. 
The chairman then called on L. E. 
:l'viayhall of the State Fisheries of \Vash-
ington. j\Ir. Mayhall is hatchery superin-
tendent, state of \Vashington. He made 
<•ll interesting talk on the. operations of 
the \Vashington hatcheries. He said that 
in taking the eggs from the fish the car-
cases were being canned as food for the 
young fish in the hatchery. He also went 
into considerable detail concerning the 
success of the hatcheries and the progres-
!;ivc state of affairs as conducted bv the 
department. ~ 
TRADE SURVEY OF THE 
MONTH 
Silve:rs and chinooks are m·cr, of 
course, for southern Oregon, with steel-
heads coming in light. l\'fost of the plants 
are clnsiug down for the season and will 
open next year about March for the 
..-pring run, ·with prospects declared to be 
good. Crabs are coming in fairly well 
with. 1he quality greatly improved over 
pre\'IOUS years, inasmuch as they are 
larger in size. The Coast Fisheries, 
owned and operated hy Clyde Chase, 
Reedsport, is packing crab meat that is of 
excellent quality and is also shipping con-
i;idcrablc quantities of \vhole crabs. The 
Coast plant will remain open aU year as 
well as wiJI the Feller Fish Compan}; at 
~'iarshfield and the Gold Beach at Ban-
don and Eureka, also the Newport Fis\J 
Company at .!'{ewport. The past season 
was declared by everyone to be very suc-
cessful. 
Regarding the district, Chas. Feller re-
ports: "In reporting for the district of 
Southwestern Oregon at this time, it 
must be noted that al: ri\'ers in this sec-
tion· dose to salmon fishing November 
20. (\Nritten Nov. 19). Not until De-
cen:ber 10 will fresh salmon be again 
ava.ilablc e~cept for the Umpqua River, 
winch contmucs open until December 5 
and is then closed entirely for the rest 
of the winter. Coos Bay is the only open 
water for salmon fishing after Decem-
ber 10. 
"During the past month fishing has 
been •:cry slack at all points, v,rith the 
exception of some of the small rivers to 
the south whc.nce supplies of late chin-
oaks came from time to time. Halibut 
fishing is closed and weather conditions 
•vill determine whether or no there will 
he regular supplies of ling and rockcod 
during the next weeks. 
"Exceptional weather conditions have 
been in a large measure responsible for 
the lack of salmon of late. The rivers 
in this section arc lower than they have 
been before within the recollection of the 
oldest pioneers. It is possible that if the 
dry conditions prevail for a further ten 
days, that upon the opening of fishing, 
December 10 next, a yerv reasonable catch 
of ~sh, will be made as· soon as the rains 
set 111. 
E. ]. Oakland of Oakland's Fish camp, 
\Valdport, Ore., reporting December 3, 
said that he estimated the catch of sit-
versicles and chinook between September 
20 and November 1 to he 100 tons. The 
ntn was ·verv li12:ht in Novf'tnhPr h .. t ·• 
4-9 
good run of steclheads in December and 
] anuary is anticipated. 
The run of fish in Southern California 
has been fairly heavy for the past month, 
with good quantities of most varieties 
available received at San Pedro and San 
Diego during November and early .in 
December. Receipts of totuava, the giant 
Mexican sea hass, have been good re-
cently, although the Gulf of California 
season got off to a slow start last month. 
Barracuda, halibut, lobsters, mackerel and 
other varieties haH been received in fairly 
good quantities. 
NORTHERN CALIFORNIA 
By WALTJ~R SMITH 
The crab and striped bass seasons, the 
most important e\·ents on northern Cali-
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50 
fornia's \vinter fishery calendar, have 
been under ·way now for several -..vcck,;. 
favorable -..veather conditions and good 
catches marked the opening season and 
have continued to date with everv indica-
tion that the fishermen will have"" a fairly 
profitable season. The stuck landed so 
far is of excellent quality. 
Crab prices were set at $3.55 a dozen 
by the San Francisco Association before 
the ~tart of the season, an increase o-f 
$1.10 over last year's prices, It is re-
ported that his has been dropped to $3.10 
due to the unexpected volume of the 
catch. Most of the locai boats are, of 
course, working on crab. However. 
enough rock cod and black cod arc com-
ing in to take care of the local market. 
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Aftl!r 
nose ~ole 
trawling 
after a 
enough 
fresh m;met. 
Eureka 
catches of round 
weeks. the local 
blanks, but 
•d'iictetf bringing in 
to supply the 
No fishing activity here except fcir a 
few boats fishing black cod and smelts. 
Season closed on salmon in all nearby 
districts until June 1. 1-hny boats away 
to south n.nd Oregon. 
Fort Bragg 
Onlv four 
black -cod. 
Pittslmrg 
boats operating- fishing 
Most of the activity centered on striped 
bass. Most of the fishermen are deliv-
ering their catches here. Fish are coming 
in every day in good volume and orders 
can be filled promptly. Fall salmon sea-
son opened Nov. 13. The catch has been 
very small so far. 
Stochtou 
Busalacchi Brothers report that the 
striped bass catch is good. They are not 
getting the bulk of the catch but are ·well 
fixed to take care of their orders. They 
report salmon recei11ts very light. 
Sacranwtllo 
Nothing coming in but a few catfi,;h; 
no salmon coming in at all. 
Santa Cru::: 
Fair quantities of local fish such as 
rock cod, etc., coming in eyery day. 
1llonterey 
The luscious abalone as usual dominates 
the fresh fish situation at Monterey. The 
divers are working off San Luis and are 
keeping the market well supplied; prices 
arc steadv. 
The catlneries are all getting plenty of 
sardines. T'he purse seine fleet \vhich at 
the start of the season consisted of only 
12 boats has been increased to 18. The 
lampara boats haYe made ·som changes iri 
their nets changing them over to a spe-
cies of round haul or half ring nets. Ex-
cellent catches are being made by both 
types of equipment. 
THE WHALE AND THE SARDINE 
By W. J. DONNELLY 
\Ve had heen on the deck of a seiner 
nnd were watching a school of sardines. 
lt is a known fact that the sardines' se-
verest enemy is the gigantic whale, for 
1v[r. \Vhale considers the tasty sardines 
a very delicious meal, whether it be for 
breakfast, lunch or dinner, and it mat-
ters not if it be the entree or dessert. 
\Vith one breath he draws thousands of 
the timid creatures into his huge mouth. 
And so it was at this particular time. 
\Ve could sec the whale get close to the 
pilchards, and in moment a portion of the 
school would be drawn into the mam-
mal's mouth. This procedure occurred 
several times. It was as if the whale's 
jaws were a magnet and the sardines 
were tinv tacks. 
At last, what was left of the frightened 
sardines managed to withdraw to safety. 
But \Ye could see one solitary sardine at 
a distance, anrl it seemed in no hurry to 
get away. 1vfeanwhile, the whale was 
splashing about the water in high glee. 
He would shoot water from his nostrils 
sky-high time and again, and this was 
11robahly his sign of conquest. 
As we took our eyes off the whale the 
tinu '"'rrJ;,,, \\':1" S\Yilnlllilll! to\vard the 
huge 'vhale. \Ve had to pinch ourselves 
to make sure we weren't dreamint?. But, 
sure enough, he caught right up to the 
sea-monster, and at that moment there 
was a fierce struggle. We could see the 
water splash upward hundreds of feet. 
Then to our surprise the whale seemed to 
be tossed several feet up in the air, and 
the same thing occurred again. Then an-
other terrific struggle, and shortly after 
there was not the slightest sign of the 
whale, and when the water became calm 
there was the triumphant sardine, look-
ing about, as much as to say, "Are there 
any more whales around?" 
(Editor's Note: Join our Lie-of-the-
Month Club and see if vou can't top this· 
one.) · 
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